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Executive Summary 

ABInBev is the biggest brewing company in the world. Originated from a series of acquisitions it has grown into 

a real beer behemoth. With the backing of 3G Capital and its three founders Jorge Lemann, Carlos Sicupara and 

Marcel Telles these three Brazilians stand behind some of the biggest mergers in history. Growing companies 

through mergers and extensive cost-cutting have proven a successful strategy. Now the company is experiencing 

declining growth, as demand for beer has stagnated. 

SABMiller is the world’s second biggest brewing company. With roots in South Africa, they have through a 

series of mergers and acquisitions, built up the company to a major player in emerging markets. Local presence 

and advanced distribution networks have made this company a global player. With significant earnings in Latin 

America and Africa the company is present in many of the markets ABInBev is not.   

With growth stagnating ABInBev has sought to buy SABMiller for a record 104-billion-dollars. We have in this 

paper investigated if this value makes sense for an individual investor from the side of ABInBev. We have first 

done two valuations of the companies, and then merged them to see what synergies could be achieved. Our 

analysis shows SABMiller company that before the rumors of the merger is over-valuated. We found, based on 

our cash flow models, a market value of equity at 62.119-billion-dollars equaling a share price of $45. The market 

value of equity at the point when the rumors started was $75 billion, a significantly larger amount.  

For ABInBev our valuation was very close to the original price, and we ended up with an estimate 1.182-billion-

dollars lower than the price in September 2014. This leads to a market cap of 175.274-billion-dollars and a share 

price of $109. According to our estimates, this deal will destroy shareholder value for ABInBev investors. The 

synergies we have with included in our estimates found a deal value at 79.053-billion-dollars. This means realized 

synergies for 18-billion-dollars. This is a significant deviation from the price paid, but still way below what the 

market believes is the right price.  

We believe the rationale for this merger is the entrance into two key markets. Africa and the rest of Latin 

America. These are markets with high entry barriers, where SABMiller in some markets is close to a monopoly. 

However, we do not see the price paid being recouped in future growth in these markets. In Latin America, there 

is room for cost cuts, and Africa is the last proper growth market for beer. Africa is also a very risky market, 

something we have discussed further in our analysis of Africa.  

We believe the management of ABInBev has taken a bigger bite than they can chew. They have a strong track 

record, but own success could always blind one.  
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1.0 Introduction 

Through time, beer has been one of the most consumed alcoholic beverages. Some state beer dates back more 

than 6000 years to China whereas the beer as we know it today is younger.  

Production of beer through the last centuries followed the same standard evolvements as most other industries 

did. Production became more structured with increased precision, quality and output. Initially, brews were 

primary done by monasteries across Europe and was sold at a significant premium to the public. Later on, 

artisans began their brew processes to small local communities. However, brewers started to produce their brews 

in small cooperation’s bringing down equipment costs, but still had the influence of their style. This led to the 

establishments of the first breweries.  

Corporations through time have merged and acquired others for various purposes. These purposes seem to be 

relevant for the brewing industry as well. Access to new products, markets, and larger sales are some of the most 

common drivers behind mergers and acquisitions. The brewing industry is one of the most profoundly merged 

industries today, which might stem from the fact that it is a relatively old unified product, with a very large 

customer reach.  

ABInBev and SABMiller are the two leading breweries in the world, both with a very long heritage. These two 

mega brewers have the leading market position. They have established themselves early, but they have also 

managed to merge themselves and acquire other breweries through time, gaining access to new markets and 

products fairly easy.  

Now they are in the middle of an acquisition process to become the world’s largest brewery with almost 30% 

market share on a global scene. We have chosen to analyse the whole process, to come up with what we believe 

are the most rational and correct outcome of this ongoing merging process.  

1.1 Problem formulation & research questions  

The primary focus of this paper is to conduct a strategic and financial analysis of ABInBev and SABMiller. We 

will do a proper analysis of Africa, which we believe is the most important market. Afterwards, we do a stand-

alone valuation of the two companies using discounted cash flow models. Going further we will find the value of 

possible synergies in the merger, and what the final value of a merged company would be. We will investigate 

whether ABInBev is destroying shareholder value by so-called “empire building.” We will then look at different 

scenarios in our sensitivity analysis to see what would happen if we changed our estimates.  

ABInBev’s suggested value to acquire SABMiller is among one of the highest in the history of M&A’s. We will 

try to analyse whether the price is correctly valued from ABInBev’s perspective, or if we come up with a price 

varying from ABInBev’s. The strategic analysis includes PESTEL, Porters Five Forces, and VRIO. The analysis’ 

will be wrapped up by a synergy and sensitivity analysis.  
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To answer this question, we have found the following problem formulation 

What is the market value of equity for SABMiller and ABInBev per 13th September 2014? 

In order to do so, we include a series of research questions:  

I   Why engage in mergers and acquisitions? 

II   What external factors influence the beer industry?  

III   What internal factors do beer companies face when operating in local and global markets? 

V   What effect does Africa have in this acquisition? 

VI   What is the expected future growth in the beer industry? 

VII   Which synergy values are possible in this acquisition and how do they affect the price of SABMiller? 

VII   Are the management of ABInBev guilty of empire building? 

1.2 Methodology  

In valuating SABMiller and ABInBev, many models have been put to use. We have written this thesis based on a 

“post-positivistic” mind-set. This mean that we consider ourselves realists when writing this thesis. When 

reading this thesis, we will present the theories as they are applied. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with 

basic financial and economic terms.  

We have in the data collection in this thesis used publicly available information as we write this thesis from an 

investors perspective. We will use both quantitative and qualitative information, to create a full picture of the 

operations of the companies. As major corporations much public information is available.  

1.2.1 Introduction 

The general information provides the reader with the insight to the beer industry. This information should 

enlighten the reader on the market and the history behind both companies. Markets drivers and characteristics 

are also summarized in the introduction. This has the intention to build a basic understanding of why the 

strategic analyses are required. Both ABInBev and SABMiller are presented including their history up until 

present time. Alongside their company and ownership structure are explained, leading into the mergers and 

acquisitions, both companies have been involved in.  

1.2.2. The strategic analysis 

PESTEL analysis, which is an abbreviation of Political, Economic, Sociocultural, Technological, Environmental 

and Legal. This is the initial analysis looking at the macro environmental factors influencing the beer industry in 
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an either positive or negative way. Some of the subareas are overlapping with the PESTEL. Which is why we 

have merged the Political and Legal parts. 

Porter’s Five Forces is a classic industry-specific analysis, serving the purpose of getting a deep insight into the 

industry which it analyses. With this analysis, we can give a well-documented answer on the synergies that are 

created between the two companies.  

To round up the strategic analysis of the thesis we have decided a VRIO analysis would fit. These two strategic 

analyses are naturally influencing the value of the merger. Understanding how they influence a financial analysis 

is required. 

1.2.3 The financial analysis 

ABInBev and SABMiller’s annual reports are used to perform the financial analyses of both companies. We will 

use this to assess the performance of the companies, as well as use the analysis to see how this acquisition will 

affect the companies and their potential performance.  

With the combined effect of the strategic and financial analyses, makes it possible to budget their performance. 

We use this in a valuation of both companies and the peers in the industry, to make an objective case on how the 

companies perform compared to their competitors. As we have mentioned, this will be the base of the stand-

alone valuations of the companies.  

To round up the financial analyses, the SWOT analyses will serve the last brick in the puzzle for the valuation 

and the combined value of ABInBev and SABMiller.  

1.3 Limitations and assumptions 

As a 104-billion-dollar, acquisition there will be certain limitations. 

In this thesis, we do a valuation on SABMiller and ABInBev, not all the subsidiaries of the companies.  

We will base our financial information on the 2015 numbers. The reason for this is that their annual report dates 

back to the 31st of March. Currency exchanges can have a significant impact on this thesis. However, we believe 

this is outside the scope of this thesis.  

As ABInBev and SABMiller are publicly traded companies, we have only used publicly available information. 

The cut-off date for financial information in this thesis is set to September 20, 2014, right before the rumours of 

this merger started floating. We have taken other information gathered after this into account, but not in the 

financial budgeting.  

Both ABInBev and SABMiller are sophisticated companies with operations around the globe. We do not 

account for the regional tax rates in these countries and use estimated tax rates based on the annual reports of 

the companies.  
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1.4 Motivation 

Business’ had always existed, dating back through centuries, to when people traded various goods with each 

other. Introducing alternative payment methods led business’ ability to grow because their goods were sold 

instead of traded. Some professions were more lucrative than others, and suddenly people started to flock 

towards these. In time, people started to realize some goods could be sold in other parts of the world at higher 

prices. This led to the creation of the Silk Route which was one of the oldest trading routes in the world going 

from Asia to Europe.  

In 1600, The British East India Company was established. This was one of the first corporations in the world to 

import/export goods around the world to commercialize them to the common people. Through this process, the 

common people suddenly gained access to new goods as well as being able to sell their goods elsewhere. The 

British East India Company was not the only company present in India and Asia with regular trading routes; a 

parallel company called the English Company Trading in the East Indies also had a presence in the area. With these 

two companies doing similar business, they were in strong competition. However, in 1708 they realized that they 

were the only ones doing that kind of business. Thus leading them to merge. This was one of the first real 

documented merger cases in history. (East India Company, u.d.) 

It was not until the late 19th century the M&A activities really started. This was when companies in the U.S. 

realized that one of the easiest ways to expand their business, with respect to various factors. However, initially, 

the idea behind the mergers was to expand the market share of small individual firms. In the U.S. between 1895 

and 1905, more than 1800 firms consolidated their business to form larger corporations with more power as well 

as market share.  

This is a way to conduct business in order to drive both good and bad companies forward into new areas. Being 

able to analyse which factors would be useful and prove valuable to one or both of the companies are what 

makes an M&A turn into a success. Achieving this ability and doing this experiment are an important part of a 

financial study line.  

Another aspect we will try to enlighten in this thesis is what is the major motivation for the management of 

doing this merger. This enormous merger will have a major impact in creating the biggest brewer ever seen 

before. They will potentially wield enormous power over certain markets.  

The master thesis is a rather large assignment with broad scope possibilities, and would, therefore, serve as the 

perfect playground for testing out our abilities to analyse understand and evaluate this acquisition scenario. It 

requires a broad toolbox draws string to courses and theories we have learnt through all of our years of study.  

2.0 The beverage industry 

The beverage market in general consist of the following products; soft drinks, beers, ciders, spirits, wine and 

flavoured alcoholic beverages. A number of multinational corporations, which operate in multiple subcategories, 

mainly drives the industry. However, these are often divided between alcohol and non-alcohol beverages. The 
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most well-known companies which operate in the beverage (excluding beer producers) industry are the 

following; The Coca-Cola Company, Nestlé SA, PepsiCo, Diageo, Pernod-Ricard and Dr. Pepper Snapple 

Group. (Global Beverage, November 2015) (Global Beer, April, 2015) 

The global beverages market accounts for an incredibly large amount both volume and value wise. In 2014, the 

revenue generated from this market was $1,774b, which was close to 2% of the gross world product. A CAGR 

of 3.3% over the prior 5 years are not impressive, even though it is on the positive side. However, regions like 

Europe and North America are showing small growth CAGR, while large population regions like Africa and 

Asia-Pacific are showing good CAGR. By 2019, it is believed that the Asia-Pacific region accounts for a higher 

value than the European market. Of the above-mentioned product categories, soft drinks are the biggest market 

in terms of volume with about 40%.  

Where retailers avoid entering into production of their specific goods, the producers of the good are not afraid 

of producing raw materials themselves. This is both seen in the beer industry, with breweries going into hops 

and barley production, but it’s also seen in the soft drink industry with The Coca-Cola Company owning kola 

nut fields around the world. This is though not to interact with the prices of raw materials, but to enabling the 

producers to control the quality and origin of the raw materials. This could be useful in CSR policy as well as 

ensuring the correct standardized product. However, through the last couple of years, there has been a great 

focus on health. This has led large soft-drink companies to enter into new markets, such as milk and bottled 

water.  

2.1 Beer market history 

Beer has existed for centuries, with early traces going back to 6000 BC with some even further. These traces are 

most often found in the Middle East as well as in China. The current form of beer dates back to the Roman 

Empire as a substitute for wine. The consumption of beer was regarded as a Barbaric drink since the 

consumption most oft took place on the northern outskirts of the empire. (Gammelgaard & Dörrenbächer, The 

global brewery industry, 2013) 

Through the middle Ages, the need for alcoholic beverages increased which sparked a shift from family self-

supply production to a more commercialized approach. However, the beer at this time was difficult to conserve 

which led to the infusion on Hops. Hops helped preserve, as well as flavouring and the beer looked even more 

like the product we know today. Consumption increased over the following centuries, partly due to the low price 

compared to wine but also because common water was often polluted, which meant beer was a substitute for 

water. During this period common people consumed close to 5 litres of beer a day, which naturally fuelled the 

industry.  

Up until the 19th century, it was fairly difficult to make quality beer due to difficulties with temperature control 

and lack of knowledge of yeast as a fermenting product. The Industrial Revolution (1760-1840) facilitated the 

transportation of beer making it easier to transport beer across countries. This was reflected in the high amount 

of breweries being established in this era; Carlsberg was founded in 1847, Heineken in 1864, ABInBev in 1860 
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and SABMiller in 1895. Through the 20th century, the industry took various major turns. In 1960, computers 

helped increased the production quality; roads increased the infrastructure making distribution possibilities even 

better. Through the 70’ies, a steep vertical, as well as horizontal expansion, took place, resulting in breweries 

starting to buy lands in order to plant crops, while also merging and acquiring competing breweries. By the end 

of 1990’s most countries had a couple of breweries, where the five largest breweries in the world accounted for 

less than 25% of world production. The 2000’s was the years of M&A’s; by 2010, the five largest companies had 

more than 50% of the total output showing a strong tendency towards consolidation.  

With these M&A trends, the breweries needed to change their market entry strategy. The new acquisition made 

the brewery presence in a market near instantaneous due to the fact, that they gain access to production, 

distribution and sales networks. Thereby they are able to penetrate the market fairly easy. (Gammelgaard & 

Dörrenbächer, The global brewery industry, 2013) 

2.2 Beer market today  

In this section, we will take a deeper look at what characterizes the beer market today. We will look at the 

industry factors and what trends have been seen in the market the latest years. From there we will move over to 

have a short intro to the supply chain of the beer market.  

2.2.1 Industry characteristics  

The beer market today consists of numerous actors producing and selling products both on local and global 

markets. Most of the markets, both locally and globally, are quite exploited with well-diversified product 

portfolios. This makes it easy for the consumers to choose which products they wish to consume, but it also 

intensifies competition in the market.  

In general, sales of beer are mostly made through either off-trade and on-trade places, which are split close to 

equally between these sales methods. Off-trade sales are made directly by the customer in a supermarket or 

grocery store, while on-trade are sales in restaurants, bars and areas such as. Normally off-trade offers a greater 

variety of brands available to the customer while on-trade are limited to the specific place requirements.  

Generally, the global beer market has seen a value growth the last couple of years. New trends in the alcoholic 

beverage industries let the customers look for premium quality products.  

2.2.2 Market trends  

Today there are about 150 different styles of beer sold; most comes out of Germany, UK, Ireland, France, 

Belgium and North America. All beer types can be divided into three broad Categories: ale, lager and 

Hybrid/mixed.  

As with many other consumer goods, beer is increasingly facing price-based market segmentation. Premium 

beers have gained traction in most Western markets the last couple of years. This is specifically seen in countries 

such as Germany, Denmark, UK and the US. These are markets with a long history of large quantities of beer 
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consumption. Lately, the trend moving towards higher quality beer have been inevitable. Breweries are reacting 

to this trend by developing new tastes and beer styles, which are being sought after by the young generation.  

Small brewing companies in the countries mentioned above have shown to be especially strong in these areas. 

The development and ability to come up with a new product / new line of brands seem to be more natural, 

making them able to grab some initial market share from these segments before the larger breweries react. This 

has led to some of the larger breweries either reviving small brewery divisions or by the acquisition of these small 

local breweries. Through this, they can keep their market share and keep hold of their customer portfolio.  

Craft beers/microbreweries are typically one of the sub-segments within the premium beer segment. This trend, 

as we know it today, started back in the 70’s in the UK though artisan brewers have been known for centuries. 

This trend has spread into the pub/bar society as well where the microbreweries supply their small limited 

premium beers to one or a few single local bars/pubs where they are sold. (Microbrewery) 

Demand for craft beer has been fuelled by numbers of facts such as; consumers who would like to believe that 

their products can be traced back its roots and to confirm the originality of the product. Increased demand for 

local authentic brewer beer, help the small communities that rise and support these breweries. These small 

societies are somewhat able to create a united spirit that supports the brewing industries. (Beer Report, 2014) 

Another beer trend, which has been challenging for the larger breweries are the place of consumption has 

changed over the past years. In the U.S. close to 75% of all beer are consumed off premise. (Ginley, 2013) 

This is of course not a new tendency; however, it’s a tendency which is on the rise. Tendencies like this are 

increasing the risk of “in-proper” consumption of the product, where breweries create beers which are to be 

consumed in a specific way, controlling the off-premise consumption creates problems for the breweries.  

Reasoning behind this increased off-premise consumption are highly linked to health issue concerning alcohol, 

ban on smoking in pubs, local laws, and premiumization.  

The initial is also influence the on-premise consumption but, however, it has helped the shift even more because 

people don’t like to be identified as unhealthy due to high alcohol consumption.  

Where the demand for premium brands beer directly influence the on-premise beer consumption due to the 

increased price bars and restaurants are able to take from the high-quality beers. This generally means people 

decrease the amount by volume but pay the same overall on a night’s out.  

There has been a tendency, the last couple of years where a ban on alcohol has made it more difficult for 

consumers to commute by car after a night out. This creates a natural reduction in consumers, especially in 

countries with large commuting distances.  

Whereas the ban on indoor smoking at bars not directly influence the consumption of beer, the ban does 

indirectly decrease the amount consumed on premise. People might be forced either to stay home for longer, in 

order to be able to smoke while consuming alcohol, as well as smokers spend less time with a beer in hand when 

being forced outside or away from the bar. This means that the actual time spent consuming beer on premise has 

diminished together with this new laws. (Craft Beers in the US and UK Case Study, 2011)  
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2.2.3 Beer market value chain 

 

The value chain in the global beer market is very dependent on good distribution channels. This is what makes 

the biggest breweries able to transport their products all over the world in a fast and cheap manner.  

The brewing industry is very complex and when the company grows so does the distribution network. From the 

crops to the consumer is an extensive network of distribution processing and transportation. The beverage 

market needs one of the most extensive distribution networks. This especially goes for exported beer that needs 

to find its way into the biggest African deserts and the smallest Chinese cities.  

This is one of the main advantages of being a big company in today’s markets. Economies of scale give a true 

competitive advantage if you need a worldwide distribution network. One example of this is SABMiller that is 

the official bottler of The Coca-Cola Company in Africa. This is also one of the drivers for doing M&A in this 

environment. Access to an already built, tested and operational distribution network.  

3.0 The alcoholic beverage industry  

In this section, we will go deeper into the alcoholic beverage industry and look at what drives the industry. We 

will examine the customers, the suppliers, buyers the competitive situation and potential substitutes. We aim to 

give a better understanding of what is the main drivers of the market. We will end this section by looking further 

at the M&A activity in the beer market, and how this has transformed a fairly traditional industry with a lot of 

players into a few major brewers. After having explored further the development of the M&A activity in the beer 

market for the market in general, we will move on to look at the M&A activity of three of the main peers in the 

world. We will here examine the peers that we have identified as Heineken and Carlsberg. We have also done an 

analysis of Snow Beer. Due to the scope of this paper, this is moved to the Appendix.  

Demand

•The consumers 
demand a product 
that sets the chain 
in motion

Sourcing and 
Agriculture

•Barley hops and 
other products are 
c ultivated from 
big and small  
farmers. Sources 
locally where 
possible.

Brewing

•Beer is brewed at a 
certain brewing 
fascility across one 
of the brewieries 
all over ther world.

Bottling and 
Distribution

•Beer is bottled and 
shipped out to 
consumers. Locally 
trucks are used 
and for global 
brands .

•products are 
shipped online. 

Retailers

•Partnered with 
large and small 
retailers the 
products get 
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Beer is sold with 
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•Consumers set the 
agena for new 
trends, and new 
segments
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3.1 Customers  

Within the beverage market, the customers are 

needed to be divided between those interested in 

non-alcoholic products, alcoholic and those who are 

indifferent. Generally, customers who are purchasing 

alcohol are above the age 18-21 years. The 

indifferent customers are most difficult to categorize 

correctly, due to the nature of the state. Customers 

who have no preference for their choice and as such, 

they could both tap into the low-medium market but also to the soft-drink market. Products, which are 

refreshing with a low amount of alcohol, can potentially tap into the market of soft drinks when the products are 

consumed. These products mainly consist of low alcoholic ciders, low alcoholic beers, mixers and ready-to-drink 

products. Soft-drink customers are the group of customers who are only interested in the soft-drink, non-

alcoholic market. These customers are spread across ages, gender, and social status. The main focus of these is 

that they are not interested in alcoholic beverages at the point of state when they make their purchase.  

3.2 Suppliers 

Suppliers for the beer industry are limited to a few key ingredients. These ingredients are bottles, crops for 

malting, hops, water and yeast. Most of these ingredients are fairly standardized, making supplying these 

ingredients easy. Suppliers for the crops are normally small-medium sized farmers, who are producing these 

crops as a part of the overall their total output. This makes them less dependent on the specific crop. However, 

some farmers have specialized in creating high-quality crop product, making these crops well suited for premium 

products. The largest barley markets, which are the most common malting crop, are Russia, Ukraine, Germany, 

France, Canada and Spain. However, Australia has a reputation for producing high-quality barley, which is being 

shipped to the international market.  

Hops are generally produced with the specific focus for the beer industry. Hops have the characteristics to 

flavour beer with a variety of tastes as we as serving the purpose of conservation. The use of hops in alternative 

products is limited to a few such as herbal medicine and tea. The largest hobs markets in the world are Germany, 

United States, and Ethiopia.  

Yeast is another ingredient in beer production. The yeast used in the fermenting process of brewing are the same 

as used in common baking, making this yeast type very common and widely available across the globe. Countries 

such as France, Netherlands, England, and Australia are some of the main producers of yeast.  

The process of brewing requires a packaging part as well. These are normally done in aluminium cans, plastic and 

glass bottles or kegs. These are very standardized products used in other industries as well, such as soft drinks 

industries. Water is another key ingredient for beer production. This is mostly available globally, however, the 

amount of water used to fertilize crops are quite vast leading to and the indirect high amount of wastewater. 

Figure 1 - Beer consumption by regions (own creation) 
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With rising water scarcity problems, the pressure put onto farmers and breweries to lower wastewater are 

increasing.  

3.3 Buyers  

Buyers are customers who acquire large quantities of beverages at the same time. These are differentiated from 

customers in the way that their demands are influenced by the market in which they operate within. Buyers are 

often large retailers or company chain where large quantities of beverages are ordered at the same time. (Global 

Beverages, November, 2015) Large retailers are companies such as Tesco, Wal-Mart, Carrefour, Lidl and Metro, 

are all operating in various markets in either large or multiple economies. Their size makes them strong players in 

the market, enabling them to drive prices down on large stock orders.  

3.4 Competition 

The beer market is a close to fully exploited market. Actors acting on the global market are limited by number 

but are responsible for a large amount of the global sale both with respect to volume and value. Locally, the 

markets are exploited by small and medium sized companies acting both as new entrants competing for market 

share but, also as market leaders sustaining their presence in the market. Generally, the markets with the most 

competitors on are the markets who have had a long tradition of beer production and consumption. These 

markets used to be present in Northern Europe and Eastern Europe. 

3.5 Substitutes 

Substituting products in the beverage market are dominated by vast varieties depending on which market and 

why there is a demand for substitutes. In the soft drinks market, the substitutes include products such as water 

products, milk products, tea & coffee and low alcohol products. There is especially a demand for high-end coffee 

drinks and teas which have gained traction in the modern society. Soft drinks are less healthy but also because 

these new tea and coffee products have similar characteristics as some soft drinks. Water products such as 

“Vitamin Well” and other “health” associated products have shown strong entrance in the markets for 

millennials. Milk products are mostly related to the coffee & tea products and are a product group that rarely 

substitutes. (Coca-Cola India Enters Dairy Market , 2016) 

3.6 M&A activity in the world beer market 

Global beer consumption in 2009, was close to 7 times larger than all the other alcoholic beverages combined 

(wine, spirits, premixes and cider). Beer, therefore, contributes by far with the largest share, by for alcoholic 

beverages. Through the last decade, as we will examine closer, later on, M&A activities have been one of the 

main initiatives large breweries has focused on. This means that the shift from earlier 90’s with more than 40 

multinational breweries, which shared the global market, shifted to only 4 breweries holding more than 40% of 

the production. (Gammelgaard & Dörrenbächer, The global brewery industry, 2013) However, this M&A 

activity has not been limited to the multinational breweries but are seen in small and medium sized breweries. In 

fact, most of these top four players became top breweries through M&A’s. Much of these activities stem from 
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the 90’s and forward. This correlates with the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1990-1992. Demolition of the wall opened 

up all of Eastern Europe as well as countries such as China, India, and Russia. This enabled easier trade as well as 

possibilities to merge & acquire 

breweries across the formerly 

disputed lands. The M&A 

process and strategies slowly 

began to increase with 

companies such as ABInBev 

and Heineken as the main 

players to engage in M&A 

activities.  

In 2000 Heineken, SABMiller and ABInBev were the only breweries, which had a 5% market presence in 

respectively 2, 2 and 3 out of the 6 regional market. Whereas in 2009, nearly a decade later, these breweries were 

now ABInBev, SABMiller Heineken and Carlsberg with a presence in 5, 4, 3 and 2 of the regional markets. This 

aggressive tendency both show expansion through merging (AB and InBev) as well as acquisition (Heineken, 

Carlsberg and SABMiller). The market presence through this aggressive behaviour changed, it went from a 

regional presence to global. All four of the companies are now tapped, with more than 5%, into the global 

market and possess strong positions within. Through the last two decades, from 1995, the four companies have 

made a total of 58 acquisitions. This aggressive way of engaging in new market share, as well as gaining access to 

new markets have shown powerful and valuable to the four breweries.  

ABInBev, the largest of the four companies, spent €56.3b from 1997-2010 on acquisitions, which fuelled a 

turnover growth of 323% in the period from 2000-20009. Heineken spent the second most, €14.8b however, 

only gained 110% growth in the period. SABMiller spent less, €10.1b, but managed to gain a growth on 300%. 

(Gammelgaard & Dörrenbächer, The global brewery industry, 2013) Thereby showing that the amount spent are 

not always correlated with the expected turnover growth.  

Acquisition in emerging market is not always equal to high turnover growth. Of the above-listed amount 

invested, ABInBev only had 13.3% invested in emerging markets, whereas SABMiller had 83%.  

Thereby stating growth stems from M&A activities or organic growth is difficult, and concludes that reasoning 

behind M&A activities stems from another source.  

The major breweries M&A activities the last decades are listed and explained below in order to give the 

understanding and insight in which directions they are heading.  

As seen through the last couple of years, from 2000-2009 the top global players managed to increase profitability 

and drastically increased market share through capitalizing on the major M&A activities. 

M&A activities provide a strong fundamental playground for volume growth. The acquisitions of small and 

medium-sized breweries lead to a fast jump in volume growth. However, being able to convert mediocre 

Figure 2 – Market Shares of Global Brewers 
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numbers in EBITDA and gross margins are essential and is where the real value through acquisitions is created. 

Studies show that M&A activities of the largest players in the market don’t face value creation in the year of and 

the year after an acquisition. The acquisition takes years to come into full potential, meaning that the immediate 

value of acquisitions activities is destroying value, while on the long-horizon, it’s a value creating strategy. This, 

of course, needs to be weighed against the fact that market trends, economic conjunctions, and competitor’s 

strategies in order to see whether or not the final M&A activity is actually a value creation or value destruction. 

(Value Creation in the Beer Sector Through M&A Activities , 2010) 

However, companies chose to pursue their specific company strategy, which often differs from country to 

country as well as from industry to industry. However, there seems to be a pattern in the brewing industry. 

Either pursue the aggressive M&A strategy focusing on inorganic growth or focus on exporting and new product 

creation leading to organic growth. Underneath are listed overview of the three large players’, excluding 

ABInBev and SABMiller, main M&A history through time.  

3.6.1 The M&A history of Heineken: 

Heineken was founded in 1864 by Gerard Adriaan Heineken when he acquired the Haystack brewery on 

February the 15th. The name of the brewery was changed to Heineken on 11th January in 1873. (Heineken Story, 

u.d.) In 1900, Heineken started exporting beer to Dutch Colonies around Africa initiating international business 

focus. By 1932, Heineken co-founded Malayan Breweries where production of the Tiger beer began. Expanding 

to the Asian markets was done nearly 40 years earlier than Carlsberg (see below). A year later, in 1933, Heineken 

managed to enter the American market, just after the US prohibition ended. By 1937, the Indonesian market got 

a new beer producer, Heineken. This was their second operational market outside of Europe. By mid, the mid-

1940’s Heineken had production in Europe, Africa, and Asia while exporting to the Americas. However, by 1968 

Heineken engaged in new acquisition activities. Initiated by the acquisition of Amstel, one of the largest 

competitors in their home market. This new strategy led to a series of acquisitions through the following 

decades. Heineken managed to capture the leading position in their home market through the various local 

acquisitions, as well as to be a large player in Europe through the regional acquisitions. At the beginning of 00’s 

Heineken was among top 5 breweries in the world, with a future growth potential to be even more settled among 

top 3 global breweries. (Global Market Share of the Leading Beer Companies, 2014) 

In 2007, Heineken and Carlsberg agreed to acquire the UK brewing company Scottish & Newcastle. This 

acquisition marked a major cornerstone in the further strategy for both companies. This is partly down to the 

increased market share in Europe, but also making both Heineken and Carlsberg become a more dominant 

global actor. The acquisition of Scottish & Newcastle firmly pushed Carlsberg into the place as the 5th largest 

brewery in the world. Acquiring Scottish & Newcastle added new brands to both portfolios, specifically, brands 

which had an especially strong market presence in Europe. These brands helped to diversify Carlsberg’s and 

Heineken’s portfolios with beverages which are sought after by the younger population. Tiger, Newcastle Brown 

Ale, Sol, Desperados as well as Kronenbourg are all beers known by the youth in most of Scandinavia adding to 
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a more complex but also a younger expression in Carlsberg’s/Heineken’s local market portfolio. These brands 

do also stand strong on the home market sales fuelling the revenue for both companies. (Carlsberg Brands, u.d.) 

(Heineken Brands, u.d.) 

In 2014 Heineken was only 0.6% behind the second largest brewery in the world, SABMiller. However, the 

forecasted growth for Heineken proves it be the second largest brewery in the world, with an even larger 

advantage against Carlsberg. The growth, however, is not found in increased volume, but by revenue. This 

means the pricing and quality question springs to mind, providing an edge to Carlsberg’s local high-quality beers. 

(Heineken Forecasts Revenue Growth in 2015, 2015) 

However, Heineken’s strategy differs significantly from Carlsberg’s. This is especially seen with the high focus on 

acquisitions through history, which is being traced all the way back to the original roots of Haystack brewery 

being acquired by Gerard Heineken.  

Even though Carlsberg has more brands in their portfolio (447), Heineken manages to derive more value from 

their 250 brands, making them able to locate and focus better on the value-creating brands while carving out the 

value destroying brands.  

3.6.2 The M&A history of Carlsberg:  

Carlsberg was established in 1826 by Christen Jacobsen but under a different name. It wasn’t until the year of 

1847 the official Carlsberg Brewery was founded by JC Jacobsen, which is also the establishment year of the 

Brewery we know of today. In 1903, Carlsberg initiated the first major part-merge of their history. (Carlsberg 

Group , u.d.) (Carlsberg's Heritage, u.d.)Carlsberg and Tuborg’s United Breweries agreed on a 100 years’ 

cooperation contract, which later, in 1970 turned out to be a regular merger case between the two. Carlsberg 

however, chose a different strategy than other breweries around the world. Instead of regular merger and 

acquisition strategies, they chose to expand and initiate production of Carlsberg beer in the local markets. The 

first international operation began in 1968 in Malawi, which produced the same Carlsberg beer as in Denmark. 

This establishment of overseas production continued in 1972 when a brewery in Malaysia was constructed 

followed by another facility in the UK in 1974. In 1981, Carlsberg experienced with a new strategy in Asia. 

(Carlsberg Heritage, u.d.) This was with a focus on the Chinese market, starting with the construction of a 

brewery in Hong Kong. Through the 90’s Carlsberg initiated various expanding strategies across most of the 

emerging markets. This included M&A activities in India, China, Singapore and Africa. In the early 90’s 

Carlsberg sought possibilities of acquisition targets all over India, however, realized that every time they were 

close to finishing off the deal, the deal was already struck by competitors, especially SABMiller and Heineken. As 

of 2007-2008 Carlsberg managed to acquire large shares of breweries in India. Nevertheless, by this time, all four 

major key players were now present in India.  

In 1981, Carlsberg Brewery Hong Kong was established, supplying the local market with Carlsberg beers. 

However, first in 1995 Carlsberg managed to acquire Huizhou Brewery, which was one of the highest beer 

quality producers in China, making their entrance to this market. From 2003, Carlsberg initiated their “West 
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China Strategy” (Carlsberg in China, 2006), which focused even harder on the FDI’s in China and how to 

become the market leader, which proved successful improving Carlsberg’s market position to number 6. 

(Carlsberg Ranking 6th , u.d.) In 2001 Carlsberg A/S and the Norwegian company Orkla decided to merge part 

of their brewing and soft drink activities into Carlsberg Breweries A/S, this resulted in a Nordic Leading co-

position. But in 2004 Carlsberg decided to buy the remaining share of Orkla in order to have full control over 

distribution and production in the Nordic Region. This was part of the global Carlsberg strategy focussing on 

Western & Northern Europe, Eastern Europe as well as Asia. (Global Brewer, u.d.) 

Carlsberg’s Nordic market consumers gained, in mid-00’s, increased demand for speciality craft beers. This led 

Carlsberg to revive its old high-quality brand called JC Jacobsen. These revived brand products were a new line 

of high-quality speciality beers made by Jacobsen at its own small brew housing facilities.  

The co-acquisition of Scottish & Newcastle was one of the cornerstone initiatives in Carlsberg’s long-term 

strategy, levering on strong beer brands as well as increase market positions. (Sail 22 - The journey Begins , u.d.) 

3.7 Why do an M&A?  

Theoretically, there are a very large number of reasons behind doing an M&A. (Damoradan, 2015) 

Damodaran argues that there is most of the time three main drivers which fuel mergers & acquisitions. Most of 

the time, however, only a single of them are the most dominant driver. The three main drivers are as follows:  

Undervaluation: The target company are believed to be undervalued by the acquiring company, and the 

acquirer subsequently believe the market is undervaluing the company. This is not the most common thing to see 

in mergers, but it happens as well. 

Control: Acquiring companies look for companies that are believed to be badly managed. An opportunity to 

create a new direction and thereby transferring some of the acquisitions control experience to the target 

company. The intention here is changing the way it is run by the management, and therefore a new management 

with better knowledge and experience are where the value gain of the new company are being created by the 

stakeholders of the acquiring company. This also often entails a change in capital structure if the acquiring 

company can get cheaper financing. 

Synergy: Acquiring company believes that the combined value of the target company, when merged could create 

a “more” value for the total company. E.g. 1+1 = 3, thereby increasing the value of the combined company with 

more than the two companies operating separately. Synergies can mainly be categorized intro the different 

categories. 

 Offensive Synergies: Offensive Synergies are based on increased growth and pricing power. This is 

something ABInBev must have considered in the merger with SABMiller. This type of synergy gives 

increased growth in markets where it would otherwise have been hard to establish. ABInBev is also 

suspected to be raising the prices of some of their products in the years to come.  
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 Defensive Synergy: With the defensive synergy, it is most common to reducing costs in the company, 

driving up margins opposed to not focusing on the top-line growth. This strategy is often used in harder 

times, where the focus is not on the decline of business but just being able to keep status quo. 

Consolidation has been common through the last decades in many areas such as mining, milk and 

agricultural industries.  

 Tax Synergies: Reduction of corporate taxation is common when corporations reach a certain size. 

Through M&A’s it is possible to “naturally” change the country of which the company is tax registered. 

The tax motives behind M&A’s are often kept secret because of the bad mouthing in the public when it 

happens. However, most companies do it nowadays, which is seen especially in the amount of 

companies registered in Ireland. Apple the most noticeable example. 

In the book, (Dolfsma & McCarthy, 2013) p.109 state, there are four main drivers who take M&A to a 

completely new level. These are similar to Damodaran’s however, also include: 

 Scale and Scope of Economies: Here the focus is on exploiting large-scale production to create mega 

sites whom can produce both large quantity products as well as small-scale, high-quality products. This 

leads to a more natural way to expand and diversify portfolios into new areas because the production 

facilities are in place a does not need to be a large investment to be done on expanding the portfolio.  

 Market Gains: This generally looks at the competition in the market, of whom are large players and 

who are able to compete with the acquiring company. In many cases, large companies choose to acquire 

small – medium sized companies in order to not lose them to large competitors but also to gain access 

to their small, local products. This helps the large companies keep the market in check.  

By determining the synergies, which does create value, we now need to look at how they do create the value.  

Market share and market power are some of the easier straightforward arguments for how value can be created, 

but if analysed thoroughly, it is not always solely a good business to just increase market share. If the customers 

whom you reach are not likely to stay loyal after the merge, and thereby in the long term lose market share. For 

instance, when expanding into new brands, some customers might think that the small local brand is no longer 

exclusive to themselves and thereby moving away from their core values. Market power normally seems to be the 

most valid merger motive. (Dolfsma & McCarthy, 2013) Increased market power, has been proved to increase 

profits at the same time decreasing sales. This, however, comes at a transaction cost. As stated in Damodaran’s 

theory one of the reasoning for the merger is the possibility of undervalued companies. Therefore, most target 

companies are being acquired at a premium, meaning that the acquiring companies need to increase profits in 

order to justify the acquisition and satisfy stakeholders. If not these premiums are being applied to the 

acquisition price, the theory states that the target company will simply be bought by another player in the market 

if undervalued.  
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However, through some mergers and acquisitions values of the combined companies could end up being 

destroyed. This very example is seen from time to time. According to McCarthy and Dolfsma value are being 

destroyed through generally two different ways. (Dolfsma & McCarthy, 2013) The first assumes that the bidding 

management is bounded rational, meaning that the information provided for the management is limited and not 

complete in order to assess whether the investment is good or not. This assumption is an old one which is based 

on the old managerial hubris theory, where managers are over valuating their own skills. The managerial hubris 

happened in about 1/3 of all large mergers through the 1990s and into the start 2000s.  

The second comes down to the old perspective of self-serving management trying to achieve the most for 

themselves where a merger or acquisition could lead to things such as; more power, higher salary, professional 

status, being able to influence the company and more. These are some of the main drivers, which divides the 

good professional management from the ones who are seeking to self-achievements.  

Most often Product and geographic expansion are the two most common motives behind a takeover, these both 

serve as the value creating motive but also the strategic motive whereas market power and cost reduction are less 

often used as the reasoning. The latter two arguably two more difficult ones to understand for most stakeholders 

and the ones who show less aggressive expanding profile aligned with an investment. For instance, to pay a large 

premium for a takeover and then argue that it’s done to reduce costs are not as easily understandable as paying a 

large premium for access to multiple new markets and products.  

Geographic expansion, however, has proven to create problems for many companies when entering new markets 

in which their operations are unfamiliar with. This is due to several factors, but the basics are that lack of market 

intelligence in order to aim their products correct and by then they have realized less revenue than expected in 

the short-term horizon. However, on the long-term horizon, the market intelligence is being created according to 

what is needed, and the strategic business acquisition starts to show its potential. (Dolfsma & McCarthy, 2013) 

Cost reduction is one of the less attractive and aggressive value creating strategies that might be part of the 

acquisition case. Theories state cost reduction plans might even be easier to implement than revenue increasing 

adjustments. This leads to a value creation process that enables the acquiring company to determine unforeseen 

costs even better as well as initiate the process faster when the acquisition has been completed. However, cost 

reduction plans often include some kind of layoff for the employees at most levels, both in top management all 

the way down to the production line, meaning that this strategy creates uncertainty and unhappiness amongst its 

employees. Reduction in the total workforce sometimes leads to loss of knowledge within certain procedures and 

production routines, which could have been part of the value creating a team in the “old” company.  

Cost reduction, on the other hand, can also be profitable on the strategic research and development process of 

R&D heavy companies. As well as, the combined workforce might be able to produce items and services for the 

complete value chain whereas the old companies might lack people to perform certain tasks and thereby to 

increase the total production value. 

There are mainly four numbers one should look for in an acquisition if someone is looking for an undervalued 

company. In this case, the merger is a $104b acquisition. 
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Acquisition price: This is the price you can acquire the 

company for and, if it is a private business, this valuation 

will be negotiated. If you believe a company is 

undervalued, you are not paying a premium for the 

company you are taking over. In our case, ABInBev has 

paid a significant premium on SABMiller as the market 

capitalization of SABMiller was 75 billion before the 

merger and now is 100 billion. 

Status quo value: This is the value (of SABMiller) ran by existing management and based on the investment 

strategy that now is perceived in the company. 

Restructured Value: This is the value of the target company, with changes to investing, financing and dividends 

policies. 

Synergy Value: This can be estimated by valuing the combined company, with synergy benefits built in. Then 

you subtract these benefits as a stand-alone entity and you are left with the synergy Value.  

4.0 SABMiller 

4.1 History  

SAB origins from Johannesburg South Africa, during the gold rush of 1886. Digging for gold under Africa’s sun 

was a thirsty work and someone who saw this was Charles Glass. (SABMiller History, u.d.) He founded the 

Castle brewery, and in 1895; the South African Breweries were founded with Castle as a head brewery. Two years 

later SAB listed on the Johannesburg stock exchange. By 1955, the company was among the three biggest 

brewers in South Africa. The same year beer became a heavily taxed product in South Africa, and Castle bought 

the two bigger competitors Olson and Chandlers SAB then had a market share of 98% in South Africa. 

In the coming decades, SAB diversified came up with new launches and marketed them well. 

When the apartheid ended in 1990 SAB had opportunities to focus on other markets. This is an opportunity they 

took, and they focused on the rapidly expanding economies of Europe. In 1993, the acquisition of Dreher 

brewery in Hungary signaled the start of a game-changing decade of mergers and acquisitions. Six countries and 

10 breweries later SAB was an international company. In 1997, the company got a new CEO in James McKay, 

and he moved the listing from South Africa to London in 1999. Another major strategic shift to move away 

from developing markets and into the North American Markets. In 2002, SAB acquired the Miller Brewer 

Company the second largest brewer in the USA renaming the company to SABMiller. The year later Italian 

brand Peroni followed. In the coming years, SABMiller established itself in Latin-America and went on to 

become the second largest brewer in the world after several acquisitions fall the way down to Australia. Since the 

listing in 1999, the company has had a return on 430% to shareholders.  

Figure 3 – Euromonitor Intenational 
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4.2 Today  

(SABMILLER PLC IN BEER (WORLD), 

2015)Today SABMiller is the world’s second-biggest 

brewer and is brewing beer as well as being a 

producer of soft drinks as well and beers. The vision 

for SABMiller is “to be the most admired beverage 

company in the world.” Their values are based on 

their people and communities across “People is our 

most enduring advantage.” SABMiller has a big focus 

on developing the smaller communities they operate 

in. This is something they do in order to keep their 

brands intact. 

 

Figure 5 - SABMiller Annual Report 2015 (own creation) 

When it comes to M&A SABMiller has been hugely successful. They have as previously pointed out been hugely 

effective with James McKay as the CEO of the company has. They have in recent years moved away from being 

only a beer company; they have been buying several subsidiaries of the Coca-Cola Company. Consequently, 

SABMiller has also been a company that has consequently overperformed versus peers consequently the last 10 

years. (SABMiller research, u.d.)  

4.2.1 Strategic fit – as a target 

SABMiller had long before the actual acquisition been one of the contenders for a possible takeover. There have 

been many companies in the mix, among them The Coca-Cola Company, which is considered a big company 

with room for cutting excess fat off. For SABMiller, the reasoning behind the takeover is the complementary 

market share the companies have. With strong position in the African and Latin-American market, this is where 

ABInBev is putting their money. These are markets where it traditionally is hard to establish yourself. One 

example of this is Columbia where the Santa Domingo family have had a monopoly since the 60s. Without a 
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merger or takeover, you will simply not enter these markets. It is a very different environment than investing in 

Europe or the US where entrance is much easier if you have capital.  

The African market is, besides a few countries in North Africa where Heineken is present, is dominated by 

SABMiller. This is another market where you simply cannot buy establish overnight. SABMiller has one of the 

most extensive distribution networks on the African continent, not to mention relationships built over years with 

thousands of vendor’s retailers and communities. Strong brand presence, a strong brand, and distribution 

channels are key for an African reach. 

4.2.2 Culture  

As we will touch upon later in this paper, ABInBev is famous for its performance culture and cost cutting no-

nonsense approach to running a business. They base everything on a pretty hefty bonus system. This means 

cheap offices, no perks for the employees. The idea for ABInBev’s CEO Carlo Brito” the less we spend 

throughout the year, the more we can share in the end.” This is not quite the same for SABMiller. In their 

London offices, you get a free beer with all their brands in the bar; they have different perks for executives and 

in general a more lavish spending culture. Most noticeably, SABMiller has also always had a focus on local 

brewers and breweries with local presence all over Africa. One example of this is the beers Castle and Castle 

light. Whereas for ABInBev they have a culture and history of centralization. This could be a problem for the 

potential merger, but looking historically, ABInBev has never really had a proper cultural fit with anyone of the 

takeover targets it has acquired. To change the management and SABMiller if there is a takeover won't difficult, 

but the network and local presence SABMiller have prided themselves on is something that cannot or should not 

be changed in some markets. In Africa, it has proven the only way to do business.  

4.3 Markets and sales 

In this section, we will examine further the different markets of SABMiller. We have this section here because we 

believe it is important to get an understanding of SABMiller’s market presence. The global strategic fit, we 

believe is one of the major drivers for this merger. 

4.3.1 Africa  

SABMiller has also managed to become the most dominant market player in all of Africa. With primary brewing 

and beverage operations in 17 countries around Sub-Saharan part of Africa as well as associated operations in 

more than 20 markets. It is clear they’ve established themselves quite decent. SABMiller is, by far, the market 

leader in the following countries: Botswana, Tanzania, Uganda, Nigeria, and Zambia as well as in South Africa 

and Mozambique. In addition to the market leading position in these multiple countries, SABMiller is also the 

primary bottling company for The Coca-Cola Company in 23 countries throughout Africa. This, of course, 

serves as a mutually beneficial distribution agreement. Through this agreement SABMiller is able to get in touch 

with contacts who are already seeking beverages, making it easier for SABMiller to gain access to new customers. 

We believe Africa is the most important market for the merger, and of the main drivers for this. 
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4.3.2 Asia 

CR Snow and SABMiller has had a long-standing cooperation with China, where they, together, has developed 

the Chinese beer market to a whole new level which is among the highest consumption market in the world. 

SABMiller however, has its own operations in India, Vietnam, and Australia. While they have had associate 

setups in Russia, similar to CR Snow in China. The Asian Pacific market, as well as Australia, are both two 

markets, which are on a growth path for SABMiller. It is expected to sell off CR Snow in order to get the merger 

to go through the authorities. 

4.3.3 Europe 

SABMiller’s position in Europe is mostly comprised of operation and production in the Eastern Part of Europe. 

Brewing operations within Europe are located in Czech Republic, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, 

Spain and the U.K as well as the Netherlands. However, as with CR Snow, SABMiller has made strategic 

alliances across Europe, which includes distribution of SABMiller beers across most markets within Europe. 

Even with these alliances, Western Europe is a non-growth market and Eastern Europe are negative-growth 

markets. Europe, together with North America are the only two markets in which SABMiller hasn’t managed to 

drive up their sales volume in the period from 2009-2014. We do not believe the growth in this market the years 

to come. What will drive growth will be the premiumization of beers. There are also regulatory sales that will 

have to be done for the deal to go through. Europe is with strict regulation a market that SABMiller most likely 

will lose a lot of presence in.  

4.3.4 Latin America 

SABMiller has focused their Latin American strategy along the Western and Central areas. This has made 

SABMiller able to have substantial market share in the following countries: Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, 

Peru, Honduras, and Panama. However, ABInBev also has strong market positions in these countries which 

have created a hard competition for SABMiller in the Latin American region. Even though, SABMiller managed 

to increase their sales by volume with close to 30% during the period 2009-2014. With a similar agreement as the 

one with The Coca-Cola Company from Africa, SABMiller has access to further markets and are generating 

revenue through the bottling cooperation. The operations in Latin America is quite profitable, something 

especially almost monopoly on some markets make them. 

4.3.5 North America 

Similar to Europe, the SABMiller sales in the North American market has shown negative growth trends over 

the last couple of years, which is also the general trend for the North American market. Millers Coors was 

established in the North American market back in 2008 when SABMiller was part of a joint venture with Molson 

Coors Brewing Company. Even though it’s a fairly young company, Molson Coors Brewing Company was a 

well-established company in the North American market, already with market presence and brewing facilities. 
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This entry should therefore not either increase or decrease organic growth, but just follow the market trends. 

Millers Coors are the second largest brewery in North America and is expected to buy the rest of the company. 

 

4.4 Company structure 

SABMiller’s HQ is in London UK. The company is 

present all over the world and is structured in divisions; 

Latin Amerika, Africa, Asia Pacific Europe and North 

Amerika. There are regional headquarters around the 

world with regional headquarters in here. There these 

are divided into head offices and just brewing/bottling 

operations. SABMiller is in the number 1 and 2nd 

position in every market they are in. The company is run from the headquarters in London, but with many 

regional offices around the world with local expertise. These offices often run the local breweries does marketing 

and also exports the locally produces beer all over the world. As we will see in the history section SABMiller has 

evolved from a company mainly based in South Africa to being a truly global company with operations in most 

parts of the world.  

4.4.1 Ownership structure 

The biggest investor in SABMiller is Altria. A not very well known, but large tobacco group. They hold a 26.5% 

stake in the company. The company was formed as a split with Philip Morris in 2008. 

SABMiller’s second biggest investor is the Santa Domingo family in Columbia. They hold through the company 

BevCo L.L.C a stake of 13.89% of the stock. Founded by Julio Mario Santo Domingo, who died in 2011. He had 

a fortune of 8.04 billion USD and controlled the brewing industry from the 60s and onwards. They got their big 

share in SABMiller in 2005 when they sold the jewel in their crown Bavaria Brewery. The heirs in the family are 

now billionaires and are living a jet set life. SABMiller represents their main assets. (AB InBev-SABMiller’s key 
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shareholders, u.d.)The rest of the investor base is largely institutional investors like investment funds Blackrock 

& NBIM.  

4.5 Merger & acquisitions history 

SABMiller was established in Johannesburg in1895. This was just at the time of the gold rush, which enhanced 

their presence and knowledge both for locals and foreigners in South Africa. Through a series of mergers and 

acquisitions, SABMiller employs more than 70.000 people, with a presence 80+ countries. 200 various beers are 

in their portfolio, and more than 140.000 beers are being sold every minute 24/7.  Achieving this growth, a series 

of mergers and acquisitions were required. However, since the tendencies for doing this was close to non-

existent before 1970’s, the M&A’s for SABMiller was slow too. SABMiller has had a long-term standing 

relationship with The Coca-Cola Company, making them responsible for producing and bottling Coca-Cola in 

Africa since 1977. In 2014, SABMiller together with Coca-Cola and Grutsch Family produced approximately 

40% of all Coca-Cola beverages by volume.  

Through the 90’s and 00’s, SABMiller becomes more and more aggressive with their acquisitions acquiring more 

than 15 companies in these two decades. The only merger which was present in the era was one with Miller 

Brewing Company in 2002, where they renamed the company from SAB to SABMiller. This is also marked as 

SABMiller’s first entry into a developed market.  

 

Figure 6 - own creation; information gained from Euromonitor, Wikipedia, and SABMiller website 
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4.6 Share price development 

SABMiller has over the years 

outperformed the market 

significantly. Being a big 

company they are 

benchmarked against the 

FTSE 100 in London, and 

from March 2010 until March 

2015 the shares were up 121 % compared to the FTSE up 85%. However, after this period of substantial growth 

the company has slipped somewhat and this slip in price development has also fuelled the move from ABInBev 

to acquire the company. Some of the slip is also attributed to the fall in the Mexican peso and the South African 

rand. Despite the strong performance over the years, the recent decline for both ABInBev and SABMiller has 

made the companies vulnerable to takeovers. Declining growth and people laying off the beer makes the 

company. We can see the same dip in the share price for ABInBev just before the transaction was announced or 

the rumours started developing. All in all, the development of the SABMiller shares has been largely positive, and 

the share price has had a strong development. Of course, the share prices we look at here also are products of 

two companies that has outperformed for many years the market. The most important aspect to note from this, 

however, is the drop in share price for both companies the latest years. This has then fuelled the debate and 

needs for purchases in order to drive further growth for the companies. For SABMiller, the same goes for the 

shareholders. The executive management is under tremendous pressure to get growth picking up again after 

several years of stagnant growth.  

5.0 Anheuser-Busch InBev 

5.1 History 

ABInBev is the largest brewery in the 

world. This multinational company is 

built up through various mergers and 

acquisitions. With Corporate 

headquarters in Leuven Belgium, this 

company has regional offices in 

Brazil, Mexico, and the United States, 

which are also their key markets. In 

2014, having a global reach ABInBev 

reached revenue of $47.1 billion, with beer accounting for 99% of their revenue. ABInBev is solely responsible 

for 16.4% of the total alcoholic beverage market. (Anheuser-Busch InBev nv in beer (world), 2015) 

Figure 7 - own creation 

Figure 8 - Own creation 
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Anheuser-Busch has a history going back 600 years. Leuven, Belgium is where the first beers were crafted and 

developed. (ABInBev History, u.d.) The ABInBev we know today started in the 1980s when Marcel Telles 

bought a smaller brewery in Sao Paolo. They took the company and started what would be a major success story. 

The company has since its birth in Brazil gone to merge and grow into one of the top five consumer goods 

companies in the world. In 1989 Jorge Lemann, Marcos Telles and Carlos Sicupira bought the beer company Cia 

Cervejaria Brahma. They built up the company over several years before founding 3G Capital in 2004. Interbrew 

was formed in 1987 from a merger from the largest breweries in Belgium. Anheuser -Busch was established in 

1860 is St. Loius Missouri at Anheuser & Co. Artois and Piedvouf. Ambew was formed in 1999 by the mergers 

of Antarctica and Brahma, with Jorge Lehmann leading the takeover from Brahma. In 2004 Interbrew and 

Ambew merged and created the world’s largest brewer InBev. This was a huge deal at the time valued at $11.4 

billion. This also put the company on the top as the world’s largest beer maker. In 2008 InBev and Anheuser 

merged in a 54-billion-dollar deal that made the company into one of the top five consumer brands companies in 

the world. It has 16 brands with over 1 billion dollars in market value including global brands like Stella Artois, 

Corona, and Budweiser. (MarketLine - ABInBev, Nov, 2015) 

5.2 Today 

5.2.1 Culture 

ABInBev has its corporate headquarters in Leuven Belgium, but the senior management is based in New York. 

The company is run by Carlos Brito (CEO) an apprentice of the trio consisting of Marcel Telles, Carlos Alberto 

Sicupera and Paolo Lemann. This started when they took over Brahma, a local Brazilian brewer. The company 

has the CEO on top with an executive board of management. Then there are the divisional zone presidents for 

all the markets ABInBev operate in. The company is run as a tight ship with a focus on a lean organization, and 

culture building. Brito famous for not spending excessively and does not own his own office has no corporate 

jet, and there are very little perks in the company. On the other side, they do have a very aggressive 

compensation system for performers in the organization. The culture is built around being able to dream. And 

for most companies the rules that they run by is often very “cushy” and something they just say. In the case of 

ABInBev, they really believe in this and says a lot of its success is to the competitive culture they have made. 

Carlos Brito said during a speech to Stanford students that having fun is too weak for their company. He has fun 

with his kids, and at work, he works hard. The principles ABInBev is built around the being able to dream. 

Carlos puts it at being 80 percent sure how to get there and 20 percent you discover along the way. (ABInBev - 

Annual report, 2015) 

 Dream- The best company has the best people. The best beer company is bringing people 

together for a better world.  

 People- Our greatest strength is the people. Great people grow at the pace of their talent and is 

rewarded accordingly. 
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 People- We recruit, develop and retain people who can do better than ourselves. We will be 

judged by the quality of our teams.  

 Culture- We are never completely satisfied with our results, which are the fuel of our company. 

Focus and zero-compliancy guarantee a lasting competitive advantage.  

 Culture- The consumer is the boss. We serve our consumers by offering brand experiences that 

play a meaningful role in their life. 

 Culture- We are a company of owners. Owners take results personally.  

 Culture- We believe in common sense, and simplicity is usually better guidelines than 

unnecessary complexion and complexity 

 Culture- We manage our costs tightly, to free up resources that will support sustainable and 

profitable top line growth.  

 Culture- We never take shortcuts. Integrity, hard work quality, and responsibility are key to 

building our company  

Normally these principles would not mean that much to a company in real life, but at ABInBev they have been 

the fuel for their success and their extraordinary growth and profitability. As Brito says, the reason a brand is 

great is because of the people behind it. They have understood consumers, understood the market and worked 

to create something that is great. The brand does not come first, the consumers do. Great people attract great 

people. These principles are at the core of what ABInBev does and always have done. Promoting hungry MBA 

candidates, if you work hard, you will get rewarded. “If you cannot please everybody, please the most talented 

ones” (Carlos Brito, 2014). ABInBev wants people to take the consequences of their actions. At ABInBev they 

want people to have the ownership of the company, they want it to function as a big start-up. The cost connects 

the win. The more we get “non-working dollars” to work for the customer the more business we will win. “It is 

more important for the consumers that when they buy a premium brand, they are sponsoring the right events 

instead of going eating at the four seasons.” (Carlos Brito) ABInBev often gets very much focus on their cost 

efficiency, but in ABInBev they connect this with top line growth. People are not excited about cutting costs as 

you can only do it that much. If you connect that with top line growth, you create an environment for 

performance. Carlos Brito says these values are something they talk about and focus on continuously. The only 

reason ABInBev is performing better than other companies he says has ownership, having the best people and 

the hungriest people. Brito made 2.2 million euros in 2015 in salary but tied up a bonus that’s worth 250 million 

euros. 1 percent of compensation is the salary.  

5.2.2 Critics’ towards ABInBev 

The culture in ABInBev is not only reaping positive rewards. Many employees have complained anonymously 

that the company puts unrealistic workload while constantly cutting the headcount. The company also have 

lower approval ratings than SABMiller in the online review source Glassdoor. Internal fighting in the company 
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and rivalry is not uncommon. The company really pressures the employees. But as Carlos Brito put it, not 

everyone wants to work in this company, and that’s okay. (GLASSDOOR; ABInBev) 

5.2.3 What about the product? 

ABInBev has met some problems from consumers with their cost cutting. Many people believe that the taste has 

been taken out of the product as they also use cheaper ingredients in their products. When they are cutting all 

these costs, they have been accused of changing recipes and also pushing smaller breweries out of the market. 

(Bloomberg) The company has also experienced consumer taking against the company with the sales of Becks 

beer that has experienced a serious decline in volumes in the US. Becks beer is now brewed in the US, and 

consumer says the product is not what it used to be. These are small hurdles in the big picture for ABInBev, but 

nevertheless, problems they should be addressing as consumers wield significant power in the 21st century.  

5.3 Company structure 

ABInBev is set up as a normal corporation with regional offices. By hiring young graduates straight into the 

organization, they form and train their own leaders. Working in ABInBev will mean work across the whole value 

chain, and actually, put people from sales into the supply chain. Performance is constantly monitored, and 

promotions and feedback happen frequently. This is at the heart of the company. Seniority is worth nothing, 

what is worth something is what you deliver and how you perform. As we have come into earlier the company is 

based on decentralization. This could, however, pose a potential problem in the merger with SABMiller.  

5.3.1 Ownership structure 

ABInBev biggest investors are the investors 

from the Belgium owners of the InBev brewery 

in Belgium. The second biggest investors are 3G 

Capital with Lemann and Telles and Giornavica. 

The rest of the investors are capital firms and 

other smaller investors. The families that have 

ownership is ABInBev are the Belgium families 

that owned the company Anheuser-Busch. The 

shareholders in ABInBev are now divided with a 

string of Belgium families and the very strong owners of 3G Capital. The strongest shareholder running this 

show is by far 3G Capital. We will come back to them further down in the paper, but 3G Capital is the company 

that has taken this company to one of the biggest consumer goods companies in the world. 

5.3.2 Markets 

5.3.2.1 Latin America  

In 2009 ABInBev’s accounted for almost 30% of the Latin America’s market total sale. With the acquisition of 

Grupo Modelo, ABInBev substantially increased their market position with an 8% growth jump over the period 

Figure 9 - own creation; source: ABInBev annual report 
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to 2014. This growth led Latin America to surpass North America as ABInBev’s main market. Yet, this growth 

might not sustain since Brazil are showing decreasing growth compared to the rest of Latin American market. 

With economic uncertainties, there are problems regarding how the market will develop especially due to the 

premiumization strategy that ABInBev has been following. The Brazilian market is dominated by four major 

players, accounting for a total of 96.5% of the total market. Economies-of-scale makes it hard for small 

microbreweries to penetrate the market and establish themselves. This is why these large players are having an 

easy time focusing on new beer brands and diversified portfolios. They, however, spend an increasing amount on 

brand management strategies in order to their brands are identifiable to the public. (Brazil beer market - Market 

line, 2014)  

5.3.2.2 Asia Pacific  

During the same timespan, ABInBev managed to increase their market share from 14% to 20%, making the 

Asian Pacific market even more valuable to ABInBev. This is due to the specifically increased presence in China 

and South Korea. China as a large market by population and South Korea by consumption makes this growth 

vital to ABInBev’s strategies. Growth in these areas comes through the similar initiatives as in Latin America. 

ABInBev acquired 5 Chinese beer companies in the period from 2013-2015, showing their aggressive strategy 

towards growth. These acquisitions resulted in a 9% growth in the Chinese market alone making ABInBev a top 

10 actor.  

5.3.2.3 North America  

ABInBev’s market presence had a 39% in North America back in 2009. This presence, however, was pushed 

downwards to only account for 30% of this market. Responsible for this low market share, was partly due to the 

fact about health problems related to alcohol, women increasing lust for alternative alcoholic beverages and the 

millennials focus on speciality craft beers. These new market trends have shown difficulties for ABInBev to 

persist their market share.  

5.3.2.4 Eastern Europe  

Eastern Europe proved to be a difficult market for growth in the timespan. ABInBev accounted for 8% in 2009 

which was reduced to less than 4% in 2014. This decreasing market share was partly due to the fact that the well-

established markets gained new preferences towards their choices of beer. Normally the market was dominated 

by low-end cheap beer, which is an outfacing trend, increasing the demand for speciality crafted beer, as seen in 

other markets. However, this effect has been slower to gain traction compared to Western Europe. Alongside 

with the increasing demand for craft beer, Radler, a beer mixed drink is gaining traction with various European 

markets. These include markets such as Poland, Austria, and Croatia where growth range from 6%-10%.  

5.3.2.5 Western Europe  

In Western Europe, ABInBev saw a small decrease in their market share, which might stem from the fact that 
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the increased focus on craft beer is on an upward going trend. This trend is a challenge for ABInBev as seen 

earlier which might, however, be coped with easily due to acquisitions of small local craft beer producers.  

5.3.2.6 Australia, Middle East, and Africa  

These three markets still account for less than 5% of ABInBev’s total market and have seen no growth over the 

timespan. ABInBev has never been strong in the African market, both due to the market diversity from their 

established markets, but also due to the fact that ABInBev’s acquisition strategy has never been present here. 

Simply no breweries have been in the ABInBev’s scope until now. Australia has shown to be difficult and part of 

ABInBev’s non-core markets; therefore, no real strategy has focused on this market. SABMiller, however, 

acquired Foster’s in 2011, alongside a portfolio of various other Australian brands. 

As seen above the speciality craft beer market, is growing both in emerging and developed markets, leading to a 

must-do initiative. These trends are especially present in the North and Latin America as well as in Europe. Since 

North and Latin America are ABInBev’s main markets, these are of course their focus as well. In 2015 ABInBev 

made a range of craft beer acquisitions in these markets, with Brazil as their main target in order to keep up with 

their former market presence. Hitting the same problems as SABMiller people drink less beer around the globe 

and are really affecting  

 

5.4 Mergers & acquisitions 

ABInBev has been famous for gaining new market share through mergers and acquisition as seen in the figure. 

(History of ABInBev, u.d.) (ABInBev - Wikipedia, u.d.)This initiative is a fairly easy and straightforward process 

to gain new market share. As seen ABInBev are very skilled in this process, which is also one of their core 

business strategies, making them able to do these process fast and swiftly. The 2012 acquisition of Grupo 

Modelo showed exactly this strategy being put into practice when results for 2012-2013 revealed a growth of 

11%. This growth showed a jump of 10% from the 2011-2012 results. ABInBev managed to sustain a gap, of 

more than 10%, to the global growth market through this acquisition.  
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Through time ABInBev’s market share have been slowly declining in their key markets. As seen earlier this have 

been a challenge, but however, it can also be used as an initiative to regain market share through adapted 

diversified product portfolios and their massive presence as the largest beer company in the world.  

Focus on especially millennials naturally leads to a larger product portfolio due to their demand for specialty 

crafted beer. This new trend is serving both as a challenge and initiative for ABInBev, either through internal 

growth or external growth. External growth is seemingly the best for ABInBev, through acquisitions. An 

example of this is recently seen in the takeover of Camden Town Brewery, a famous microbrewery located in 

Camden London. This brewery served many millennials from all over London on their associated brewery bars. 

The acquisition of this brewery immediately penetrated a small but hip portion of the millennials, letting 

ABInBev tap into this speciality industry with only a few complications.  

Figure 10 - M&A tree of ABInBev; Sources from ABInBev and Wikipedia 

The global presence of ABInBev is focused in some key markets resulting in a lack of presence in areas such as 

Middle East, Africa, and Asia. These markets are emerging and prove a stronger growth than where ABInBev 

already operates. (Beer in South Africa - MarketLine, April, 2015) Focussing on these markets can create an even 

larger growth for ABInBev than what solely stems from the capturing of the market share. 

The original company stems from Den Hoorn brewery which was established in 1366, renamed in 1717 to 

Artois, the company known today as Stella Artois. InterBrew was formed in 1988 when Stella Artois and 

Piedboef, another Belgium-based brewery, merged, initiating the M&A history of a world renowned 

multinational brewing company. Labatt, a Canadian company, was acquired in 1995, expanding their portfolio of 

brands to North America and therefore moved to the global scene. In 1999 when Brahma and Companhia 

Antarctica Paulista merged AmBev was formed. InterBrew Merged with AmBev in 2004, forming InBev. A 

brewery with operations in more than 30 countries and sales in more than 130, with a market capitalization of 
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€30 billion. InBev gained at this point in time the status as the world’s largest brewery. In 2008 InBev merged 

with Anheuser-Busch, a company also formed through several mergers, bringing together two of the world’s 

largest breweries in the world. (Creating the global leader in beer , 2008) A deal costing InBev $54 billion USD.  

5.5 3G Capital “Dream Big.” 

An introduction to ABInBev without introducing 3G Capital is no introduction at all. 3G Capital, a Brazilian 

private equity firm, has been behind some of the biggest and most successful mergers in history. Led by Jorge 

Paulo Lemann the company has teamed up with Berkshire Hathaway, and bought Heinz & Kraft in the past as 

well as other major mergers. In 2010 3G capital bought Burger King in a leveraged buyout.  

Lemann describes the corporate philosophy at 3G Capital like this: “You’re running, you’re always close to a limit, you’re 

working very hard and being evaluated all the time.” (3g Capital , u.d.)  

ABInBev was created by 3G Capital back in 2008, and Jorge Paolo Lemann is the controlling shareholders is the 

majority shareholder in ABInBev. These are the people that pushed for the takeover of SABMiller as well. 

Through an intense drive, a ruthless focus on costs and acquisitions Lemann has worked his way. He is now the 

richest person in Brazil and the 19th richest person in the world with an estimated net worth around 30.3 billion 

USD. (Jorge Paulo Lemann, u.d.)  It is good to know that the takeover of ABInBev was a hostile takeover. A 54-

billion-dollar deal made the company 3G Capital then cuts costs harder than anyone else. The CEO of Anheuser 

now is a Lemann protégé. Brito actually brought “zero-based budgeting” to the company. Here every item in the 

budget has to be accounted for every year, with the goal to remove it. They have been a profit machine for 

ABInBev, and this is a part of “ The 3G Way” That stands for extreme transparency, merit-based pay; austere 

budgeting(Pretend company money is your own money) promoting young talent, and keeping it competitive. 

Brito (current CEO is a good example of how 3G promotes talent.) he first met Lemann when he had gotten 

into Stanford. Immediately after graduation, he started working for 3G partner Marcel Telles at Brahma, the first 

brewer they had bought. From there he went to Ambew to InBev to Anheuser-Busch InBev now serving as 

CEO.  

3G Capital is also seen as a very attractive owner by the investors. A partner 3G named Carlos Sicupira, his 

favorite expression is: “Costs are like fingers you constantly have to cut them off.” In the Kraft acquisition, they 

axed the free cheese sticks for employees; Budweiser employees did not longer get free beer. They are every 

investor dream, and being famous for operating companies in the food and beverage industry.  

Big Dream), Lemann’s partner Sicupira has a favorite phrase: “Costs are like fingernails: You have to cut them constantly.” 

The formula has done wonders for the profitability of Anheuser-Busch InBev, the company created by Anheuser’s 2008 merger with 

InBev; its stock price has increased about 150 percent in the past five years. Burger King is already valued at more than twice the 

$3.3 billion the three musketeers bought it for in 2010. 
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Burger King had languished for eight years under the ownership of the private equity firms Goldman Sachs Capital Partners, TPG 

Capital, and Bain Capital. In two years under Hees the company more than doubled its margins, as measured by Ebitda. 

5.6 Share price development 

In order to become the huge company that ABInBev has become it has been serious in the M&A market. As we 

addressed earlier the company has been addressing that in order to make it in this business, they need to grow.  

5.7 Challenges for ABInBev 

ABInBev is a strong actor on the global beer market that we’ve already established. However, they still face 

challenges which cover various areas through their business setup. ABInBev’s economics condition in one of 

their key markets, the North American alongside the European markets is struggling more than expected. North 

America saw a revenue fall while Europe saw a stagnating growth in 2014 and most of 2015. These challenges 

tapped into ABInBev’s revenue and presence. Alongside a low- to non-presence in some of the MEA markets 

showed that ABInBev had to react in order to keep the market control. With these difficulties, another trend is 

putting pressure on the ABInBev and their established business setup. The millennials are increased demand for 

speciality and craft beer. These new products required ABInBev to take a new and alternative approach to the 

beer producing process. The trend of craft beer, a sub-segment of beer, on the US market in 2012 grew by 15% 

in volume while the rest of the beer industry grew 0.9%. This increase in the craft beer market is a 2% increase 

over 2011. (Craft beers in the US and UK - MarketLine, 2015) While this increased happened in the US, the 

European market saw an even bigger growth percentage for small-medium sized craft beer companies. In 2013 

the growth for these breweries was recorded up to 20% by revenue. The high growths do not seem to halt here; 

it's estimated to keep increasing when countries like Slovakia and Poland increase their preferences for these 

types of beers, which they are slowing starting to. (Regional beer market - MarketLine, April, 2014) ABInBev’s 

limited presence in most of the Middle-East Africa markets could prove to be risky for their growth since they 

lack behind compared to companies like Heineken and SABMiller. SABMiller has had a strong market position 

in the Sub-Saharan area of Africa, making SABMiller the only attractive acquisition target for ABInBev. 

(Anheuser-Busch InBev nv in beer (world), 2015)  

Figure 11 - own creation 
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6.0 Strategic analysis ABInBev & SABMiller 

6.1 The key for success as a global brewery 

As we have addressed some of the biggest challenges 

previously that the brewery business faces today are the 

decline of beer sales. What we have identified above are the 

key pillars that a global brewery needs to succeed in today’s 

competing market.  

6.1.1 Distribution network 

As we have touched upon earlier, it is key to having a well-built distribution network. This network needs not 

only to bring the products out to their respective markets but also be able to this effectively and in a manner that 

not only bring the products out to the markets but also in the right amount. This has SABMiller effectively 

found a solution from with an extensive SAP system that predicts patterns demand patterns. In developing 

markets, the importance of a good distribution network is even more important than in developed markets 

where you to another degree can buy these services quite easily. (Computer Weekly) 

6.1.2 Capital 

In a time when competition is fierce as ever, this forces the companies to pursue M&A in another way than 

before. In order to maintain position when everyone is competing fiercely, you need an extreme amount of 

capital for marketing. This is some of the reason for how Heineken has taken a firm grip on western Europe as 

the main premium beer producer. If you can’t keep up in the race, you will fall behind.  

6.1.3 Big brands 

With consolidation comes the mass marketing and production. As ABInBev has seen it is a major advantage to 

have a few big brands. They are having 16 brands with more than a billion in market cap, and therefore these 

brands are the ones who get the most marketing dollars. With big brands, you get a certain cash flow each year, 

and you can more easily obtain high prices. We believe both ABInBev and SABMiller possesses these recourses. 

ABInBev has more big brands than SABMiller, but they have both leveraged this pyramid heavily in order to 

reach the top.  

6.2 PESTEL  

External environmental factors constantly pressurize the beer industry, uncontrolled by the companies who 

operate within. The factors are changing in a continuous motion, forcing the companies to be adaptable in order 

to cope with unforeseen challenges. However, these environmental factors can create both opportunities and 

threats towards the industry. Identified these external factors can be done through various frameworks. PESTEL 

serves as a good all-around framework when categorizing the macro-environmental influences on a company. 

Figure 12 - own creation 
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PESTEL is an abbreviation of these six external factors: political, economic, sociocultural, technological, 

environmental and legal. PESTEL factors serve as tools to help to understand the key drivers behind the changes 

in the markets. (PESTEL Analysis, 2015) 

6.2.1 Political & legal  

The beer industry suffers from a range of political interventions. This is, of course, very market dependent, 

however; some general rules and regulations are applied to most markets. Government regulation of beer 

provides large political influence to the market. The regulation often involves topics such as minimum drinking 

age, none-low marketing advertisement alongside high taxation on alcoholic beverages.  

The taxation is the factor which plays the most important role when in Western Europe and North American 

market. For instance, in 2014 Russia introduced a high taxation increasing alcohol prices by 40% - 45% (Tax 

rises in Russia, u.d.) (Alcohol consumption in Russia, u.d.) (Russia alcohol excise duties, u.d.) nearly forcing the 

growth from down by 14% from 2012-2014. (Beer in Russia - MarketLine, April, 2015) The hard taxation in this 

market is partly due to health problems related to alcohol problems. Naturally, this led to a large growth spike in 

the Russian unregulated black market. (Where in the world do you pay low tax on Alcohol , 2015)Some countries 

tend to have high taxation on alcohol; some 

tend to have low. For instance, countries 

with wine dated through centuries also tend 

to have a low taxation on wine. 

Studies show that alcohol and especially 

excessive alcohol, directly and indirectly, 

leads to related health problems. In the US 

from 2012-2014, costs associated with binge 

drinking was on the rise. These costs in the 

US were more than $250b each year, or $2.05 per drink, with more than 85% associated with binge- and 

underage drinking. These large numbers of drinking could potentially be reduced through legislations and 

political interventions. The biggest amount of cost influence on the public was through lost productivity. This 

was due to the fact that people had impaired productivity at work. 

Where impaired productivity leads to less work done, there are far more serious problems related to alcohol, for 

instance, the risk of death often associated to drunk-driving. Through the last couple of years, drunk-driving has 

increased in most countries around the world. While the effect of alcohol influences people in various ways, in 

most cases it slows down people’s ability to react quickly in unforeseen situations. This of course also affects 

their ability to drive carefully and be able to foresee potential accidents. Drunk-driving however shows that most 

of the time when people are involved in accidents, it’s likely the victim rather than the driver who are being 

injured the most. Drunk drivers are at greater risk for surroundings than themselves, which is one of the main 

reasons why it’s banned to drive while under influence. Most countries have reacted on the rising problem and 

Figure 13 - from the Telegraph.co.uk 
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have enforced new laws which are even tougher on drunk drivers to limit the accidents. (Robinson & Kenyon, 

2009) (Drunk driving law by country, u.d.)  

Other factors indirectly affect alcohol consumption, which is seen in Europe. A new ban on indoor smoking has 

shown negative trends for the nightlife in Europe. The ban has led people to consume more alcohol in settings 

where smoking is allowed, which makes it difficult for the alcohol companies to influence how the beverage is 

served. Alongside, people tend to stay more off-premise when consuming alcohol, even reducing the profit for 

both bars and alcoholic beverage companies. This makes it more difficult for the alcohol beverage companies to 

drive up margins on their sales, due to the fact that the alcohol is being sold through large retailers who are able 

to pressure sales prices more. The ban is not exclusive to Europe other countries has followed the same style and 

has initiated a ban on indoor smoking. (Effect on cigarette ban, 2014) (Cigarettes and alcohol go hand-in-hand, 

2014) (Smoking ban, u.d.) 

6.2.2 Economic 

In 2008, the subprime crisis originated in the real estate / banking industry in most of the western world but 

quickly spread to other industries as well as markets leading to a world financial crisis. This, of course, halted the 

growth and resulted in formerly robust industries to struggle through the following year. North America and 

Europe where the markets taking the hardest beating. This downturn meant that the regular household had less 

cash spending in the following years of course influencing the beer market. Even though some industries have 

fully recovered, new threats are lurking in the economy. Namely, China’s slowing growth rates as well as a long 

period with downward going oil prices. Even though this might increase household spending, countries which 

rely heavily on oil struggle through this. This also includes Russia, which is one of the larger alcoholic consumers 

in the world.  

Emerging markets, however, seems to be less affected by these factors. Africa’s growth as a whole is showing 

positive signs with a GDP of 5%-6% projected in 2016. Compared to Europe’s 1%-2% GDP growth. Therefore, 

a natural focus on the developing countries would be in scope for many large corporations. For instance, as seen 

in Europe beer market CAGR is 2% while the Asia-Pacific market showed a CAGR of 7.6% in the years from 

2010-2014. Markets such as Brazil India and China have shown strong growth rates in the timeframe. These 

markets have been a strong driver in the emerging markets and therefore pulling the total market growth in an 

upward looking trend. However, if China proved to slow its CAGR to a low or either negative rate, they could 

possible, turn the Asia-Pacific market into a middle-low growth.  

North America and Europe are the markets that suffered the most from the downturn making emerging markets 

the new primary markets to exploit.  

ABInBev’s presence in Brazil, in 2014, accounted for 22% of ABInBev’s global volumes. (Anheuser-Busch 

InBev nv in beer (world), 2015) (MarketLine - ABInBev, Nov, 2015) Making Brazil a key market for ABInBev. 

This market has shown a strong positive CAGR of 6.4%, though ABInBev’s have had struggles keeping up with 
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traction in the market. This is shown through the low market share growth of only 1% in 2014. This percentage 

was 3% higher back in 2010, showing that something could be on the verge of changing. (MarketLine - Beer in 

Brazil, April, 2015) 

The Brazilian beer market has had struggles due to increasing taxation of alcoholic beverages in the timeframe up 

until 2014. This could result in a critical market state similar as in Russia. Forecasts suggest that the taxation will 

continue to increase until the end of 2019, putting pressure on major breweries. (MarketLine - ABInBev, Nov, 

2015) Forecasts show that in the timeframe from 2014-2019 Brazil’s CAGR in market value should be of 4.9% 

with 2015 as the strongest year. A decline of 1.5% compared to the earlier years.  

A shift towards medium-to-high end beer could prove to be the key to dealing with this problem due to the fact 

of the increased sales price to counteract the increased taxation on alcohol. Initiating in this kind of strategy in 

their home markets requires relocation of resources towards the marketing and innovation divisions. 

(MarketLine - Beer in Brazil, April, 2015) 

6.2.3 Sociological 

The global view on alcohol consumption both on-premise and off-premise are a disputed land. However, there 

are economic costs which are directly and indirectly related to alcohol. These includes such as alcohol import 

taxes as well as costs related to reduced productivity as seen above as well as lowered health quality of the 

consumers.  

Lately, the focus has been on people living a healthy life partly through reduction of alcohol consumption, which 

is somewhat seen in the stall volume growth in North American and European markets. Studies show that 

alcohol is the 5th most reason why people suffer from disabilities through their life, just slightly behind tobacco, 

blood pressure, unsafe sex, and underweight problems. This somewhat shows how serious problems associated 

with alcohol is. Most of these problems, however, are linked to countries where the societies don’t judge binge 

drinking in the same way as it does in the Western Europe. (Robinson & Kenyon, 2009) Through most western 

countries the social status related to drinking alcohol have been a disputed topic. Especially because of the health 

related problems associated with alcohol leading to a general less good reputation.  

However, this clashes with the increasing demand for speciality craft beer, which the millennials are preferring.  

Craft beer is not the only trending alcoholic beverage in the market these days. Products such as flavoured 

alcoholic beverages (FAB), ciders and wine are showing positive growth percentages. The wine trend is especially 

associated with the fact that young people have shown interest in wine and are starting to enjoy wine at a 

younger age. This is partly shown by the 2010-2014 value CAGR of 3.8% in the North American market. 

(MarketLine - Wine in North America, April, 2015) The market volume, however, had a lower CAGR, 2.4%, 

showing that less wine is produced, but the prices are increasing. This could also be an indicator that people are 

getting more interested in higher quality products. 
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6.2.4 Technological  

Beer brewing has been known for thousands of years, and the technology has changed little over the last century. 

However, of course with new computerized technology, more streamlined production, more precise end-

products, etc. has become the standard nowadays in brewing. The aid of new computer controlled brewing 

process has helped increase shelf-life of the end product. New innovative initiatives haven’t reformed the whole 

brewing process through a long time. However, there are some new technologies and innovations which help the 

brewing process.  

For instance, it’s now become much easier for micro and small breweries to experiment with new tastes and to 

control the output through new techs. An example of such is the device called Brewbot. Brewbot is a new 

experimental equipment which could be used in testing new flavours and combination. Brewbot works like a 

small scale brewing machine able to brew at a fairly precise level, a brew where you simply adjust the flavour 

through various recipes as well as ingredients in order to make new batch samples. This could help these small 

breweries to test and try out new small batches before going large scale with them. Brewbot helps drive down 

experimental costs as well as the total time used for the whole experimenting process. (BrewBot, u.d.)Innovating 

new products are essential in order to keep up with new alternative alcoholic beverages. Products which are 

developed from the beer industry have been limited. Carlsberg, however, released the Somersby a couple years 

back. This cider proved to be a strong contester on the market for young customers. Young consumer’s 

tendency to switch into cider and flavoured alcoholic beverages showed a strong lucrative business in the 

Scandinavian as well as Eastern Europe. In 2014 these two categories together with beer accounted for 43% of 

the total market value in Scandinavia. (MarketLine - Alcoholic drinks Scandinavia, July, 2015) 

In other countries around in Europe, Radler has shown a strong entry to the market with this fairly new product 

which consists of a mixture of beer and lemonade. The reasoning for this new lucrative products comes down to 

the facts that are that they are easy to manufacture the product. On average the product has a lower percentage 

of alcohol leading to lower taxation, while still being able to keep a small premium on the price compared to 

beer. 

6.2.5 Environmental 

Generally, the environmental factors which influence the brewing industry are limited to only a few. However, 

the impact of these few factors is quite severe in the industry. These factors include primarily water and 

agricultural production. Where usage of water is the most direct impact whereas crop production possesses the 

most ethical impact.  

World production of crops has been a small steady increase in production over the last decade. This small rise in 

production is happening even though; there is a number of direct and indirect factors impacting the surplus of 

crops. These factors are such as, an increasing population increased use of animal feed. It is estimated that the 

world population in 2050 would be more than 9.6 billion. This, of course, creates a natural increasing demand 

crops both for consumption as well as use as other feed sources.  
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Production of beer relies on a limited handful of ingredients; including grain, hops, bottles, and water. Since 

bottles are less correlated with environmental changes, this ingredient is fairly easier to keep a steady supply of. 

However, both grain and hops are crops produced from year to year and therefore dependent on the weather in 

the specific year. If it turns out that the harvest went wrong one year, prices might rise increasing the costs of 

manufacturing. This, however, can be solved either through a series of financial commodity hedging and with the 

storage of prior years’ surplus.  

Water, however, especially in SABMiller and ABInBev’s markets are a scarcity. Water consumption, in general, is 

rising, as a reaction on the increased world population as well as global warming. The usage of water can be 

traced back to the production of nearly all kinds of goods. It is also used for drinking and as a hygienic agent in 

order to satisfy daily human needs. Since we know the world population is growing so is the direct dependency 

of water too. Areas, where water is scarce, is often more exposed to a lack of water decreasing the accessibility to 

water, spurring this problem into a downward going trend. Transportation of water is extremely costly compared 

to the actual good which is transported, leading to natural price increases for crops grown in these areas. An 

example of this is just to compare the cargo price of one full milk truck, compared to one full water truck. The 

value of the milk truck is higher than the water truck, but the actual transportation costs are close to equal.  

Africa  

Crops grown in most countries around Africa are often produced by numerous small producers resulting in a 

fluctuating quality. Hops and general grain production are of lower quality in these areas meaning SABMiller 

need to either import their raw materials or work in the agricultural sector to increase quality. The local low-

quality crops are sometimes sold as animal feed instead of brewing materials whereas the high-quality products 

are sold for premium beer production.  

The water situation, however, is another matter which possesses a threat towards the beer industry in Africa. 

According to a study made by SABMiller together with World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) water supply is 

either scarce to extremely scarce in most areas of Africa, leaving only a small regions scattered across Africa with 

sufficient water supply. This drives both prices associated with accessibility and demand for the water. Alongside 

this, the African water usage in beer production ranges from 60l to 300l to pr. a litre of beer. In South Africa, the 

ratio is 155l:1l. The high amount of water usage is especially associated with the vast amount of artificial 

irrigation. Due to the lack of natural water, close to 20% of the water used in production are imported from 

other countries, which increase production costs. (SABMiller - WWF , 2009) African countries are known to 

have a higher ratio of water to beer due to artificial irrigation. However, since this is water going back into the 

earth, it’s not as heavily polluted as industrial spill water.  

North America 

Crop production in North America is a steady growing business. In recent years the prices of crops have 

stagnated with some months of slight declining prices. However, barley used in beer production tend to be 
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higher than when sold as animal feed. (Ward, Oct, 2014) The reasoning for this is the demand for premium malt 

barley used in high-end beers, leading farmers to increased their quality with lower quantities.  

North American crops are, however, expose to great weather risks which often hit the all of the Great Plains 

ruining the harvest and creating large instability in prices. These price changes mainly affect small-medium sized 

breweries since they buy smaller batches making it more difficult for them to bargain.  

Lately, in the North America water has shown to have a greater impact than anticipated. In 2015 the west part of 

the US experienced a hard drought, leaving a massive impact on agriculture. A recent study made at Columbia 

University (Columbia Water Center, Feb, 2013) shows that the most average rainfall is concentrated in the areas 

in eastern part of the US. Alongside, the precipitation had a much larger variance in the western part of the US.  

With the agriculture concentrated in the central part of the US, melting water from the Rocky Mountains is 

funnelled eastwards to The Great Plains. This further drives up water prices due to the high demand for 

irrigation in the wine areas along the Western Coast. Water stress levels in the US are rising faster than 

anticipated, leaving a larger demand for companies to decrease water usage.  

Latin America  

Brazil the largest beer market in Latin America also have numerous agricultural players making it easy for 

breweries to supply their production with high-quality crops. However, a rising tendency in alternative use of 

barley, for instance in spirit and feed production has driven prices upwards over the last couple of years.  

In most areas in Latin American water is abundant, along the Andes water is a scarcity, creating an even higher 

demand for water due to the fact that many breweries are located along the western coast of Peru. (SABMiller, 

GTZ & WWF , 2010) This water scarcity is fuelled by global warming which reduces snowfall in the Andes 

normally used for irrigation along the western coast. Similar situations are present throughout all of the western 

parts of Latin America, resulting in higher prices for water, and thereby higher production costs.  

In Brazil, water is abundant in the current state. Forecasts for climate changes influencing the water balance in 

Brazil are however mixed, resulting in difficulties when determining the impact of the beer market. Studies show 

that if precipitation were on a downward going trend, the significant impact would occur both with respect to 

irrigation, but also on general water usage. Though, because of the advanced ecosystems near the large rivers, 

forecasts also prove that precipitation is on an increasing path. (Krol & Oel) In general Latin, America as a whole 

does suffer catastrophically from water issues on the same scale as Africa and North America.  
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Europe  

The major agricultural 

production countries in 

Europe market consist 

of France, Germany, 

Ukraine and Russia. 

Barley being 

responsible for 18.2% 

of all cereal production, 

shows the importance of 

this crop in the European 

market. Cereal output in 

Europe has shown a small 

growth over the last couple 

of years. However, the ratio 

between the various cereal 

products is not changing, 

implying there is a “steady 

state” in the agricultural 

segment. (Agricultural 

production - crops, 2015) 

With both Ukraine and 

Russian as large global 

barley producers, the tension 

between these two countries creates 

uncertainty in the barley prices, posing a threat on price and quantity volatility of barley in Europe. Water 

consumption related to beer production are generally higher in Europe compared to other markets. Due to the 

fact that both productions of actual beer are larger, but barley used in beer production is heavily irrigated. As a 

result of the heavily irrigated fields leaving a large ratio of the used water as “grey water,” semi-polluted water. As 

a general, annual precipitation in the southern part of Europe have been decreasing over the period from 1961-

2006, whereas the precipitation in areas around Baltic Sea has slightly increased. (EEA Report, 2009) 

Whereas water, in general, isn't a scarcity in Europe, the time frame at which precipitation occurs pose a threat to 

prices of water. In southern parts of Europe, the maximum number of consecutive dry days has increased from 

80 to 120 days over the period. Whereas, in central Europe, it went from 25 to 35 days while at a steady level in 

Northern Europe and been steady in northern Europe. This absolute increase in days is a critical factor for 

Figure 15 – Source: EEA Report 2009  

Figure 14 - EEA Report 2009 
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agricultural farming. This is especially because of the fact, that these dry times come around periods where 

temperatures are high resulting in and increased use of irrigation.  

Asia 

Asia as an agricultural region lacks behind on the regular beer crops. This is partly due to the fact that rice is the 

most dominant agricultural crops, as well as animals, feed less on corn feed compared to grass feed. (Production 

statistics, u.d.) (Food and Agricultural Organization, 2014) Alongside, Asia is not famous for producing the same 

spirit types as in Europe and North America meaning that their crop history differs from what’s used in beer 

production. This means the relatively small number of crops for beer production are of either low quality or too 

high priced, leading to beer companies in Asia having a more vertical interaction with their raw materials.  

Agricultural water usage is increasing in Asia, this is especially seen in China, Thailand and India due to the vast 

amount of industries polluting water as well as the extensive abstraction of groundwater. (UNESCO, 2015) (UN, 

2015) This is something industries, and agricultural producers need to be aware of, creating an increased demand 

for CSR policies in Asian. However, this problem is difficult to tackle due to the fact that agriculture is the main 

source of income in this region, alongside the fast industrial growth, most Asian countries are following.  

Australia 

Australia is one of the most important markets when it comes to barley production. 8 million tonnes are 

produced in Australia each year, with an average of 30-40% graded for malting purposes. Barley from Australia is 

of extremely high quality, making it useable in the brewing process. This increases the crop prices due to the fact 

that most global breweries dependent on Australian high-quality barley.  

Water management in Australia is crucial, due to its unique geographical location. As Australia being an island, 

their supply of water is limited to precipitation either through rain or snow. No rivers are supplying the continent 

with water from external sources. While these factors show that Australia has a low water replenishing rate, the 

country ranked as the 4th largest water user per capita in the world. (Hussey & Dovers, 2007) (Raupach, Briggs, 

King, Paget, & Trudlinger, July 2009) Tendencies like these point towards future water shortages in Australia, 

forcing the country to come up with alternative solutions to water availability potentially showing a risk towards 

the crop production.  

6.2.6 Sub-conclusion PESTEL 

As seen through the PESTEL analysis the beer industry is not at a standstill. The world is going through changes 

in many aspects, both with respect to the social health behaviour, legislations to limit consumption of alcohol as 

well as environmental factors which are starting to weigh in heavier on most corporation’s strategies. Companies 

whom main products are based on water, such as soft drinks and beers are of course influenced heavily on the 

water scarcity factor which is a rising dilemma globally.  

As we saw further up, the required water to produce beer is an extreme ratio which, arguably is not acceptable in 

areas where water is scarce. With SABMiller’s and ABInBev’s main operation in North America and Africa, their 
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image and brand could be in severe danger if the environmental factor is not addressed accordingly. Being able 

to operate and steer the combined brewery through this environmental dilemma is required for the merged 

company. Alongside with using a large quantity of water in order to produce beer, the breweries are also 

demanding various crops, which could have been used elsewhere in order to feed local communities. Which 

arguably might be unethical to locally funnel food and water to produce a sort of luxury product, in an area 

where both water and food are scarce. At the same time, one of the most problematic trends throughout the 

western world is the focus on health. Health has been a topic which has gained more and more attention the last 

two decades, where the focus has been initially about being fit but nowadays about reducing products which are 

unhealthy and creates a bad lifestyle.  

Similar to other sectors, the brewing industry is of course influenced by economic conjunctions both in upward 

and downward going trends. The last one affected the brewing industry as well, but since SABMiller and 

ABInBev have a large operation in emerging markets, where the financial crisis hit less hard, they managed to go 

through the crisis relatively easy without as significant impacts on operations as some of the other breweries as 

well as industries. One of the big financial issues for the brewing industry might be spurred both through the 

health trend but also the slowing of China’s economy.  

The external macro factors influencing the brewing industry as a whole are believed to have quite a significant 

say. Pressure is building in the industry meaning that something new must happen on multiple levels; product 

wise, consummation smart as well as methods of brewing.  

6.3 Porters Five Forces  

The beer industry is considered a quite competitive industry with many actors with well-diversified product 

portfolios. Producing “home-brewed” beer is relatively easy with only a small amount of costs associated with 

the actual production. However, entering the beer markets on a large scale with products able to compete against 

the well-established brands is more difficult. PESTEL showed us a series of external factors which has 

influenced the beer industry. Porters Five Forces focus is on the internal, industry, interactions opposed to what 

PESTEL covered. Focus in Porters Five Forces is on the competitiveness of the beer industry. The framework is 

constructed to clarify factors and give an overview of Threat of new entrants, suppliers power, buyers power, 

substituting products and competitor’s rivalry. (Porters Five Forces, 2013) (Porters Five Forces, u.d.) 

6.3.1 Threat of new entrants  

Entering the beer industry, as mentioned earlier is relatively easy. Beer can be home brewed through only a 

limited amount of equipment and ingredients. Home brewed beer is of course not posing any direct threat to the 

beer industry due to the fact that the number of “home-brewers” is very limited and therefore poses no threat to 

the market sales. However, this could hypothetically pose a threat to the industry if core customers started 

producing their own beer instead of buying.  

Speciality and craft beer brewers are “newcomers” which pose the greatest threat to the mega breweries. Craft 
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brewers are enjoying a trend in development, which have gained positive response by consumers. Often these 

beers are brewed by a handful of dedicated people, looking to produce a high-quality product. Alongside with 

their passion for beer, they also have a different point of view on the industry and do not seek goal as large 

breweries. These tendencies are especially seen in countries like United States of America, Great Britain, and 

Denmark. These entrants have a differently take on the industry and the production of these specific products 

are aimed at a particular customer segment, leading to a natural restraint of their possible customer reach.  

These small-medium sized speciality beer brewers are popular amongst millennials who prefer high-priced, high-

quality products. The reasoning behind this is partly due to supporting locally produced goods, but also a 

preference for products which are not produced by large corporations. (Camden Town Brewery sold to world's 

biggest drinks company, 2015) (AB InBev buys UK craft brewer Camden Town, 2015) 

As mentioned earlier the costs associated to produce beers are relatively small, both with respect to the 

equipment but also to the ingredients, making beer production relatively easy and simple to engage in. However, 

with the large breweries controlling most of the markets both locally and globally, the costs associated with 

launching products on a larger scale must be considered to be high. This makes it difficult for small entrants to 

penetrate the beer market and gain market share. Alongside with the product launch costs, the economies of 

scale make it even easier for already established a large brand to outperform these local brewers.  

New entrants to the beer market can also stem from already well-established companies, which are looking for 

portfolio product expansions. For instance, this could be multinational corporations like Nestlé who are seeking 

to tap into the low alcohol beverage market. Especially those big well-established corporations possess the 

financial power to create new product portfolios and launch these on their markets and thereby tapping into the 

alcoholic segment. Alternatively, could these corporations acquire small-medium sized breweries in order to gain 

knowledge, products together with a market share. This could possibly be a threat which the already large 

breweries might have difficulties to overcome.  

Threats from possible new entrants are therefore mainly large-corporation entrants, either engaging in beer 

production or acquiring small-medium sized breweries.  

6.3.2 Suppliers power  

Suppliers bargaining power are based on a range of factors such as Number of suppliers on the market, 

switching costs associated with suppliers, the accessibility of the supplied products as well as how standardized 

products. Common for most of the suppliers is that the products they produce are really standardized mostly 

varying by quality, easily accessible products for most breweries.  

As seen in the PESTEL analysis, the crops vary leaving the suppliers with a degree of bargaining power. The 

bargaining powers are very limited in areas where there is a high level of competition. Barley, which is an 

essential ingredient for beer production, is mostly produced by farmers for use especially within the beer 

production and animal feed. This gives the farmers the possibility to change whether they want to focus on 
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quality or quantity, in order to supply the breweries with their demand. Lately, the rise of barley used animal feed 

leaving farmers able to sell their crops to other industries than breweries increasing their bargaining power.  

Since barley is a crop, they are dependent on the weather both in the growing and harvest season. Contracts 

signed between farmers and breweries can, therefore, impose a potential threat to the farmers as well as the 

breweries (if not enough barley are delivered) leaving an adverse effect on the bargaining power of suppliers.  

Ukraine and Australian are the markets with the best quality of barley leaving the farmers in these two countries 

with the possibility to sell their barley on a global basis. This situation is different in the North-America and the 

rest of Europe quality wise where higher qualities are sold at a premium used in premium beers. Low-medium 

quality barley can be used in a broader range of beers leaving the farmers with a lowers bargaining power if their 

crops fall within this section.  

Suppliers bargaining power in Latin-American and African countries are considered poor due to the production 

quality of barley compared to global standard. This makes the crops less attractive forcing the brewing industry 

to import barley to these markets. Alongside, the scarce water supply makes these crops difficult to cultivate 

further decreasing the farmer’s interest in these crops. This produces a low bargaining power from the farmer’s 

point of view. A general pressure on the farmers stems from the fact, that there are low switching costs between 

the various suppliers. If the breweries are not satisfied with the quality, they change supplier.  

Large breweries have started to engage vertically with producers to ensure a higher quality of barley and malt; 

this creates an even more significant pressure on the “regular” farmers. These tendencies are mostly seen in the 

Europe and the North-America. The breweries are reliable on packaging producers. However, most breweries 

are producing bottles in-house or using a number of suppliers on long-term contracts to secure good deals. In 

general, the bargaining power of suppliers is low-medium. However, some markets show good signs, having a 

possibility to sell their products at a premium. Alongside, most products are so standardized that demand can be 

found elsewhere. (MarketLine - Global Beer, April, 2015) 

6.3.3 Buyers power 

Large supermarkets and grocery corporations represent the major buyers in the global beer market, accounting 

for more than 40% of the total sale. These organisations act on a worldwide basis with plenty of warehouses 

scattered across countries. These corporations are especially dominating in North-America and Western Europe 

where one of their main focus areas are beverages. Buyers like these are often able to negotiate favourable buying 

contracts making them able to put orders in large quantities. This is propelling buyers bargaining power upwards. 

Due to the size of these retailers, a vast number of consumers with various beverage requirements are visiting 

their stores daily. To be able to cope with these demands, retailers need to have a well-diversified beer portfolio. 

Generally, these large retailers possess a fair amount of bargaining power where small-medium sized retailers 

have less power to bargain. (Beer in Europe, April, 2015) 

Beer producers are able to differentiate their products through brand, alcohol percent, ingredients, style and 

other options. This forces those big retailers to stock a large variety of brands in their stores, both increasing and 
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decreasing their competitive advantage against the beverages producers. On one hand, a large stock required the 

retailers to bind capital in these products. Beverage producers, on the other hand, are eager to get their products 

sold forcing prices down and initiating campaigns for individual products. 

Small buyers such as restaurants and bars, the so-called on-trade, accounts for more than 30% of the global beer 

market. This is an important segment for the brewing companies due to the significant market share.  

The on-trade market sales are harder to control since the consumers are buying their alcohol based on the “on-

trade product” rather than the “alcohol product.” This means that people often chose the on-trade place for 

their product, such as bars and restaurants, rather than which kind of alcoholic product they sell.  

Alongside, on-trade places are limited to a have a smaller diversity of brands than retailers. These two factors, the 

limited stock variety combined with their purchase control, makes the on-trade buyers bargaining power small-

medium.  

6.3.4 Substituting products  

Substitutes for beer are easy to find both in on-trade or the off-trade sale. Primary substitutes are of course 

alcoholic beverages. Sometimes soft-drinks and other products can substitute beers.  

Soft-drinks has difficulties, especially in the western world leading health campaigns against the amount of sugar 

in our diet. Despite this, the soft-drink market has managed to keep an increasing growth rate. (Soft Drinks 

Global Overview: Growth Opportunities Between Category Lines, March, 2016) However, the trend pulling 

consumers towards a healthier lifestyle are forecasted to increase pressure on the soft-drinks industry. The soft-

drink market is expecting to suffer a blow to sales in the coming years.  

A shift in the beverage market from alcoholic and sugary drinks towards healthy and nutritious products have 

undergone through the last decade. These products have shown a substantial advance on the North-American 

and European markets. Multinational companies like Coca-Cola, who used to be dominating in the soft-drinks 

market, have shown keen interest in these new products and are investing heavily in these products in order to 

accommodate the new trends and to decrease business risk. (Coca-Cola Wants to Buy the World a Milk, 2014) 

(Fairlife - About, u.d.) Healthy and nutritional products are often based on milk, water or oils. These products 

vary in taste and usage but common for most of them, is the composition and nutritional benefits they provide 

to the consumer. For instance, coconut water and milk based on soybeans gained strong traction in healthy 

societies. Substituting beer for nutritional health products are probably not the most logical, however, if the 

tendencies hold true, and the health wave continues to grow stronger, this might be a potential critical substitute 

to beer and other beverages. Alternative non-alcoholic beverages are therefore posing a medium threat towards 

the beer market, but could increase their effect on the beer market.  

Alternative alcoholic beverages are of course the most obvious substitutes for beer. These include products such 

as ready-to-drink beverages, wine, spirits, and ciders. Ciders and ready-to-drink products are those with the 

highest potential of substituting beer, which comes down to the characteristics of the beverage. Typically, these 
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alcoholic beverages contain a similar amount of alcohol as beer, meaning that they address the same customers 

with respect to alcohol. Alongside, they have various flavours which are easily manipulative meaning that the 

producers can create diversified product portfolios aimed at specific segments and markets to accommodate the 

required demand. Ciders and ready-to-drink products have mainly received a positive response in the youth 

consumer segments, which they are mostly aimed at. Markets such as eastern Europe have adopted these 

products positively. Even though RTD products only account for a small percentage of the total alcoholic 

beverage market, they still pose a medium threat towards the beer market both as a complimentary product, but 

also as a substituting product to beer. (MarketLine - Global Beer, April, 2015) (Ready to drink, u.d.) 

Wine has been advancing just like cider, taking up more of the market share from beer. This stems partly from 

the fact that the world is getting more and more globalized, increasing the accessibility to wine globally, but also 

enlightens people on the fact that they might be able to substitute beer with wine. Wine, however, had a bigger 

influence on the alcoholic market share in the 90’s than in the 00’s. This stems from society trends.  

New trends, however show that people have renewed focus on high-quality wine. Millennials are those who are 

specifically responsible for these new trends. These trends are seen in most societies where wine bars are 

popping up many places substituting regular bars. These bars have a particular focus on wine, where beer and 

other alcoholic products are nearly inaccessible. If the trend continues in this direction, people might allocate 

more money towards higher quality wines while consuming less. This similar pattern is already seen with the 

increased demand for premium and speciality beers in the beer industry. Some state that the consummation of 

wine has some health benefits directly associated with wine. If these two factors are combined with people 

looking for healthier lifestyle, wine might be the alcoholic beverage which proves to satisfy both alcoholic and 

health requirements for consumers making wine pose a serious threat towards the beer industry.  

Spirits have generally shown steady growth in sale. But since the world is looking to become healthier, it’s 

acceptable to consider spirits as a product which might be substituted for lower alcoholic products in the future. 

Alongside, most governments are trying to restrict the consummation of alcohol, making it even more 

inconvenient to consume high alcoholic beverages. High alcohol beverages such as spirits are to be considered 

posing the same threat as always; nothing has changed dramatically. The threat is believed to be low-medium.  

In general, the threat of substituting products is to be low-high, depending on which products. Most of the 

products which pose a high direct threat to the beer industry are products such as RTD and ciders, which is a 

market most beer companies are able to enter without the largest difficulties. While beer companies can enter 

RTD and cider markets, wine and spirit products are harder to enter but don't pose the same threat level to the 

beer industry.  

6.3.5 Competitors rivalry 

The global beer market is very competitive with top ten actors accounting for 65,90% percentage of the total 

market share. However, with the global market dominated by a few players the local markets are often provided 
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with a vast number of products produced and sold locally. These local breweries might show positive internal 

grow in time, but they are often exposed to acquisitions of larger regional breweries. The global beer market is 

divided down by the regions where only a few of the global actors have market dominance. None of the large 

global companies are possessing leading market share in all of the markets. This leads to a natural global market 

decreasing of rivalry, however, an increased regional market rivalry between the acting companies. (MarketLine - 

Global Beer, April, 2015) (Regional beer market - MarketLine, April, 2014) This narrow focus helps the actors in 

the specific markets to have better insight and knowledge on how to satisfy consumer needs and thereby to 

produce a better product portfolio. Some markets are still rather untapped meaning that opportunities for easy 

growth are available if exploited correctly by the actors. These untapped markets are emerging markets from 

Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. SABMiller’s presence in most countries around Africa makes SABMiller a 

strong contester for the rest of the untapped African markets. Heineken has started to show interest in the 

African beer market, but it’s proven difficult for them to gain a proper foothold.  

Both SABMiller and ABInBev operate in the same market in North-America, while ABInBev is the most 

dominant player in Latin-America and SABMiller in Africa. None of the two are key actors in Asia and both 

struggle to become the market leader in Europe.  

Competition in most markets is either monopolistic or oligopolistic, with Europe being the only well-diversified 

market where market share is split among multiple actors. With markets normally being dominated by a few 

actors, the rivalry is very intense, and the breweries are spending huge capital on being the predominant leaders.  

Penetrating these markets for global breweries are difficult due to the capital requirement and the fact that, the 

new entrants on the market must steal customers from settled brands. However, some trends show, that when 

new brands are available on the market, spikes in new product sale are observed. This, if succeeding, creates a 

position into the market. Strategies like these are considered to be risky and could end up yielding no return, with 

cash heavy investments.  

Pricing in the beer market is highly competitive. The prices are for instance driven by factors such as; local 

government policies, customer demand, trends in the market, and the strength of the local economy. These 

factors influence the pricing of the products alongside with the range of goods available. However, the rivalry of 

the particular market affects the prices as well. Breweries have used aggressive price strategies to put pressure on 

new entrants as well as increasing brand awareness in that given market, ultimately leading to a shift in market 

share.  

On the other hand, the well-diversified European market with a high level of competition, show that breweries 

are spending enormous cash amount in order to keep up with their market share.  

Alongside with the great competition beer trends are swiftly changing requiring new innovative product 

portfolios. This constantly evolving market creates risk for the competitors to Miss judge customer needs and 

spend excessive cash on low-return investments. (Beer Report, 2014) (MarketLine - Beer in Europe, April, 2015) 
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Rivalry in the beer industry is even more increased through the many merger and acquisitions which are done by 

the significant actors in the markets. Lately, the acquisitions have proven to be the most sought after opportunity 

to gain more market share while managing competition. The fact that if small-medium sized breweries are 

experiencing an increased market share through a particular product portfolio could potentially pose a threat to 

the larger breweries which makes them considering acquiring the small breweries. (Camden Town Brewery sold 

to world's biggest drinks company, 2015) (ABInBev - Annual report, 2015) Alongside, if one of the large 

breweries doesn’t acquire the small brewery, the other actors on the market will probably just do it instead. (Bar 

fight - Why craft brewing is about to go to war with itself , 2015) 

6.3.6 Porter’s Five Forces sub-conclusion  

Through the industrial era, new technologies were invented, which included how beer was produced and 

distributed. Through the latter part of 20th century, computers help produce beer in a more precise and efficient 

way. This led to more unified products as well as reduced how external factors, such as humidity and low-grade 

raw materials influenced the end product. The rapid rise of the microprocessor in the 21st century has decreased 

the size computers.  

The possibilities to make homebrew and small-scale breweries have never been easier, leading to growth in 

newcomers to the market. Both in terms of new products but also in terms of locally produced beers. This new 

trend is catching on with consumers who prefer these locally produced products. This poses threats to the large 

breweries in the way that they are relatively easy to establish and gain local market share. Another problem the 

large breweries face is the fact that these small breweries gets supplied by local communities and therefore help 

develop these. Whereas most large-scale breweries either engage themselves in raw material production or they 

simply go to the supplier offering the lowest prices.  

Suppliers, however, possess the power to sell their products to other industries if prices offered by breweries are 

too low, or they can increase the quality of the raw materials, making them more attractive for high-end quality 

products such as craft beers. This provides the suppliers with a little extra bargaining power. 

With the ease of establishing small-scale breweries, the number of breweries producing from low to high-end 

beers puts a relatively high pressure on the overall competitiveness of the market. The ability for almost 

everybody to go out and to start brewing beer makes the product portfolio vast and most often at competitive 

prices. This, of course, lead to a high purchase power for both small local consumers as well as large retailers, 

making it relatively easy to change between various products and brands. Brands must be well-positioned in 

order to attract the right customers as well as price the products right. Alongside the increased demand for craft 

beer and higher quality products in most western European countries, the demand for products alternative to 

beer has also increased. Western European look to an alternative such as wine and high-end cocktails. The 

eastern European countries look for RTD products, shifting the demand from low-quality beer to more 
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expensive RTD-drinks. These tendencies have put pressure on the internal portfolio, forcing the large breweries 

to create new products in order to cope with these demands.  

Since beer, as we know it today, has existed for at least 200 years, the number of competitors in the market is 

naturally high. With a large number of medium-sized breweries in the market as well as the relatively few mega 

breweries there is a naturally competitive environment within the beer industry. This leads to the breweries being 

very aggressive in order to reach new growth and not losing market share. The internal competition in the 

brewing industry is relatively high. Breweries are able to establish themselves relatively easy and those already 

established have multiple levels at which they can compete at. This makes the brewing industry a highly 

competitive industry with many possibilities to diversify within the sector and yet still be able to influence the 

industry with a style in order to gain more market share. Being able to navigate through this business setting have 

proven to be lucrative yet challenging.  

7.0 VRIO 

This analysis serves as a tool to wrap up both Porters Five Forces as well as the PESTEL. The VRIO are an 

abbreviation of Value, Rarity, Imitability, and Organization.  

Valuable is if the brewery is able to seize an opportunity or neutralize a threat. Rarity states how many in the 

industry are able to gain the same capabilities. Imitability describes how easy a certain initiative is to imitate, 

where Organized around are what the key strategic initiatives the breweries engage in. (VRIO Framework, 2013) 

(VRIO, u.d.) With R&D and Brewing equipment relatively easy to gain access too, these two initiatives are 

widely known but 

possible for ABInBev 

and SABMiller to 

control relatively easy. 

This is, for instance, 

acquiring new small 

craft breweries in 

London, where the 

R&D are done on the 

local market, and the 

equipment is adjusted 

to that particular 

requirement. Both SABMiller and ABInBev possess a quite vast and well-diversified portfolio. This is something 

which is more common seen at larger breweries.  

Whereas large breweries often have a home/local market, they aren’t necessarily the main actor on that market. 

However, SABMiller has an adamant position in their main market, Africa. This is something which is tough for 
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other breweries to imitate, even for ABInBev. This is one of the key arguments, for ABInBev behind this 

acquisition of SABMiller. ABInBev and SABMiller have access to multiple brewing facilities globally and is 

strong is this area. It’s difficult for other breweries to gain this kind of widespread production and is something 

exclusive to less than 10 breweries globally. The level of vertical engagement is something, which also is 

restricted to either minuscule local craft breweries or mega breweries with enough room in their budget to 

engage in non-core business investment in order to have more control of the raw materials. The vertical 

engagement is less seen in the brewing industry compared to other industries such as oil companies where they 

both hold oil drilling as well as selling gas to consumers.  

Global presence, however, is something unique to a few breweries, Carlsberg and Heineken are the only two 

other breweries in the world, with a relatively large global presence. This is also something both SABMiller, and 

ABInBev has focused their company strategy around, and something which has been their agenda for centuries. 

However, ABInBev has a significant global exposure as well as market share than SABMiller, another reason a 

merger could compliment the two companies and create value for them both.  

When companies reach a certain size, their ability to raise capital increases. This is also the case seen in this M&A 

where ABInBev had no problem finding enough funding to acquire SABMiller. This is one of the additional 

things, present when having a global market size.  

Being a dominant player as well as having a renowned brand makes it easy to engage in a series of strategic 

decisions, including distribution agreements, mergers & takeovers. SABMiller has proven influential in this 

matter by co-operating with The Coca-Cola Company for many years. They have had a mutual bottling 

agreement in countries across Africa, making them both able to increase their brand awareness as well as 

dominating the sales and distribution of products from both companies. ABInBev has not engaged in similar 

activities to the same level. However, their sheer size makes them the undisputed market leader.  

ABInBev’s vision and leadership are one, if not the most important factor to have driven the brewery to where 

they are today. The way Carlos Brito has inspired the whole company to be top achievers are the spirit which has 

separated ABInBev from the other competitors in the industry. As seen in the figure comparing 2001 vs. 2010 

global market share, ABInBev had a similar market share as some of the other breweries, however with Brito as 

CEO from 2004- he has moved the brewery into its the super league. Carlos Brito’s drive are supported by 

ABInBev’s Chairman Jorge Paulo Lemann. The way both CEO and Chairman aligned their expectations, visions 

and drove show a perfect path leading the company ahead of competitors.  

8.0 Africa – The Major Bet 

8.1 The Black Swan?  

This section of the thesis is a bit different from what readers might be used to. Due to the fact, that Africa is 

such an important part of the SABMiller ABInBev deal, we have chosen to dedicate a chapter to this matter, in 

order to cover Africa best. Typically a valuation would follow a procedure initiating with a strategic analysis 
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follow by a financial analysis, but we have included Africa in-between to make a better understanding of the 

financial analysis which is to come. In this section, however, we will take a different approach.  

What we will analyse in this section is a factor that will stretch far beyond our forecasting period. There will be 

much uncertainty involved here, but we will look at what might be the long-term goal of ABInBev. Beyond 

paying for entrance in developed markets and Latin America, Africa is the last frontier of beer growth.  

With the various growth rates projected on the continent the potential is enormous. It is also very uncertain. We 

do not believe the market possesses enough information or have the ability to predict what will happen in this 

region in the coming 15-20 years. As a continent with massive growth, Africa is still influenced by other global 

factors growth.  

Africa is the “chance” factor from Porter’s Diamond Model. (Porter, Michael E. Porter on competition and 

strategy, 1991 ) (Porter, Diamond Model, u.d.) Chance is the events happening outside of the worth which was 

unpredicted and had either a negative or positive impact on the outcome. (Porter, The competitive advantage of 

nations , 19990) The chance theory is interesting yet difficult to address adequately due to the randomness of the 

outcome, similar to a white noise / random shock in statistics.  

Analogous to the chance from Porter’s Diamond Model, Nassim Nicholas Taleb developed the Black Swan 

Theory. (Taleb N. N., 2008) (Taleb N. , u.d.)This theory is a metaphor that explains events that come as a 

surprise and has a major effect. Often it will be inappropriately rationalized after the event occurred. A black 

swan is an outlier, but still, something that can happen and affect events with huge impacts. The theory claims 

that the biggest changes in humanity 

come from the unexpected. A black 

swan event is an event where 

something unlikely is happening, but it 

changes its surroundings massively. 

This reason we choose not to forecast 

too long into the future in a part of 

the world where there is major 

uncertainty. For one reason the 

African market might explode in a 

much bigger pace than expected. Our 

point is that the market and the 

conditions we will address here can 

change abruptly, and we do not see 

the value of coming with an exact 

estimate of this. For an investor sitting 
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Figure 16 - Euromonitor International 
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on ABInBev stock today, they will most likely not reap benefits of this market in our forecasting period.  

We will, however, discuss what consequences a boom in this market will potentially have for ABInBev and their 

market position in general. Africa is an attractive market, and we will look further at if this, in the long term. 

Africa could be the reason why many analysts consider a relatively high price for the SABMiller as well as why 

the ABInBev have not devaluated too much.  

8.2 Introduction to Africa 

Some of the benefits of the African markets is that it is 

growth in several markets. There are multiple markets 

in different phases of maturity, and most of the 

geographical locations are all giving considerable 

growth.  

The top eight markets in Africa are contributing to the 

continent's dynamic regional growth of over 4%. 

Nigeria and Ethiopia are poised for the highest growth 

in all the markets due to the growing provincial 

accessibility and affordable price platforms for the owners as well as urbanisation. One thing to keep in mind, is 

that Africa as a continent makes up 4%-6% of the global beer sales, making it a relatively small market, with high 

potential.  

However, the fact of the matter is that ABInBev core business in the US and that market is in decline and has 

been for many years. They simply need to position themselves in markets with growth. Whereas the US is not 

growing anymore and neither is Russia. Asia is a market where neither ABInBev nor SABMiller has a strong 

position. China is only about five percent of profits for ABInBev and a market that is hard to penetrate. So the 

combination of a rising population, a rising middle class, urbanization will make Africa the fastest growing 

market in the world. A continent with relatively low beer consumption, with an average of 9 litres per person a 

year. The global average is 45 litres. Africans do not consume less alcohol than others; they just don’t drink that 

much beer.  

A continent that has experienced consecutive years of GDP rise, foreign debt shrink and a growing workforce 

population is an enormous potential growth. As Heineken CEO Jean-Francois Van Boxmeer told CNBC “Africa 

is, I would say one of the last frontiers as well for India, for our industry and we have 25 years of growth there to 

go. Despite some wobbles from time to time in some countries, because you cannot put Africa in one basket, 

growth is coming.” (Heineken CEO happy about rival brewer deal, 2015) 

8.2.1 Population growth and workforce – brewers’ biggest asset 

The workforce has traditionally been the largest consumers of beers around the globe. The blue collar American 

and Europeans have gathered after work for beers and social gathering. Now as this workforce is shrinking due 

Figure 17 - own creation. From left to right: South Africa, Nigeria, Angola, 
Cameroon, Kenya, Ethiopia, Uganda & Tanzania 
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to the older population and more high-skilled labour, the continent in the world with the highest workforce will 

be Africa even surpassing Asia on the way.  

8.2.2 Beer affordability as key strategy 

Beer is still considered a 

relatively luxury product in 

Africa, but SABMiller has had 

a policy that none of their 

beers should cost more than 

one dollar. Already a price that 

is about the double the price 

of a regular beer in the market. 

This is due to the low pricing 

of local products and 

homemade brew. A one-dollar 

beer in Africa is also a 

significant expense for the average African citizen. On average it requires up to eight hours of work to afford a 

beer. Even these numbers are not necessarily 100 percent correct, which means that beer for the African middle 

class is a significant expense. Therefore, the strategy of SABMiller has been to keep margins a bit lower, to gain 

market share.  

Logistical cost-cutting and sourcing can help increase margins and maintain a degree of affordability, in line with 

low-income consumers purchasing power. Brewers in Africa seek to capture the attention of these consumers by 

developing an affordable range of beers.  

So Africa is poised for growth, but certainly not without risk. Homemade brews and locally produced beers are a 

major alcohol consumption for most Africans.  

This is why SABMiller has run down with it localisation strategy. They have a rich history of making local brands 

and also developing already established brands. The African consumer does not drink the big brew from the 

major brands. This is a considerably significant risk for their future growth.  

8.2.3 Major investment needed 

As Africa is a continent where local beers have a great standing and SABMiller have a history of going local, 

SABMiller’s focus in not primarily on goodwill value in Africa. Locally produced beer reduces transportation 

costs in a market where transportation can be difficult and expensive. Significant investments in some rural areas 

are needed to ensure a stable supply of beer.  
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8.2.4 Pricing of beer in Africa 

Economisation has been driven up by 

Nigeria in the driver seat. Due to 

SABMiller’s Hero and Trophy beers, 

which capitalized on consumer’s price 

sensitivity in the West African market. The 

rationality of the two brands and 

SABMiller’s marketing strategy of focusing 

on nationalism or pride in the origin of 

brands in Africa such as Biafra nationalism 

in Nigeria played a key role in driving sales.  

Low- and mid-priced beer is the range in the beer industry which sells the best. Including brands such as Castle 

Beer and Carling Black Label, which are very dependent on the lower-mid class workers. This is their favourite 

choice when it comes to beer. Premium priced beers are expected to grow in sales figures. However, this is only 

possible with increased PPP by the consumers. Therefore, the growth in the premium beer market is projected 

to see growth highly correlated with the GDP growth of the African countries. Premium beer is, therefore, a 

long-term strategy which is not focus in the short term. 

8.2.5 Beer affordability and accessibility set to increase substantially 

Beer is still a luxury product in significant parts of Africa, and the differences are vast. South African consumers 

on average had to work for six minutes in 2013 to afford a bottle of beer. In Egypt, it required three hours of 

work. This is some of the problems that SABMiller faces. The economies are so variously developed that the 

companies face numerous price strategies. To do so, SABMiller needs to capture their consumer early in their 

consumption patterns so they can attain the customers as early and as long possible. Through a collaboration 

between SABMiller and ABInBev, SABMiller might be able to cut their costs significantly and thereby offer low 

price strategies to their African consumers.  

The strategy SABMiller so far has used in this market has been effective. Using locally sourced materials reduce 

transportation and logistics costs and as well as no extra import taxes applied to the product. This might clash 

with ABInBev’s strategy as they are famous for their centralization system, and this might pose a problem for 

them in the future.  

The real wage growth in Africa is needed of adaption to the different markets in Africa. The income gaps are still 

colossal between rich and poor and this also affects beer prices. As we have talked about it is important that the 

market is in such a state that they can actually afford the beer. Some beer brands are simply too expensive for the 

average African citizen and therefore makes any volumes hard to attain. So the most important factors will as we 

Figure 19 - Own creation. Sources: Euromonitor, MarketLine and Wikipedia 
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have talked about be to have the beers locally sourced. SABMiller’s strategy of 1 dollar beers seems like a good 

strategy.  

8.2.6 Cost-cutting programs 

As we have been covering the beer market is still fragmented, and the average consumer in Africa does not have 

high PPP. Companies are selling products to help people with their homebrew, which is very common in Africa, 

and through these commodities, they pose a threat to well-established breweries. This strategy, however, has very 

low margins and is not very effective for making a lot of money. What it does, however, is to capture the 

consumer in the early stage, and as the consumer gets higher spending power, they will upgrade their equipment 

to more premium products.  

8.2.7 Concentrated market 

SABMiller is, of course, the clear market leader in the region and has a growth in sales of 1.5 billion litres of beer 

in the period 2008-2013. This is due to factors already discussed as a well-established networking area and a real 

presence.  

Heineken, however, is also surprisingly big in some parts of Africa with some green field investments in Nigeria 

and Ethiopia. They are also a part of a joint venture with Diageo in Ghana and South Africa, and although being 

registered for strong growth its presence remains limited to fewer markets than SABMiller. 

The French wine group Castel built its presence in Africa on the back of its wine supply distribution network 

and deals for SABMiller and Diageo Beers. The winemaker was able to expand its revenue into the more French 

speaking markets. (Africa: Beer’s Final Frontier, May, 2015) 

Diageo has been expanding its stout and spirits presence in Africa and had plants in South Africa, Ghana, 

Nigeria, Cameroon and Ethiopia. However, much of its presence is derived from the Guinness operation in 

Nigeria and their monopoly in Kenya. We do not see them as a direct threat to SABMiller.  

8.2.8 Entry barriers are high – the big reason for ABInBev to enter? 

Africa is not like any other market in the world. The major player is SABMiller with Heineken trailing 

considerably far behind. This market is not a market which can be turned around and developed in a few years. 

There are significant hurdles in logistics, dealing with governments and developing a reliable distribution 

network. Additionally, it’s difficult to import foreign brand beers and expects them to sell in the local market, 

due to the high customer loyalty. Therefore, local breweries, production facilities and distribution networks are 

required in a business setup in order to gain market traction.  

Corruption and other shadow business dynamics also major issues which need to be taken into consideration 

when entering the African market. As SABMiller has many years’ experience and business knowledge in Africa, 

they are able to work around these issues and through long-time relationships, something which cannot be 

bought or build overnight.  
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8.2.9 Africa is divided – SABMiller not represented in the north 

SABMiller is among the top brewers in African beer market. However, their position in the north African market 

is relatively small compared to both ABInBev and Heineken, whom both has more market share. This is partly 

due to their higher focus on non-alcoholic beverages, but also the fact that they concentrate on the tourist 

segment rather than the locals. The north African market, are relatively small by volume compared to price, 

meaning that the sales of beer and other alcoholic beverages are mostly made to the tourist who is willing to pay 

higher prices. The locals in the north African markets are mostly Muslim, whom rarely consume large quantities 

of alcohol, resulting in an entirely different market composition and strategy than most south African markets.  

8.2.10 Heading for the boom – 

major growth in Nigeria 

Consumer spending on alcoholic drinks in 

Nigeria has consistently outperformed Sub-

Saharan Africa on average from 2009 to 2014. 

The financial crisis took its toll together with a 

series of floods the Nigerian beer market took 

a hard hit. Despite this Nigeria showed clear 

signs of growth also in non-growth years in 

economic terms. If we have a look at the 

income inequality between the rural and urban 

areas, there are major differences. Urban Nigeria has had a big growth partially fuelled by the oil boom leading to 

consumer spending has picked up. The income inequality also posed a considerably significant potential for 

reasonable priced beer. This is a place where SABMiller can capitalize, with their one-dollar strategy. 

8.2.11 South Africa – the birthplace showing weaknesses 

The biggest beer market and where it all started is 

slowing down. Economic difficulties and 

corruption problems are finally taking its toll on the 

South African markets. With bleak outlook, this 

market is actually set to decline in the years to 

come. Excessive duties on alcohol and drinks are also 

pushing the margins down and the cost up. 

Consumers in the lower price segments are 

forced to scale down their beer consumption.  
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The middle segment is actually expected to shrink in the coming years and therefore the market is likely to me 

more segmented into upper higher premium and the 

lower economy segments leading towards a 

polarisation. Something SABMiller is not found of.  

8.2.12 Ethiopia 

Ethiopia is expected to see a considerable significant 

growth, close to double digits over the following 

year. This is one of the areas where we most likely 

will see considerably increased spending on beer and 

as well one of the main upcoming emerging markets 

in general. However, the growth is still at an early 

stage, and as seen through history if the wrong government is being handed over the control, risks are that the 

growth could be forced to a halt.  

Ethiopia’s population is the second largest on the 

continent and has vast potential for a growing 

consumer pool over 2013-2018. This is due to grow 

incomes and a rate of urbanization that is expected to 

catch up with that of Sub-Sahara Africa’s average. 

Ethiopia’s urban areas are also among the most 

populous and will have a high growth in urbanization 

the coming years, estimated to be at least 4%.  

8.2.13 Angola 

Angola is the third biggest beer consumer in Africa in 

sales, lagging just behind South Africa and Nigeria. 

Angola has a significant urban population that is set 

to grow in the coming years and with economic 

development, it will probably do just this. Angolans 

spend as much as 2% on their income on luxury 

goods like this. 

Angola’s beer market is worth 2.0 billion dollars in 

value putting it almost up with other developed 

markets in Europe. (Markets of the future in Angola, Jun, 2014) As Castel is the biggest player in the region 

SABMiller has their work cut out for them. Another problem in Angola is that many people spend their money 

on non-alcoholic brands and are not upgrading their beers. 

Figure 22 - Own Contribution Source: Euromonitor 

Figure 23 - Own Contribution Source: Euromonitor 

Figure 24 - Own Contribution Source: Euromonitor 
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8.2.14 How much is the market worth? 

As we now have discussed some of the characteristics of the market, we need to address if we believe this 

development might be worth the premium ABInBev is paying. With the significant numbers, we have here we 

are asking ourselves if this company might be paying a price that is worth it. For a premium around 40 billion 

dollars, some will, of course, be recouped in the synergies of the companies. But this is still a major premium that 

the shareholders will like to see back in their pockets. The African beer market is forecasted for significant 

growth in the years to come; the question is how much of this will be captured by ABInBev.  

We believe that the bet ABInBev has made to position itself in Africa is the only true market with proper 

growth. The question remains tough if this increase is worth the price they pay in on the short and medium 

horizon. As this growth will happen over years and years, this is not something shareholders will experience over 

the near future. For a shareholder to see this as profitable in on short and medium term, ABInBev needs to see 

significant growth market. As our previous analysis shows, even though they have major opportunities in the 

market for growth, the African consumer is still much more price sensitive compared to ABInBev’s regular 

customers. This could restrict the profits ABInBev are able to drive through this significant investment. Through 

the acquisition of SABMiller, ABInBev will be become the biggest player in Africa, making it tough for other 

breweries to engage in this market.  

8.3 Empire building 

A common phrase when talking about big mergers is the so-called «empire-building. » This happens when then 

management of a company is more concerned about growing the company so they have more status and more 

assets under management than actions that might benefit shareholders.  

One side of the coin shows us this clearly is empire building. A merger of this size seldom is something else. The 

sheer financial size of the deal, as well as the actual way the deal is being constructed only, supports the facts that 

the management is in the process of empire-building. The combined brewery will be so massive that it equals the 

size of the ten next breweries combined.  

On the other hand, we can raise the question what alternative choices ABInBev had to develop their business? 

They have had a declining share price, and there has been a decline in growth of the global beer market. They 

could have looked at other companies or smaller brewers instead of SABMiller, but the fact that SABMiller had 

Africa market made it the only attractive brewery. However, there is also the issue that ABInBev actually 

eliminates their biggest competitor through this purchase. Merging the two companies will, of course, prove to 

be challenging, but the acquisition clearly put them in their own super-brewery category.  

8.4 Clash of cultures: This time it is different 

We have touched upon this earlier in the thesis, but we firmly believe that the company will have issued 

integrating the two enterprises that have competed fiercely in certain markets over the latest years.  
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SABMiller is famous for building on the local farmers and utilising the local communities, creating jobs and 

plants, while ABInBev is the exact opposite. ABInBev’s fierce cost-cutting policy, low corporate spending, and 

centralization systems are going to put significant pressure on how things are done in SABMiller. However, this 

time, it is different. For the first time, ABInBev is entering a market where this traditional strategy will have to be 

put aside in order to gain success. As we have discussed the African market is to a very high degree only drinking 

local products that are brewed locally. This clashes with how ABInBev perceives the business.  

ABInBev will use as a so-called «complex cross-border structure. » In order for ABInBev to succeed, they will 

need to be able to adapt their strategy as a traditional top-down firm, and be able to work with more sustainable 

business models. This is one of the basic premises SABMiller utilities in their strategy on how to succeed in the 

African market.  

8.5 Conclusion Africa 

As seen from the African section, this market is crucial for ABInBev, especially because their market share in this 

region is close to zero. Alongside, SABMiller follows a strategy which works really well, meaning that the two 

companies can gain more value from this merger. ABInBev however, will become the largest player in the 

African market, which seen through this section is an upcoming market with really positive forecasted values. 

However, the different ways the two companies are run means that both SABMiller, as well as ABInBev, need to 

adapt their former strategies and find a new combined strategy which satisfies stakeholders from both 

companies.  

Since Africa are such a difficult market to evaluate, we are aware that there might be some uncertainties tied to 

the financial valuation and forecasts for Africa. However, we do believe our approach are the correct, and if 

those changes are to be made they are relatively small with little impact. Our financial approach shows that the 

results we get from estimating Africa and SABMiller, in general, are close but lower than the official bid for 

SABMiller, but this will be elaborated on in the financial analysis.  

9.0 Financial analysis  

9.1 Reformulation of financial statements 

ABInBev, SABMiller, and their peers are using the international accounting standard IFRS. IFRS are not 

differentiating between the core and non-core operating activities. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) means it’s 

essential to divide between core- and non-core business activities. This is of analytical interest. When 

reformulating the financial statements of the companies, we are analyzing there are several areas we need to 

focus on. The analytical income statement requires every accounting item to be classified as belonging to either 

“operations” or “financing.” When we do this, we end up with “Net Operating Profit After Tax” known as 

NOPAT. Adding “Net financial expenses” and “tax shield” from debt financing to NOPAT yields “net 

earnings” which should correspond to the reported net earnings. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) NOPAT is a vital 
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performance measure, as its shows the firm's profit from its core business regardless how it has been financed. 

The reclassification of the balance sheet results in “Invested Capital” which is the combined investment in a 

company’s operating activities that require a return. When we reformulated the financial statements for the 

respective companies, we did so in their local currency. We go over the different balance sheets for the various 

enterprises through their own reporting measures. For instance, does not ABInBev report excise duties as part of 

their income statement, something Heineken and Carlsberg and SABMiller’s does. Carlsberg and SABMiller are 

also reporting their revenues in “net revenues. “ 

9.1.1 Analytical income statement 

Most of the items in the income statement are easily classified as either part of financing or operations. In 

reclassifying the income statement, it is up for argument whether other income and expenses should be 

categorized as being part of “operations” and “financing.” As this income and expenses do not get classified 

more specifically, we will argue that this is a part of operations for both SABMiller and ABInBev. The financial 

expenses are assumed to be representable figures making it possible to estimate “financial expenses.” We believe 

the numbers are representative figures, and these we have used to assess financial expenses based on book 

values.  

Income tax 

Both ABInBev and SABMiller operates all over the world. As it is not in the scope nor reported or feasible to 

report the tax rate for each country. We are using the tax rated reported in their financial statements and future 

guiding. The companies may have borrowed in foreign currencies. Dividends foreign exchange rates and fair 

value adjustments. Tax assets are also in most cases linked to operations. However, we assume the tax rates 

SABMiller and ABInBev have reported are the most accurate ones. We believe the regional tax rates for each of 

the company’s divisions are hard to get precise estimates of, as well as the borrowing in foreign currency.  

Tax shield 

As “Income Tax” related to both operation and financing, it is necessary to differentiate between these 

separations is done through estimating “Tax Shield” from “Net Financial Expenses” (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012) which then estimates what we have done in relation to financing. We have used the method presented by 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) in their book Financial Statement Analysis to compute the tax shield for the 

respective companies. These can be seen in the appendix. 

9.2 Peer group  

The next section of the paper is important because we will define the peer group of the company. The peer 

group analysis will be used when comparing the performance of ABInBev and SABMiller to competitors. 
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9.2 1 Definition of peer group 

In this section of the paper, we seek for define the peer group of ABInBev and SABMiller. The reason for this is 

to create a comparable benchmark group to analyze the relative performance of ABInBev and SABMiller over a 

period and calculate the relevant multiples for valuation purposes as well as for comparisons among the 

companies. A peer group does not necessarily need to consist of direct competitors, but there are several factors 

that need to be taken into consideration when making the peer group. 

While ABInBev now is one of the five biggest consumer goods companies in the world they have one core 

business which is beer. A peer group does not necessarily need to consist of direct competitors. One could have 

argued that Nestle the Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo, Procter & Gamble would have been better peers for 

ABInBev. However, we do not believe this. They have in common that they are consumer goods companies but 

sell very different products. Brewing is a business far away from producing Cereal. Carlsberg and Heineken have 

many of the same goals and regulatory likenesses with SABMiller and ABInBev. The risk profile is similar. One 

could argue that the risk profiles should be about the same, and there should have been used the same 

accounting policies. We believe that even though these two companies are smaller, they are very comparable. 

Therefore, and also to benchmark what is possible in the brewery business we chose Heineken and Carlsberg. 

9.2.2 Heineken NV 

Based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands 

Heineken is the world’s third-largest 

brewer. Heineken ranks among the top five 

brewers in every region except the Asia 

Pacific. Here too, it is working to build its 

presence. (Heineken Story, u.d.) (Passport, 

Oct, 2015) 

Heineken turned down an acquisition 

attempt from SABMiller in 2014. The 

attempt was seen as a way to protect them from 

a takeover from ABInBev. As a family owned 

company, they said no. Heineken is the leading 

player in Western-Europe, its largest regional 

beer market. This accounted for 26% of its 

global volumes in 2014. Heineken had revenue 

of 20 billion Euros and beers account for more 

than 98% of their sales. (Global Brewers’ 2014 
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March, 2015)  

One of Heineken's strengths is the premium 

focus in their brand group, and they have the 

world’s number one premium lager beer brand. 

They also have many opportunities in other 

markets with their big market mix of different 

beer. (Heineken Financial Report - 2015, 2015) 

As a weakness to the company they do have a 

very limited economy offer and they do not 

have the same opportunities to grown among 

low-income consumers. The company has also 

been a very aggressive in the competitive environment versus Carlsberg. Heineken has gone in the direct clinch 

with Carlsberg and has grown strong the latest years. We see this trend as likely to continue. 

 

Figure 28 - own creation. Source: Annual review 
 

9.2.3 Carlsberg 

Based in Copenhagen Carlsberg is the world’s 

fourth-largest brewer by volume. In 2014 they had 

revenues of 64,5 billion DKK. (Carlsberg Annual 

Report - 2015, 2015) The company is the leading 

brewer in Western Europe, only trailing Heineken 

and the largest player in Eastern Europe. However, 

Carlsberg has been having significant challenges in 

this region. This has led Carlsberg to strengthen its 

position in Asia Pacific. Asia Pacific was now the second largest market in 2013. In 2015 Carlsberg announced it 

would gain full control of Wusu Beer group in Xinjiiang. In 2015 their expansion in Asia was of utter importance 
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Figure 27 - own creation. Source: Annual review 
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as sales in Europe has staggered, and is down 

2% for the year. (Carlsberg, u.d.) Carlsberg 

has a strong history and is a company that is 

known around the world. They have had a 

tradition of making their own products 

instead of developing new products in new 

markets. They have a relatively premium-

oriented product offer. This could hurt them 

in the battle versus Heineken as both brands 

are in the premium segment. The biggest 

threat for Carlsberg is to lose out to their 

core rivals as mentioned Budweiser and 

Heineken as they are expanding their presence. 

This in combination with the merger of SABMiller/ABInBev could hurt Carlsberg in their core markets. 

(Passport, oct, 2015)  

Carlsberg has a big problem with their debt in 

their balance sheets, further hindering them from 

doing M&A. In this competitive environment 

they need to grow if they are to protect 

themselves from their biggest competitor 

Heineken. It has been speculated that if not 

Carlsberg manages to solve their situation with 

their losses in eastern Europe and their balance 

sheet they might be a target for a possible 

takeover by Heineken.  

9.3 Profitability analysis  

In this part of the thesis, we will analyse the financial performance of ABInBev, SABMiller, and its peers. We will 

use these numbers for the budgeting part of the standalone valuations we will make of the two companies. In 

order to start with the budgeting of ABInBev and SABMiller, there is essential to understand past performances. 

The structured profitability is also known as the Du Pont model which decomposes Economic Value Added into 

underlying components. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) We will take a look at this model with both ABInBev and 

SABMiller. We will here have a closer look at how the company performs relative to its peers and how this can 

be developed further. We will look at the numbers before and after taxes, but for our forecasting and our 

analysis’s further down the line we will use pre-tax numbers. See the appendix for detailed calculations.  

Figure 31 - own creation. Source: Annual review 
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9.3.1 ROIC 

The ROIC is the company’s return on invested capital. We will have a further look at the lever and the trend of 

the ROIC in these enterprises. This will tell us something about the potential for possible future earnings and 

how in they utilize their invested capital. We have chosen to use pre-tax ROIC. This is because the companies 

operate worldwide, and therefore are the subject of continuously changing tax rates in different regions in the 

world. This in combination with various levels of depreciation and amortization can skew the numbers 

significantly. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) The ROIC computations with and without taxes can be found in the 

appendixes. Since 2013 ABInBev has had the highest ROIC of the comparable companies, and this could almost 

be seen as a benchmark for the industry. This also reflects back on how the company has high competence in 

building big brands as well as in general pushing profitability for the enterprise.  

In order to see if the ROIC of SABMiller and ABInBev has been satisfactory, we can hold the ROIC up to the 

average WACC through the years. If the ROIC is below the WACC, the companies are actually destroying 

shareholder value. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) We can also see that SABMiller is actually the next one on the 

list. This could raise questions to whether or not there are substantial synergies to get from this merger. Both 

companies have over performed substantially compared to Heineken and Carlsberg. In order to examine further 

if the ROIC of ABInBev has been satisfactory we will go into a decomposition of the ROIC and WACC of the 

company. As we want to get a neutral picture as possible what we have based ourselves on is the ROIC on 

EBIT. This means the ROIC is computed before the taxes are subtracted. We do this is in order to get the 

clearest picture of how the company is performing.  

 

Figure 32 - Own creation       Figure 33 - Own creation 

In the graph above we can see ROIC and the WACC for ABInBev in the investigation period. As we can see the 

company has created value for shareholders over the whole time span. A company does not necessarily create 

values for the shareholders unless they see their ROIC above their WACC. (Grant, 1997) If the company creates 

less value for the stockholders than their average cost of capital, they are destroying shareholder value. We can 

see that ABInBev has a satisfactory ROIC over their investigation period. We can see a steep decrease in the 

ROIC in 2013, and we also see the significant decrease in the ROIC the following year due to the decline in beer 

sales. ABInBev is in their own league, opening up the scenario for increases in ABInBev. 
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9.3.1.1 Decompensation of ROIC 

ROIC is affected by two components, the EBIT margin and the turnover rate of invested capital. The profit 

margin is obviously important in determining how much of the company’s revenue that is left as profit for the 

shareholders. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) The turnover rate of invested capital, however, how efficiently the 

company is investing its invested capital. The profit margin describes the revenue and expense relation and 

expresses operating income as a percentage of net revenue. The turnover rate expresses a company’s ability to 

utilize invested capital. A turnover rate of 2, should be interpreted as the company having tied up invested capital 

for 180 days. Typically, pharmaceutical companies have a very low turnover rate with investments that range 

from years. Grocery stores, on the other hand, have a very high turnover rate, in means that they get paid 

immediately after each transaction of goods. All other equal, it is good to have a high turnover rate. This needs 

to be seen in the light of the industry it is operating tough. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) The above graphs show 

the ROIC for ABInBev and SABMiller compared to the peers, in the investigation period. We can see that the 

ROIC before tax actually was slightly higher in SABMiller in 2015 than ABInBev. The EBITDA margin of 

ABInBev follows its ROIC, something that indicates that the EBIT-Margin affects the development and size on 

ROIC. 

In the above graph, we can see that SABMiller and ABInBev has a much lower turnover rate than its peers. This 

is in theory showing that the company has major room for improvement. However, if we look back to the profit 

margin of SABMiller and ABInBev, we can see they both have a strong EBIT margin. This also has to be 

considered in the light of the investments they undertake. Major investments make the turnover rate much 

lower. The EBIT margin of ABInBev is clearly market leading. When using a common size analysis, we see that 

ABInBev has had a long line of positive EBITDA development. It is clear that both SABMiller and ABInBev are 

run quite efficiently, even though they are having tied capital up for a longer amount of time than their 

competitors.  

One can also see a significant improvement 

in the overall EBIT margin If we have a look 

at the EBIT margin compared to the ROIC 

we can see a marked improvement in both 

the ROIC and the EBIT and EBITDA 

Figure 35 - Own creation Figure 34 - Own creation 

Figure 36 - Own creation 
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margins. From when the implementation of 3G Capitals strategies has come into place one can see significant 

improvement in from 2013 through 2015.  

 The steady improvement of the margins in ABInBev can also be attributed to the management. They cut costs 

every year as well as spending heavily on marketing and product development. Carlsberg has been struggling the 

latest years substantially. This is something that is likely to last for a following number of years. For Heineken, 

they still have a very healthy company well positioned in the premium segment. With a firm grip on Europe, we 

believe Heineken will be the company to beat in Europe the coming years. A common size analysis of ABInBev 

also shows a reduction in the cost of sales for ABInBev (proportionally) making 3G capital living up to its 

reputation for a cost cutter of range. The index analysis reveals a company that has been able to do M&A and 

still keep their revenue on a high level. The income of ABInBev has increase year on year, except for 2014 where 

they had a high due to extreme volumes sold in Latin America.  

The main sticking points are clearly the profitability of ABInBev. It is clear that this is what ABInBev want to 

achieve with SABMiller. In Latin America, there might be room for this, but in Africa, these margins might he 

harder to achieve.  

9.3.1.2 Return on Equity 

By analysing ROE, we get a picture of the return of the company’s active capital base. In this section, we will 

then look further on Lundin's ability to generate a return on they share capital. We will as with the ROIC also 

consider this measure before and after tax, to say something about the companies’ usage of its capital. (Petersen 

& Plenborg, 2012) 

The formula for ROE 𝑅𝑂𝐸 =
𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑎𝑥

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

An alternative formula to see the drivers or ROE is  

𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 = 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 + (𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 − 𝑁𝐵𝐶) ∗
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐵𝑉𝐸
 

𝑁𝐵𝐶 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑥

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 − 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡
 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
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By analyzing the companies ROIC we got a 

better look at the returns on the company’s 

total base of capital. In this section, we will 

look further into how the beer companies are 

able to generate returns on their (ROE). We 

are computing ROE after tax since this is 

what is actually left for investors after tax. 

From the above chart, we can clearly see that ABInBev has over-performed to the competitors. Heineken had a 

dip from 2012 to 2015 due to weak economic growth. (Heineken profits down on weak European growth, 2014) 

As for ABInBev, this is a direct consequence of what has happened with the restructuring. The ROE is actually 

almost at a 25% three years in a row. Compared to SABMiller one can see a significant improvement on the 

ROE. If we look at Carlsberg and Heineken, it is pretty clear that ABInBev is performing in their own league. 

Their profitability is merely in a league of their own. We see a drop from 2013 to 2014 tough as their revenues 

took a significant plummeting due to decreased sales in beer. 

9.3.1.3 Decomposition of ROE 

By analyzing ABInBev and SABMiller’s ROIC, we got a better picture of their total active Capital base. In this 

section, we will look further on their ability to generate returns on their ROE. We will compute ROE before and 

after taxes to give a fuller picture as of how and where the companies operate. For valuation purposes and later 

in the thesis we will go for the after-tax numbers, as this is what equity holders is actually being left with. By 

looking at the ROE up to the owner’s demand for capital, we can see that the company has created value for the 

equity holders through all years except 2011-2012. 

Figure 37  - Own creation. Based on Annual reports from ABInBev, SABMiller Carlsberg and Heineken 

Figure 38  - Own creation 

Figure 39  – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution   

 

Figure 40 – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution   
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What can be classified as impressive of ABInBev is the tempo in which they are paying down their debt. They 

had a financial gearing of more than 240% in 2008 after the acquisition of Anheuser-Busch. They did pay down 

that debt in an exceptionally fast way, while also generating returns for their investors. However, the debt levels 

will skyrocket when the new debt would be taken on. ABInBev is not debt free at the moment, due to the 

acquisition of Grupo Modelo earlier this year. (Annual Report, 2015)  

𝑅𝑂𝐸 =
𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑎𝑥

𝐵𝑜𝑜𝑘 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
∗ 100 

𝑅𝑂𝐸 = 𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 + (𝑅𝑂𝐼𝐶 − 𝑁𝐵𝐶) ∗
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐵𝑉𝐸
 

 

Figure 41 – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution   

 

Figure 42 – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution   

10.0 Liquidity analysis  

In this section, we will look closer at the liquidity of ABInBev and SABMiller. It is critical for a company to have 

satisfactory liquidity. It is important so you can manage the day to day operations, as well as have the flexibility to 

take on business opportunities as they arise. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

10.1 Analysis of short-term liquidity risk 

For analysis of the short-term liquidity risk, we want to have a further look at different methods for doing this. 

The analysis of the company’s short-term liquidity risk says something about the companies’ ability to satisfy all 

short-term obligations as they fall due. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) These ratios seek to answer: what is the 

likelihood that current assets cover current liabilities in terms of liquidation? 

Du Pont  AB InBev 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average

Decomposition of ROIC

Profit Margin (NOPAT) 19% 25% 23% 27% 28% 30% 26% 25%

Turnover Rate of Invested Capital 28% 46% 45% 49% 50% 45% 47% 44%

Turnover Rate Invested Capital (Days) 1286,7 791,1 803,4 728,1 718,1 808,8 761,4 842,5

Profit Margin EBIT 23% 33% 31% 33% 33% 33% 32% 31%

Decomposition of ROE

ROIC EBIT 6% 15% 14% 16% 17% 15% 15% 14%

ROIC NOPAT 5% 11% 10% 13% 14% 13% 12% 11%

Net Borrowing Cost (NBC) 2% 7% 6% 7% 5% -9% 2% 3%

Financial Gearing (FGEAR) (Book Value) 244% 144% 109% 92% 75% 75% 83% 117%

SPREAD 4% 8% 8% 10% 11% 24% 13% 11%

ROE 12,8% 17,7% 14,9% 19,4% 20,5% 29,9% 25,9% 20,15%

Du Pont SABMiller 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average

Decomposition of ROIC

Profit Margin (NOPAT) 17,80% 17,50% 19,37% 28,94% 23,17% 24,79% 24,36% 22,27%

Turnover Rate of Invested Capital 0,60 0,49 0,51 0,38 0,41 0,40 0,48 46,60%

Turnover Rate Invested Capital (Days) 596,8554727 737,854174 710,8722351 940,0969305 885,3797686 900,2586207 757,5154228 789,833

Profit Margin EBIT 25% 25% 27% 36% 31% 33% 33% 30,03%

Decomposition of ROE

ROIC EBIT 15% 12% 14% 14% 13% 13% 16% 10,15%

ROIC NOPAT 10,74% 8,54% 9,81% 11,08% 9,42% 9,91% 11,57%

Net Borrowing Cost (NBC) 5,76% 4,74% 5,27% 2,04% 3,45% 3,43% 4,50% 4,17%

Financial Gearing (FGEAR) (Book Value) 53,14% 41,24% 31,40% 67,78% 56,36% 52,00% 42,85% 49,25%

SPREAD 4,98% 3,80% 4,54% 9,04% 5,97% 6,48% 7,07% 5,98%

ROE 13,39% 10,10% 11,24% 17,21% 12,79% 13,28% 14,60% 13,23%
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10.1.1 Current Ratio 

The Current Ratio tells you whether the companies short term actives can cover their short-term commitments. 

If your business is in a position where they have short term commitments, they need short term assets. The 

larger the current ratio, the greater is the probability that the current assets are able to cover the current liabilities. 

Different rules of thumb are used for this, but in general, a current ratio above 2.0 is an indication of low short-

term risk. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 

We can see a very low current ratio for both 

SABMiller, and ABInBev has a relatively low 

current ratio. This is however very common in the 

industry, and we do not see this a particular 

weakness for the company. The figures are stable 

over time. We see here that Heineken is the 

company with the lowest short-term liquidity risk. 

10.1.2 Quick Ratio 

𝑄𝑢𝑖𝑐𝑘 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ + 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 

The weakness of the current ratio is that it does 

not account for all short-term assets has the same 

liquidity, and therefore is converted to cash. 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) Quick Ratio accounts 

for this by being computed on the basis of liquid 

assets only. This is cash, securities, and receivables. 

From what we can see there so does the company 

have a significant amount of their actives in cash. They should, in other words, have cash to pay off the most 

needed current liabilities. Service companies or corporations who produces might not have that much inventory. 

The relatively low quick ratio also shows signs of high operating efficiency. Low inventories as SABMiller has 

achieved with their SAP system means their assets shrink. But this is good for liquidity. 

10.1.3 Liquidity Cycle 

The liquidity cycles tell you how many days it takes for a company to convert its working capital into cash. 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

Figure 43  – Annual Reports own contribution 

Figure 44 - Annual Reports own contribution 
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𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝑘𝑙𝑒 =
365

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
 

𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑑 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠 − 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐿𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
 

The idea behind this is that the shorter liquidity 

cycle, the lower is the short-term liquidity risk. 

Since experts differ in their view of what a “good” 

liquidity cycle is, we will look at the liquidity cycle 

of ABInBev and SABMiller to compared to the 

cycle of the peer group. What we can see from the 

analysis is that all the companies have a negative 

liquidity cycles. All the companies have a negative 

cycle. This means the companies short-term debt exceeds their short-term assets. This is good for the liquidity of 

the company because it means they get paid quickly from their suppliers. You can particularly see this with 

ABInBev whom wields enormous power and are famous for pushing their suppliers and vendors. Therefore, 

they have a relatively low portion of receivables. This is positive for their short-term liquidity. It should also be 

noted that this definition also takes out cash of the equation, so if we were to include this, we would have seen 

different numbers. However, ABInBev and SABMiller are companies that traditionally has a lot of cash on hand, 

and also are very welcome with bond investors. On the short term, one could argue they should get their 

payables level down. However, we do not see this is paramount for the company’s success as they are not in a 

position where they need to be nodding their heads to  

10.2 Analysis of long-term liquidity risk 

To analyze the long-term liquidity risk, we have computed the company’s financial leverage, interest coverage 

ratio, and solvency ratio. The higher the financial leverage the higher is the companies long term liquidity risk. 

When you computed financial leverage it's important that you include “off balance” posts as leasing and other 

commitments. In our case tough the company has very little of this, and we choose not to correct for this.  

Figure 45 - Annual Reports own contribution 
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10.2.1 Financial leverage - Long Term Liquidity Risk 

 

A well-used indicator of long-term liquidity risk is financial leverage. The higher the leverage, the larger the risk. 

When computing the financial leverage, it is important that we include so-called “off balance” posts as leasing 

and other commitments. Underneath we will see the financial leverage computed on book values and market 

values. We are looking at these numbers, and we see that the financial leverage historically is not that high. This 

is also due to the higher share price and a market capitalization of the two companies. If we look at the graphs 

above, we can see what drives the difference in the values of the book value of equity and the market value of 

equity. Due to the increases share price over the years and an only marginal growth in debt levels this has 

decreases slightly for ABInBev and had a reduction for SABMiller.  The reason for the slightly small gain for 

ABInBev is the slip in the share price the latest years. SABMiller also had a lower slip in the price, but 

downplaying of debt made the overall burden smaller. When we are using these numbers for the next valuation, 

we will base ourselves on the market values of equity and debt. We believe ABInBev still is in a position to get 

cheap financing for their takeover, and can handle more debt. 

10.2.2 Interest Coverage Ratio 

The interest coverage ratio is an 

alternative financial ratio that 

measures the companies’ ability to 

overcome its interest costs on the 

basis of operational profit (EBITDA) 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) the 

higher ratio, the lower liquidity risk as 

it increases the probability that the 

company will meet its debt needs. As the company will take on a lot of debt to finance the acquisition of 

SABMiller, this is a ratio we will follow closely. Negative interest coverage ratio is defined as the following:  

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =
𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇𝐷𝐴

𝑁𝑒𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠
 

Figure 47 – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution Figure 46 – Annual Reports ABInBev and SABMiller own contribution 

Figure 48  – Annual Reports own contribution 
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10.2.3 Credit valuation 

We have chosen to make use of the credit valuations for SABMiller and ABInBev. The credit valuations they 

have had a change in the credit rating might affect the values of a company in the sense that they are paying 

more than they need on their loans. For a big company like ABInBev, this is essential. Investments funds as 

NBIM has guided on what companies they can invest in based on credit ratings. So in order not to have a sharp 

drop due to lots of stock being dumped they need to maintain an adequate credit rating. We will in this section 

go out from the credit valuations that is given from the  

 

Figure 49  – Annual Report SABMiller own contribution 

SABMiller is here in the A- and Baa1 grade which puts them in between upper medium quality and lower 

medium grade. This is then what can be regarded as the same as the stable outlook for the company. The 

important factor with a credit rating is that it affects the potential costs of borrowing money. A change in the 

credit rating may mean that the margins the companies pays on its loans increases significantly and therefore it is 

important for these businesses to stay within a certain limit. What is interesting here tough is how the credit 

rating might be affected by the acquisition of SABMiller. Even with cheap debt, they will have a high debt to 

equity ratio that might downgrade the company.  

10.3 Sub-Conclusion financial analysis 

ABInBev is a tremendously profitable company, with strong management. SABMiller has also performed well 

and shown growth through the investigation period. Besides Heineken coming out on top ABInBev is the clear 

leader in profitability. We believe that what could pose a problem in a potential future merger, might be the 

credit rating for the company.  

11.0 SWOT  

To round up the financial and strategic analyses, we have used the SWOT matrix. SWOT are an abbreviation of 

these four key elements; Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats, which can be used to assess the 

possible structured outcome of a business plan. SWOT both looks at internal as well as external factors 

influencing either business on both the operational level but is also able to be used on product specific levels. 

When looking at these factors, they are divided up into favourable and unfavourable objects interfering with the 

business. The Strengths and weaknesses elements are looking internally for the company while Opportunities 

and Threats are externally analysing. Both Strengths and Opportunities are generally favourable factors for the 

enterprise, being able to capitalize in order to create new value for the enterprise while Weaknesses and Threats 

pose a negative value for the company and something the company either should address or at least be aware of. 

The usage of a SWOT matrix can be used as a sub-conclusion tool for the strategic analysis, due to the fact that 

SABMiller's Credit Ratings 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2014

Standard & Poor's Rating Service BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ A- A-

Moody's Investors Service Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1
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most of the outcomes listed in the SWOT stem from PESTEL and Porter’s Five Forces. (SWOT analysis - Do it 

properly! , 2013) (SWOT Analysis, u.d.) 

11.1 SWOT ABInBev 

 

11.2 SWOT SABMiller 

 

SWOT	for	
ABInBev

Positives Negatives

In
te
rn
al
	f
a
ct
or
s

E
xt
e
rn
a
l	F
ac
to
rs

• Worlds	largest	brewery	

• Strong	presence	in	Latin- and	North- America	as	
well	as	Asia

• Wide	range	of	products	in	their	portfolio

• Strong	brands
• Well-driven	margins

• Strong	bargaining	power	towards	suppliers
• Driven	like	a	private	equity	company

• Future	water	scarity in	global	markets	could	pose	

a	large	threat	to	the	brewing	industry
• Health	trends	leads	to	decreased	demand	for	

alcoholic	products	

• Governments	taxation	on	alcoholic	products	
• Financial	instability	in	economies	such	as	Latin	

America	
• Threats	from	large	players	in	the	both	the	

alcoholic	and	non-alcoholic	market	

• Low	market	presence	in	Asia,	Africa	and	Australia	

• Small	presence	in	emerging	markets
• Forecasts	show	halted	growth	in	key	markets	
• Company	faces	negative	reputation	among	small-

medium	sized	peers	
• Exposed	to	a	potential	difficult	global	market

• Opportunities	to	diversify	portfolio	with	new	non-

alcoholic	product	lines	
• Growth	in	alternative	alcoholic	products	market	
• Initiate	business	in	emerging	markets

• Acquisition	of	well-established	breweries,	to	gain	
entrance	to	new	markets	and	portfolios	

• Vertical	control	through	engagement	in	crop	
production

SWOT	for	
SABMiller

Positives Negatives

In
te
rn
al
	f
a
ct
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s

E
xt
e
rn
a
l	F
ac
to
rs

• Second	largest	brewery	in	the	world

• Strong	presence	in	South	Africa	and	Latin-America
• Presence	in	all	global	market
• Diversified	product	portfolio

• Strong	bargaining	power	towards	suppliers
• Well-spoken	of	by	small-medium	sized	peers	

• Variety	in	quality	of	their	beers	
• Bottling	for	Coca-Cola	in	many	countries

• Water	accesability in	key	markets	pose	a	direct	

threat	to	SABMiller	
• Health	trends	leads	to	decreased	demand	for	

alcoholic	products	

• Governments	taxation	on	alcoholic	products	
• Financial	instability	in	economies	such	as	South	

Africa	
• Threats	from	large	players	in	the	both	the	

alcoholic	and	non-alcoholic	market	

• Small	presence	in	emerging	markets

• Focus	on	one	specific	type	beer	
• Growth	in	non-key	markets	
• Lacking	behind	ABInBev in	size	

• Average	margins	indicate	there	is	potential	for	
growth

• Little	focus	on	non-alcoholic	products	

• Opportunities	to	diversify	portfolio	with	new	non-

alcoholic	products	
• Growth	in	alternative	alcoholic	products	market	
• Initiate	expand	strong	presence	from	South	Africa	

to	other	parts	of	Africa	
• Capitalize	on	margins	

• Acquisition	of	small-medium	sized	breweries	
• Merge with	ABInBev
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11.3 Sub-conclusion on SWOT  

The strategic analysis of both the external macroeconomic factors as well as industry internal factors shows the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for both ABInBev and SABMiller.  

Some general characteristics are being followed through in the SWOT for both breweries, due to the general 

similarities they share.  

However, especially the threats concerning the environmental factors are important for these large breweries. 

Being able to reduce direct or indirect water usage in their production might become a critical area in the future 

of brewing. The fact that water scarcity is becoming one of the main global resource issues is influencing the 

whole business potential for brewing.  

Along with the threats of water scarcity on the world market, taxation on alcoholic products is also on the rise.  

Governments have imposed high taxations on both imported and locally produced alcoholic products. 

Alongside, in some market, for instance in Russia, it is only legal to buy alcohol within a certain timeframe, 

decreasing the potential chance of excessive alcohol consumption.  

Through new products, breweries are able to both rebrand themselves but also tap into emerging trends, where 

focus are on healthier styles of living. This health trend both serves as a threat but also as an opportunity which 

is to be exploited.  

Coca-Cola has done similar engagements by creating new products within the milk industry.  

Some breweries have engaged in agricultural productions which are to be used in their brewing process. This 

makes them able to control product quality and making sure suppliers live up to both quality and quantity 

standards. Engaging in such activities are however outside of their core business plan, and might result in 

unforeseen costs without any value-added outcome.  

SABMiller and ABInBev are the two largest breweries in the world, making them able to engage in significant 

investments. Acquisitions of other breweries are common for both of them in order to gain access to new 

markets or product portfolios. The acquisition offer by ABInBev of SABMiller will result in the combined 

brewery to become the largest brewery in the world. In the United States, this combined brewery will have a 

market share of more than 50%, which by law is not legal. Therefore, new problems arise for, forcing ABInBev 

to sell off part of their product portfolios in order not to gain market shares larger than 50%.  

12.0 Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC) 

In order to do the valuation of ABInBev and SABMiller, we need to discount the future expected cash flows 

backwards. This discount has to be equal to what equity and debt holders require by investing in the company. 

The WACC must be seen as the discount rate for the investors. It is a ratio of utter importance, as a change in 

the WACC level will have considerable effect in a valuation. When we are about to determine and set the WACC 
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for SABMiller & ABInBev, we have to make several considerations and assumptions regarding the different 

components this consists of. The discount needs to equal the return equity holders, and debt holders want in 

compensation, and the risk they are running for investing in the company. The discount rate is, in other words, 

the opportunity cost that investors face through investing their funds in one particular business instead of other 

firms with similar risk.  

The companies weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is seen as a soothing way to discount.  

WACC= 
𝐷

𝐷+𝐸
× 𝑟𝑑  × (1 − 𝑡) +  

𝐸

𝐷+𝐸
× 𝑟𝑒 

12.1 Cost of Equity (𝒓𝒆) 

There’s in theory (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) several different ways to calculate the cost of equity and the 

models first and foremost differ in how they define risk. (Koller, Goedhardt, & Wessels, 2010) The model that is 

most often used is the CAPM model (Fama & French, 1997) Introduces in 1964 (The Sharpe–Lintner CAPM 

(Sharpe, 1964;Lintner, 1965), u.d.) this is the most frequently used model. This model has been criticized several 

places, among others (Fama & French, 1997). They are critical of the CAPM assumptions that there is one factor 

(beta) that affects investments risk (Womack, 2003 ) disregarding the criticism we are here choosing to use the 

CAPM model when we are setting SABMiller’s and ABInBev cost of capital.  

12.2 Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) 

CAPM says that if your portfolio is broad enough, investors will only pay for risk that cannot be diversified 

away, and you are only left with idiosyncratic risk (the Beta is priced in.) The CAPM model builds upon the idea 

that investors must be compensated in two ways when they are investing in stocks. First of they need to be 

compensated for the time-value of money, represented by the risk-free interest rate (rf). Second, they need to be 

compensated for the extra risk they are exposing them too, instead of a risk-free investment. The cost of equity 

can then be derived as following: 𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑒 × (𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) This shows the 

equilibrium between the risk premium of the company and the market portfolio.  

12.3 Risk-Free Interest Rate 𝒓𝒇 

The risk-free interest rate is defined as the return an investor with certainty can get on investment. It’s a payoff 

with zero risks. For it to be defined as risk-free, it has to be open for competition risk, and reinvestment risk. 

(Damoradan, 2015) A zero beta portfolio would also be a good measure of this. There is a high deal of 

complexity associated with construction of such a portfolio. We will, therefore, use the risk-free bonds, 10-30 

years as a proxy. Here we will use US T-bills. It is important that the bond is denoted in the same currency as the 

underlying cash flow. Therefore, we will also go with the US-T bills. Income is reported in both companies in US 

dollars, and even though they have income in many different segments, as reporting goes in US dollars the T-

bills are what we go for. We also would lay to ground that a country like the US is a good proxy for the risk-free 

rate. Stabile industrialized with open markets. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) argues that the running time for the 
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bonds should be 10 years. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012)We are therefore running with the bonds. Per 13th of 

September 2014, 10 years running on American 10 years bonds 2.4%. (US Department of Treasury) Some 

people argue that treasury bills with running time 20 and 30 years does not have the required liquidity to be 

considered completely risk free. Therefore, we are choosing the 10-year horizon. (Daily Treasury Yield Curve 

Rates, u.d.) (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

12.4 Beta (systematic risk) 

Beta is a measure of the systematic risk linked to stock and says something about the stocks variation. It says 

how the stock is performing to the market and return. If the beta is below 1 then the stock will move less than 

the market, when the market has movement. 1 is the proxy for the market. Above one is riskier, and below is 

less. Beta can be estimated by computing the correlation with the company’s historical stocks return and the 

returns on the market index. 

𝛽 =
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑅𝑖, 𝑅𝑚)

𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑚
 

We will in our valuation compute the betas for SABMiller and ABInBev, as well as look at industries betas. The 

longer time horizon, the more observations is included in the beta. A longer time horizon could also give noise 

to the beta. However, we will first look 10 years back in time. However, due to mergers and changes in the 

fundamentals, we will go 7 years back with SABMiller. Both companies are very comparable over a time period, 

and they have both been aggressive in M&A. Both companies were also major brewing companies back in 2006 

and, yes we will get some noise from the financial crisis, but that is only natural. For the Part of ABInBev, we 

only get stock data back to 2010. For SABMiller, our Beta is 0.95 for SABMiller and 0.89 for ABInBev. When 

we compare to the market return, we are here using the S&P 500. We are using this index as a proxy for the 

market portfolio as the S&P 500. As this is companies listed in the US, they are still not only a proxy for the 

American economy, but a lot of the companies here are global. So the Beta calculated for ABInBev is calculated 

on the basis of the S&P 500, and for SABMiller, we are using the FTSE 100. This is a list of the 100 companies 

listed on London stock Exchange with the largest capitalization. The first Beta we find is the unlevered Beta, a 

beta that is affected by the historical capital structure of the company.  

However, what is normal and we will also do here is to find an unleveraged beta for the industry. In the alcoholic 

beverage industry, this beta is 0.81. We will then lever this beta with the capital structure of the company based 

on market values. Damodaran frequently updates this, and for this application, we will update the unlevered beta 

Damodaran has provides us with. (Betas by Sectors (US), u.d.) 

12.4.1 Beta adjusted for capital structure 

In the valuation tough, we need betas that will reflect the future capital structure of these companies. Therefore, 

we are going to find and use the unlevered beta. What we do is computing the unlevered beta, by correcting for 
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the company’s historical capital structure, and thereafter compute is geared beta, by using the expected coming 

capital structure, or the target capital structure. When we are calculating a WACC tough, we are using. The 

unlevered beta also defined as Beta Asset measures the operating risk in the industry. To estimate the systematic 

risk, we must unlevered the beta: To estimate the systematic risk, we must then lever the unlevered beta using the 

company’s capital structure. Then the beta is re-levered to the target capital structure. (Petersen & Plenborg, 

2012) 

𝑈𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 𝛽𝐴 =
𝛽𝑒+𝛽𝑑 ×

𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷
𝐸

1 +
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐸

 

𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎 = 𝛽𝑒 = 𝛽𝐴 + (𝛽𝑎 − 𝛽𝑑) ×
𝑁𝐼𝐵𝐷

𝐸
 

12.4.2 Beta for comparable companies 

Alternatively, beta can be computed using the beta value of comparable companies. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

In our case here it would be natural to apply betas from the peer group of SABMiller and ABInBev. We will then 

use the beta values provided for comparable companies. In addition, to having the operating beta, we also need 

the debt beta. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) The Beta –Debt we are using is provided by Damodaran, from his 

Stern New York University School of Business and based on credit ratings from Moody’s. Therefore, we will use 

the beta of comparable companies, and that is consumer goods companies. We will use the beta values provided 

by Damodaran from New York University School of Business.  

12.4.3 Industry betas 

New York University; Stern has a monthly updated list of industry betas. They have for January in the alcoholic 

beverages industry computed a beta of 0.92 across all the 22 companies they have on their list. It should also be 

noted that SABMiller has some of its revenue in the soft drinks industry especially from the coca cola 

subsidiaries they own. The industry beta for soft drinks is slightly higher than for alcoholic beverages. Even 

though SABMiller has some revenue in the soft drinks area, we will not take this into consideration as they are 

benchmarked up to other brewing companies that also have smaller parts of their revenue from soft drinks. 

There is a total of 22 companies with beta values in the alcoholic drink industry. However, we will not give them 

a major weight in the computation. The reason for this is the sheer size of ABInBev and SABMiller. They are 

simply so much bigger than competitors so they will have a different risk profile. The companies used for this is 

in the appendix. However, both SABMiller and ABInBev among the other peer companies are listed here. The 

beta we will end up using is a weighted average of the computed beta we ended on, and the industry beta. As 

previously mentioned these betas are listed by Stern University. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 
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12.4.4 Applied Beta 

When we have used these different methods for computing the beta we are ending up with an industry beta we 

believe is accurate. We will weigh the two methods equally, and there we end up with a beta of 0.93 for 

SABMiller and a beta for ABInBev of 0.87. 

 

12.5 Market risk premium (𝒓𝒎 − 𝒓𝒇) 

The market risk premium is defining as the relationship between the risk-free rate and the expected return on the 

stock market, It represents what an investor wants in exchange for putting their money in the market instead of a 

risk-free asset. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

12.5.1 Ex-ante approach 

The Ex-Ante method attempts to find a market risk premium on the basis of consensus among analysts and the 

market portfolio. The market risk premium varies over time. We have chosen here to choose Damodaran as our 

primary source for setting our risk premium. He has written a detailed paper on how to configure the risk-

premium according to what is published at New York Stern University and released by. Damodaran has written 

several papers on valuation, and consciously operates with MRP updates from the different countries. (Country 

Default Spreads and Risk Premiums, u.d.) 

12.5.2 Ex-post approach 

The ex-post approach determines and examines the difference between the historical returns on the stock market 

and the historical returns on the risk-free investments. (Usually approximated by the yield Treasury bond.) We 

are here assuming that previous returns can say something about future returns. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

However, since SABMiller is mainly doing business in Africa, we will use the risk premium from Africa that is 

much higher than in the UK. We will, therefore, operate with a different risk premium for SABMiller at this 

price also makes it having a higher risk premium. In order to get a proper understanding of the risk associated 

with the two companies, we will use the risk premiums in each market and weigh them up against the percentage 

of revenue each company has.  

The total calculations for the risk premium are in the appendix underneath we have weighted the risk premiums 

for the companies and their respective revenues. As we can see, they have their income weighted differently in 

different regions in the world. We have a premium of 8.48 % for SABMiller and 7.52% for ABInBev. 

Levered Unlevered Re-Levered Weight Levered Unlevered Re Levered Weight

Comparable Companies 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.10 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.10

Regression Beta 0.96 0.81 0.86 0.45 0.90 0.83 0.85 0.45

Industry Beta 0.94 0.81 0.94 0.45 0.88 0.81 0.94 0.45

Beta 0.90 0.89

Applied and Adjusted Beta 0.93 0.87

SABMiller AB InBev
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12.5.3 Other factors – liquidity premium 

Liquidity refers to the costs and problems associated with converting stocks or assets for cash. The ability to be 

able to turn stock for cash quickly is something that is considered a significant advantage. If you with minimum 

transaction costs are able to convert your stock to cash, that is worth a premium in itself. As both stocks we are 

valuating here are very liquid, SABMiller has on average traded 2.2 million shares per day worth about 9.6 million 

euros per day. For ABInBev is traded of an average of about 200 million euros a day. This makes these stocks 

very liquid, and (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) argue this is at a premium. This premium is typically between three 

and five percent. The premium is calculated as follows:  

𝑟𝑒 = 𝑟𝑓 + 𝛽𝑒 × (𝑟𝑚 − 𝑟𝑓) + 𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑢𝑚 

We will in our model not attach a liquidity premium for investing here, as we look from the view of a marginal 

investor and these stocks have more than enough liquidity.  

12.6 Cost of Debt (𝒓𝒅) 

The cost of debt is computed as the risk-free interest rate plus a credit spread. The formula can be seen 

underneath. 𝑟𝑑 = (𝑟𝑓 + 𝑟𝑠) × (1 − 𝑡) This is also computed on an after-tax basis. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012)  

The credit spread represents a premium to the debtholders, for the exposure to default risk. What is important to 

understand here is that the scope of this paper is for the dates reaching up to when rumors started going about 

the merger. So we will not compute the cost of debt as of the cost of debt the company raised in 2016. We will, 

however, say as a side note, that ABInBev raised 46 billion dollars for a historically small amount that would 

significantly lower their cost of debt. At the beginning of 2015 ABInBev has a total of 92 billion dollars in debt. 

These are almost only consisting of long-term bonds with a different maturity. The Bond Ratings for the 

ABInBev bonds is also at A3; this gives them only a default spread for this rating of 1.75%. Moody’s has 

downgraded ABInBev from an A1 rating, prior to the signing of significant debt. (S&P Global Ratings 

Region MRP SABMiller Revenues % of revenue Weighted ERP

Latin-America 9,29% 7812 23,37% 2,17%

Africa 10,43% 9074 27,14% 2,83%

Asia Pacific 6,48% 5339 15,97% 1,04%

Europe 8,46% 5861 17,53% 1,48%

North America 6,02% 5344 15,99% 0,96%

Total 33430 100,00% 8,48%

Region MRP AB InBev Revenues % of Revenue Weighted ERP

North America (USA) 6,00% 16093 34,19% 2,05%

Mexico 7,33% 4619 9,81% 0,72%

Latin America North (Brazil) 8,44% 11269 23,94% 2,02%

Latin America South (Argentina) 14,31% 2961 6,29% 0,90%

Europe 8,00% 4865 10,34% 0,83%

Asia Pacific (China) 6,67% 5040 10,71% 0,71%

Global Export and Holding Comapnies6,00% 2216 4,71% 0,28%

Total 47063 100,00% 7,52%
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Definitions, 2016) (Moody's Rating System in Brief, u.d.) The spreads that are applied are from Damodaran and 

is updated by January 2016. We are also putting the firms in the category “Large non-financial service companies 

with a market cap <5 billion. As this paper is concerning one of the biggest mergers in modern history, so is the 

size of the debt being raised. That being said this is not in the scope of the thesis so we will not examine this 

further. When examining the corporate tax rate, this turns quiet complex with ABInBev. As both SABMiller and 

ABInBev have subsidiaries in many countries, the effective tax rate in each country can be hard to get. We are 

therefore assuming the quoted tax rate to be the correct one. We are using an average tax rate as a way to 

compute the cost of debt for the company. ABInBev has several other loan facilities as well, but the ratings of 

these have been revised in the latter years. Therefore, ABInBev is able to have financed their operations quite 

cheap. 

We have found the credit spread and cost of debt for the two companies. We have the yield on the loans on data 

extracted from Bloomberg and Euromonitor. Here we have the credit facilities and the yield of these. The credit 

spread for SABMiller is 0,78% and for ABInBev the spread is 0.64%. 

To control the validity of the cost of debt of these companies, we have found the companies listed the cost of 

debt and controlled them against these. We have a slightly different estimate; this is mainly due to the degrading 

of the credit rating by Moody’s. 

12.7 Capital structure 

Markets value reflects the real opportunity costs of investors (equity) or lenders (debt). Consequently, the capital 

structure should be based on market values, when WACC is supposed to represent investor’s alternative costs. 

(Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) (Berk & DeMarzo, 2014) Miller and Modigliani Propositions states that capital 

structure does not affect the value of the company, assuming perfect markets. This also then implies that the 

WACC is not affected by the capital structure. This is not true tough as companies can have tax benefits. This 

then, in turn, means the company value is affected after all. (Miller, 1988) (Modigliani–Miller theorem, u.d.)  In 

order to assume a constant WACC when the target capital structure deviates significantly from the target capital 

structure or normalized capital structures, it is argued that one should use the capital structure that is the target 

capital structure. We are applying a capital structure of D/EV of 25% on both companies as a target capital 

structure.  

13.0 Budgeting 

In this part of the thesis, we will discuss what we are basing out numbers on in the budgeting. We will look at 

factors we find relevant and crucial for these two big breweries. Some of the factors we are looking at, is 

economic developments, potential cost cutting and future flow of products, and the trend of beer consumption 

Lastly we will look at the increased demand for premium beer consumption in most of the western countries.  

We will base the budgeting on growth in the world economy, future cost cutting, especially in focus on ABInBev 
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and also on SABMiller. However, we will not have an aggressive look to this and thus try to perform a relatively 

neutral budgeting. We will base our economic outlook on the expectations given for the economy in 2014 before 

the merger was announced. It is also important we take into account the consumer trends and forecast for beer 

consumption in the different regions of the world. We will in this section discuss where we believe the economy 

is heading, how the demand will develop in the different areas in the world. 

13.1 Economic outlook 

As we have discussed earlier on the economic development is of substantial importance for both companies. In 

developed markets, a weaker economy will cause fewer people to price down from premium beer into cheaper 

ones. We will base many of our growth rates form; focus economics, survey banks, economic experts, think tank 

consultancies in order to find their projections for economic development. In our Excel sheets, you will see the 

detailed analysis, whereas most growth for ABInBev stems from developing markets and increased efficiency in 

the company. SABMiller growth rates are a slightly higher due presence in emerging markets. Overall we see a 

slow economic growth.  

In this external analysis, we’ll look at the future growth drivers in SABMiller’s markets. As a global company of 

consumer goods, SABMiller is exposed to macro factors. SABMiller’s economy as a whole can be linked closely 

to many of the brands of the company. These are typically the lower priced brands in the bottom end of the 

premium spectrum. Here the analysis will be in the different regions of the world where SABMiller is operating. 

As a company positioned in emerging markets, this offers both an opportunity as well as a higher risk in the 

future earnings of the enterprise. SABMiller’s exposure to premium brands could, however, hurt the company 

earnings due to the fact that most of its steady cash flow stem from $1 beers in Africa.  

13.2 Developing markets 

Growth in beer consumption in emerging markets is driven by factors as affordability, per capita consumption 

and disposable income. It should also be noted that beer is also seen as a more aspirational drink in many of 

these countries. Beer in Africa has another status than in other markets, due to the fact that most alcohol 

beverages in Africa are based on illicit home brewer alcohol. This is the reason why mainstream lager beer is 

critical to this growth.  

Volume and consumption in more developed markets show flat or have declined growth over the past decade. 

This is a reflection of several things. Firstly, most alcohol types and beer consumption has fallen overall with 

wine as the only alcoholic beverage with increased growth as covered in the Porters Five Forces chapter. 

Secondly, an increased demand for specialized beer and new experiences characterizes the markets in Europe 

and North America, this often through lower consumption at higher. Different tastes in beers are something that 

is especially seen in markets in the US. In general, to drive up the top line growth, companies should focus on 

either emerging markets or high-end products at lower quantities. (Economic Snapshot of Sub-Saharan Africa, 

2016) (Economic Snapshot for ASEAN , 2016) 
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13.2.1 Regional economic development 

13.2.1.1 Africa 

In Africa, SABMiller is by far the biggest brewer and distributor of beer with an enormous potential for growth. 

However, there is also a much greater risk associated with being present in this country. Now the growth is 

good, but in Q3 2015 the Sub-Saharan Africa stabilized a bit, and the economy had a small expansion of 3.3%. 

The expansion was the slowest in five years. The outlook for 2016 is not very good partly because South Africa 

has a negative development. Along with falling commodity prices, Nigeria is hitting a rough patch alongside as 

well as many others. Latin-America’s declining commodity prices hit many of the economies hard. The investor’s 

sceptics for the government to do what is needed to stabilize the economy. (Economic Snapshot of Sub-Saharan 

Africa, 2016) 

13.2.1.2 South Africa 

The finance minister was fired earlier in 2015 in something skyrocketing interest rates on debt. OECD upholds a 

forecast for South Africa where there is a lot of uncertainty. The increase in the power supply will first hit in 

2017, and first then easing the constraints that have hindered production increasing investor confidence. Fiscal 

policy has been restrictive, and public debt is growing. Major reforms are needed if they want economic progress. 

These include improving the business climate, removing the bottleneck and liberalizing the energy market. 

(South Africa Economic Outlook, u.d.) 

13.2.1.3 Latin America 

In Latin America SABMiller and ABInBev are the biggest breweries in countries they operate within. SABMiller 

had an organic growth of 7% in 2014. There are however significant economic problems in Brazil the largest 

market in Latin America. The economic activity in Latin America declined by 0.9 percent in 2015. (Latin America 

and Caribbean Overview, u.d.) Low commodities prices, an economic slowdown with the major trading partners 

and persistent domestic challenges among Latin America’s largest economies represented the most significant 

headwinds in 2015.  

Mexico,Venezuela, Brazil, Ecuador have all had their oil revenues and export surplus significantly reduced their 

export earnings. Following heightened volatility in the markets and the currencies the last months, as well as 

weak currency compared to the USD the central bank will have problems. Following a year of recession, there is 

expected to be a better performance for 2016. Forecasts state a gradual recovery in the region. According to 

Goldman Sachs, Brazil is heading for the deepest recession in decades.  

Overall the region’s economy is expected to grow by 2.4%, but there is a lot of uncertainty here including the 

political risk luring in many countries. (Economic Snapshot for Latin America, 2016) 

13.2.1.4 South East Asia 

While Asia’s growth has recently disappointed, however remaining the global growth leader. Asia’s growth 

should benefit from relatively stable labor markets and disposable income growth. This goes along with the 
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gradual recovery in major advanced economies. Lower commodity prices should help consumption. Overall 

there is expected growth in the region of a steady 5.4% even with the volatility in the market seen today. (World 

Economic Outlook Database, u.d.) The weak growth in Japan, the slowdown in China and questions about the 

actual growth rate in the populous country leads to future instability in the growth rates. SABMiller grew by 1% 

on average in the period, with beverages on a 2% decline. This was offset by an NPR growth of 3% reflecting 

premiumization in China as well as a change in the relative weighing of volumes in Australia compared with 

China. Consumer sentiment remains subdued with pressure on consumer spending and further challenges in the 

patterns for the consumer.  

During the same timespan, ABInBev managed to increase their market share from 14% to 20%, making the 

Asian Pacific market even more valuable to ABInBev. This is due to the specifically greater presence in China 

and South Korea. China as a large market by population and South Korea by consumption makes this growth 

vital to ABInBev strategies. Growth in these areas comes through the similar initiatives as in Latin America. 

ABInBev acquired 5 Chinese beer companies in the period from 2013-2015, showing their aggressive strategy 

towards growth. These acquisitions resulted in a 9% growth in the Chinese market alone making ABInBev a top 

10 actor. (Economic Snapshot for East & South Asia, 2016) 

13.2.1.5 North America  

ABInBev’s market presence had a 39% in North America back in 2009. This presence, however, was pushed 

downwards to only account for 30% of this market. Responsible for this lowered market share, was partly due to 

the fact about health problems related to alcohol, women increasing lust for alternative alcoholic beverages and 

the millennials focus on speciality craft beers. These new market trends have shown difficulties for ABInBev to 

persist their market share. (U.S. Economic Outlook, 2016) (Canada Economic Forecast, 2016)  

13.2.1.6 Europe 

In their latest Q3 report, there were significant gains in Europe. Europe had unstable weather and became the 

place with the biggest gains. Europe turned out to be positive, with Poland being the standout performer. The 

growth has slowed to 3.9% in 2013 and to 2.3% in 2014.  

13.2.1.7 Eastern Europe 

Eastern Europe proved to be a challenging market for growth in the timespan. ABInBev accounted for 8% in 

2009 which was reduced to less than 4% in 2014. This decreasing market share was partly due to the fact that the 

well-established markets gained new preferences towards their choices of beer. Generally, the market was 

dominated by low-end cheap beer, which is an outfacing trend, increasing the demand for RTD products as well 

as speciality crafted beer, as seen in other markets. However, this effect has been slower to gain traction 

compared to Western Europe. Radler: Alongside with the increasing demand for craft beer, Radler, a beer mixed 

drink is gaining traction with various European markets. These include markets such as Poland, Austria, and 

Croatia where growth range from 6%-10%. (Economic Snapshot for Central & Eastern Europe, 2016) 
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13.2.1.8 Western Europe 

In Western Europe, ABInBev saw a small decrease in their market share, which might stem from the fact that 

the increased focus on craft beer is on an upward going trend. This trend is a challenge for ABInBev as seen 

earlier which might, however, be copied easily due to acquisitions of small local craft beer producers.  

13.3 Beer consumption  

Regular beer consumption in the developed world has stalled, and craft beer has taken over as previously 

discussed. We will also budget with lower beer consumption in developed markets as the US and Europe. Here 

we will have a decline of 1%-2% a year. However, we are giving a small increase in revenues due to 

premiumization of products. The beer consumption will continue to decline in the US and Europe, but will have 

significant growth in the Asia Pacific and Africa. In the tables underneath you can see the forecasted exposure 

for the different regions. We weigh up a growth rate in North America that we can see is quite low.  

The premiumization is actually key for ABInBev in order to cope with the decreasing beer sales. All other alike 

their revenues have decreased, and they do not look like getting up to their old levels. In short: Consumers buy 

less beer than before but are more willing to buy premium products. The volume forecasts are affected by 

population growth, which means that we will see increase sales and revenue. However, as seen above these 

growth rates are primarily affected by quality sales rather than quantity.  

13.3.1 Weighted volume growth 

 

As previously pointed out a lot of the volume growth we see in the US and Europe comes from more citizens as 

the average alcoholic intake is assumed to decline further. Therefore, we have budgeted a small decrease in the 

alcoholic beverage industry. 

Forecasted Exposure 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Latin-America 8,023                        8,320          8,653          9,102                 9,512          

North America 5,216                        5,164          5,282          5,409                 5,523          

Europe 5,920                        5,837          5,918          5,889                 6,013          

Africa and Middle East 9,800                        10,476        11,105        11,926               12,761        

Asia Pacific 5,659                        6,005          6,311          6,601                 6,878          

Total 34,618                      35,801        37,269        38,928               40,687        

Forecasted Exposure AB InBev 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Mexico 39,770                 40,923        43,133        45,160         47,238        

Latin America North 130,435               137,478      145,314      153,016       160,667      

Latin America South 38,778                 41,764        44,687        47,234         49,832        

North America 118,242               115,286      115,632      116,673       118,540      

Europe 43,392                 42,742        43,383        44,901         45,844        

Asia Pacific 89,461                 95,276        100,612      105,743       110,713      

Global Export and Holding 9,996                   10,196        10,400        10,608         10,820        

Total 470,075               483,665      503,161      523,336       543,654      
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13.3.2 Weighted revenue growth 

When we are looking to weigh in on our total growth rates for the ABInBev for the coming years, we base this is 

on the growth rates the authors find in the economy in combination with what we can see on the firm on an 

operating level. These calculations you can find in the appendix, but here you will see the final weights on our 

forecast and exposure. For ABInBev we are finding a growth rate of 3.15% on a weighted basis, and for 

SABMiller, this growth rate is slightly higher due to the exposure to Africa and Latin America. For SABMiller, 

we are expecting a growth rate of 3.63% the coming period with most of the growth coming from Africa. 

 

 

14.0 Valuation stand-alone 

In this part of the thesis, we will find the stand-alone values for the companies. We will here use the two most 

common discounted cash flow models. The stand-alone values will here give us a perspective of the prices of the 

two companies and a well-established. We will in this part of the thesis talk about what we believe is the fair 

prices for these two companies independently, and how we value them.  

14.1 Discounted Cash Flows Models 

The DCF model finds the enterprise value of a company on the background of the now-time value of the 

enterprise and the company’s future estimated cash flows. The estimates for the DCF model builds on the 

budgeting part in the earlier chapter. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) 

Terminal Period

SABMiller Revenue Growth Rate E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Latin America 2,7 % 3,7 % 4,0 % 5,2 % 4,5 % 3,5 %

North America -2,4 % -1,0 % 2,3 % 2,4 % 2,1 % 2,0 %

Europe 1,0 % -1,4 % 1,4 % -0,5 % 2,1 % 2,0 %

Africa and Middle East 8,0 % 6,9 % 6,0 % 7,4 % 7,0 % 5,0 %

Asia Pacific 6,0 % 6,1 % 5,1 % 4,6 % 4,2 % 4,0 %

Weighted Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Short-Term Medium-Term

Terminal Period

AB InBev Revenue Growth Rate E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Mexico 2,5 % 2,9 % 5,4 % 4,7 % 4,6 % 2,5 %

Latin America North 4,0 % 5,4 % 5,7 % 5,3 % 5,0 % 4,0 %

Latin America South 5,3 % 7,7 % 7,0 % 5,7 % 5,5 % 2,5 %

North America -2,4 % -2,5 % 0,3 % 0,9 % 1,6 % 2,0 %

Europe -2,0 % -1,5 % 1,5 % 3,5 % 2,1 % 1,5 %

Asia Pacific 8,4 % 6,5 % 5,6 % 5,1 % 4,7 % 4,5 %

Global Export and Holding 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 %

Weighted Revenue Growth Rate 2,46% 2,89% 4,03% 4,01% 3,88% 3,15%

Short-Term Medium-Term
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14.1.1 DCF stand-alone valuation 

 

 

14.1.2 EVA stand-alone valuation 

As we have previously mentioned, we will valuate SABMiller and ABInBev with the EVA model. This model 

yields the same value as the DCF model. However, the EVA model gives the investors and creditors different set 

of information than the DCF model. It shows whether the payoff from the company is enough to cover the cost 

of capital, related to the companies invested capital. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012). We will take the same 

scenarios as we used in the DCF model.  

 

Terminal Period

Discounted Cash Flow Model (USD million) SABMiller E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 0 1 2 3 4 5 5

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 1.433          3.220          3.256               3.362          3.589          4.094                 

WACC 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09%

Present Value of FCFF 1.326          2.756          2.578               2.463          2.432          

Growth in Terminal Period 3,63%

Terminal Value 91.757               

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 11.555           

Net Present Value of Terminal value 62.183           

Enterprise Value 73.738           

NIBD 10.436           

Minority Interests in Equity 1.183             

Market Value of Equity 62.119           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 75.737          

Purchase Price (13.10.2015) 104.200        

Estimated Value - Market Cap -13.618         

Estimated Value - Purchase Price -42.081         

Short-Term Medium-Term

Terminal Period

Discounted Cash Flow Model (USD million) AB InBev E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 9.285           10.066        9.298         9.694         10.210       11.374               

WACC 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43%

Present Value of FCFF 8.643           8.722          7.499         7.278         7.135         

Growth in Terminal Period 3,15%

Terminal Value 265.547             

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 39.276             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 185.568           

Enterprise Value 224.844           

NIBD 45.285             

Minority Interests in Equity 4.285               

Market Value of Equity 175.274           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 174.093           

Estimated Value - Market Cap 1.182               

Short-Term Medium-Term

Terminal Period

Economic Value Added Model (USD million) SABMiller E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

NOPAT 4.206          4.504          4.849               5.162          5.497          5.697                 

Net Operating Assets Primo 34.791        37.564        38.848             40.441        42.241        44.150               

WACC 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09%

Cost of Capital 2.815          3.040          3.144               3.272          3.418          3.573                 

EVA 1.391          1.464          1.705               1.890          2.079          2.124                 

Present value of EVA 1.287          1.253          1.350               1.384          1.409          

Growth in Terminal Period 3,63%

Terminal Value 47.607               

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 6.684             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 32.263           

Net Operating Assets Primo 34.791           

Enterprise Value 73.738           

NIBD 10.436           

Minority Interests in Equity 1.183             

Market Value of Equity 62.119           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 75.737          

Purchase Price (13.10.2015) 104.200        

Estimated Value - Market Cap -13.618         

Estimated Value - Purchase Price -42.081         

Short-Term Medium-Term
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One of the most interesting parts of this valuation is the valuation of SABMiller. We have come to a valuation 

that is actually significantly lower than the market has priced its stock at 13 billion dollars below. If we look at 

our forecasting numbers they are not very conservative, and we have forecasted a revenue growth of 3.5% in a 

market that is under pressure around the globe. We believe that this stock already has a significant premium 

attached to it. A premium should never be paid twice.  

15.0 Synergy analysis & combined valuation  

In this section of the company, we will look at what can create synergies for a company, and what we believe will 

be the total synergies achieved in the thesis. We will finally come up with a price for the company  

M&A activities are initiated due to the aim of creating new value company. Synergy created value can be simple 

stated as 1+1 = 3, i.e. a summed value of the individual companies equalling a higher total value than the two 

standalone values. This value, however, can stem from various sources, which we will enlighten now. 

Understanding which factors generate new value for ABInBev and SABMiller is crucial in order to argument for 

the merge.  

According to (Kim, Haleblian, & Finkelstein, 2011) mergers and acquisitions are driven by growth expectations. 

This article analyses two types of growth which often fuels large multinational companies into M&A activities. 

One of these expectations are the organic growth; the other builds upon increased growth through acquisitions. 

Expectations like these make the management willing to pay premiums based on the expected value to be 

generated. Organic growth is often slower and less aggressive compared to external “acquired” growth. This is 

where growth through acquisitions come in handy. Generally, there is a strong correlation between expected 

growth and premiums, however, in some cases, companies end up paying extreme premiums to gain control of 

the target company. Other than seen above the reason for high premiums are a result of management hubris, 

which we won’t discuss in this thesis, as well as it could be because the management fear stagnation in the 

industry in which they operate within. ABInBev might fear SABMiller might acquire either Heineken or 

Carlsberg making them a potential contester to the market leading position. (Evans, 2014) 

Terminal Period

Economic Value Added Model (USD million) AB InBev E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

NOPAT 12.675         13.042        13.567       14.111       14.659       15.121               

Net Operating Assets Primo 99.542         102.932      105.908     110.177     114.595     119.044             

WACC 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43%

Cost of Capital 7.396           7.648          7.870         8.187         8.515         8.846                 

EVA 5.279           5.393          5.698         5.925         6.144         6.275                 

Present value of EVA 4.914           4.673          4.595         4.448         4.294         

Growth in Terminal Period 3,15%

Terminal Value 146.503             

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 22.924             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 102.379           

Net Operating Assets Primo 99.542             

Enterprise Value 224.844           

NIBD 45.285             

Minority Interests in Equity 4.285               

Market Value of Equity 175.274           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 174.093           

Estimated Value - Market Cap 1.182               

Short-Term Medium-Term
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15.1 Value creation through mergers and acquisitions 

The purpose of mergers and 

acquisitions are blurred since 

there is a broad range of possible 

outcomes. Newly created value is 

often done in order to create 

value for the stakeholders of the 

company which is either done 

with a short or long-term 

mindset. Creating value is realized 

when the return on capital 

exceeds the costs of capital for 

that investment, meaning earning 

more than paid.  

Recent studies show that the 

most usual reasoning behind mergers and acquisitions these days are to increase value creation for stakeholders 

of the companies in which it concerns. (O'Sullivan & Lazonick, 2010) 

Mergers and acquisitions have become the standard method of creating new value for shareholders. Due to the 

fact, that this is the standardized way of creating value could, companies and shareholders might not gain the 

anticipated value from doing this. As a result, some companies spend a high amount of resources on these 

investments and end up destroying value rather than creating value.  

Another interesting observation to do is the fact that some managers of companies, should act on behalf of the 

stakeholders, but might choose to act on their own self-interest. This means that some managers might engage in 

merger and acquisition transactions, which increases their personal gain more than the gain of the stakeholders, 

maybe even sacrificing value on behalf of the stakeholders. This is general corporate governance theory and 

should be kept in mind when looking at synergies and reasoning behind the initiation of mergers and 

acquisitions. (Gupta & Gerchak, April, 2002) 

15.2 Stakeholder synergies  

Understanding and examining how stakeholders are being influenced by synergies, it’s needed to take a closer 

look at the drivers behind. (Tantalo & Priem, 2014) The outcome for stakeholders needs to be differentiated by 

the tangible and intangible outcome through M&A activities. Stakeholders, however, cover everyone who has a 

direct interest with, such as customers, stockholders, supplier, local communities, etc. In order to be able to 

determine whom to satisfy, the top management needs to understand which drivers affect which stakeholders. 

This is necessary in order to not just to change “the pie” composition, but to actually increase the pie size. 

Though when the pie sizes increase the structure might change as well. It’s rather difficult to make investments 

Figure 50 - Euromonitor International 
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which satisfy all of the stakeholders equally unless it’s organic growth. (Economic Growth, u.d.) 

In addition, satisfying one stakeholder does not necessarily mean that other stakeholders demands are met, 

Rather the opposite, when one group of stakeholders needs are being fulfilled, others groups might benefit from 

it. For instance, if employees gain a salary increase, they might spend more in the local society which increases 

the overall wealth of the society. As well, if stockholders are enjoying a positive return on their investments, they 

might reinvest in the company, increasing numbers of employees in the company in order to keep up with 

expectations. Therefore to understand the balanced trade-off between the two stakeholders is a key point. 

The theory states that there are three ways to improve stakeholder synergy.  

The first way, also the most straight forward, is simply to increase one group of stakeholder value without 

reducing another group of stakeholder value. Since it’s the simplest way, it’s also the one generating less value. 

Increasing one shareholder value could be by letting employees work within more flexible timeframes in order to 

improve work-life balance.  

Secondly, is when it’s possible to conduct business in a way, which increases value for two or more stakeholder 

groups at the same time, without compromising the value of other groups. This will naturally lead to a larger 

“pie,” with spikes in the particular groups.  

The third option is when a business manages to do innovative initiatives which create value for one or more of 

the other groups, in a manner which is of extremely high quality, resulting in an additional value-adding factor. 

This factor, creates a demand for the unaffected stakeholders to increase their interest in the business in order to 

capitalize on the high-quality value-added to the affected stakeholders.  

15.3 Sustainable competitive advantage 

Another reason why ABInBev might engage in M&A activities in order to acquire SABMiller might be the ability 

to sustain competitive advantage. There are numerous factors which can influence the competitive advantage 

some companies might possess. ABInBev’s distinct advantage over their peers has proven valuable which is why 

they are the market leader and have been for a decade. The ability to control the industry through sheer size and 

control helps dictate which directions the industry should go. This means they are able to be first movers on 

their “own” ideas and force the competitors to follow if they are to remain competitive. Incorporating 

SABMiller in the entity makes the combined company even stronger, enabling them to engage in more exotic 

and risky investments without compromising their market position. (Iversen) 

15.4 Strategic fit between ABInBev and SABMiller 

ABInBev and SABMiller, when combined will have an extensive geographical reach, enabling them to cover 

every major beer markets allowing them to satisfy customer needs with their broad portfolio being produced 

locally but sold globally. Thereby, customers can enjoy their favourite alcohol beverage anywhere in the world. 

(Recommended acquisition of SABMiller PLC by Anheuser-Busch InBev SA/NV, 2015) 
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ABInBev’s strong presence in Brazil will be complimented by SABMiller’s strong presence in the rest of Latin 

America. This will result in a market leader position in most of the countries in Central and Latin America. 

SABMiller’s primary market and home market are South Africa, as well as being a well-renowned brand in most 

other African countries. The fact that SABMiller is so well established, both by sales and by brand in Africa 

makes the acquisition of SABMiller even more attractive for ABInBev. Africa is, in general, a difficult market to 

penetrate, due to facts such as customer’s needs, distribution difficulties alongside a large alcohol black market 

sale. According to (MarketLine - Beer in South Africa, April, 2015) legal sale of alcohol accounts for 20% of the 

total beer market in South Africa. The total value of the beer market in South Africa in 2014 was worth $3.4bn, 

meaning that the black market was worth $13.6bn more than 10 times worth the Danish beer market.  

These complications, of course, lead to increased entry barriers to the market, making it harder to engage and 

challenge market leaders on the market. Through this acquisition ABInBev instantly gains knowledge and market 

insight to these markets, resulting in a market leading position. Alongside, with the tangible benefits of this 

acquisition they probably also receive intangible value through the people and knowledge. (Chaudhuri, 2015) 

However, as seen with ABInBev’s purchase of the London-based brewery, (AB InBev buys UK craft brewer 

Camden Town, 2015) adverse reactions from the customers led to an acquisition which turned out to be of 

negative value to the acquiring company. This, of course, was not the intention behind the acquisition but it was 

what came out of it. Similar results could potentially rise in the African market when ABInBev acquires 

SABMiller. Since the London/UK market is very different from the African market, it’s difficult to state whether 

this will occur. Generally, craft beer breweries are highly integrated into the society leaving behind an entirely 

different reaction to multinational companies in M&A cases than other multinational corporations. If ABInBev 

manages to keep the product similar and leave the general business to the management of SABMiller, the risks of 

having an adverse outcome from the acquisition are reduced.  

The African market is especially lucrative due to the fact that it’s an emerging market, with forecasted increased 

purchasing power, meaning that the demand for consumer goods, such as beverages and alcohol beverages will 

be on the rise. However, reports show that other emerging markets have even more lucrative CAGRs. These 

markets include areas such as Asia, with China as the leading emerging markets. The Asia-Pacific market is 

expected to have a growth of 7.6% over the period from 2014-2019, (MarketLine - Global Beer, April, 2015) 

with China accounting for a value of 58.3% of the Asia-Pacific market, making it the largest market in Asia-

Pacific. China is of course very attractive to tap into, and with ABInBev’s former presence in the market, their 

re-entrance with SABMiller might be a better option. (Martin, 2016) 

The Chinese government was unhappy about this large merger between the two companies, forcing ABInBev to 

carve-out Snow from SABMiller’s portfolio. This was done to soothe the Chinese regularities and getting the 

deal approved. (Onyanga-Omara, 2016) The threat from new entrants, which we covered in Porters Five Forces, 

pose a challenge for competition in China. The fast increased purchase power fuels a rapid growth in the number 

of breweries as well as beer consumption. With this increase consumption, a trend towards high-quality beers 
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sees a rise too, leading to a newly established market for craft beer. This increased growth in premium beers has 

led ABInBev and SABMiller to engage in a vertical engagement to secure better raw products easing the process 

to produced premium beer. (Investing in Growers, innovating our supply chain, transformning global 

agriculture. , u.d.) (sustainability, Better Barley Better Beer empowering farmers in, 2015) 

ABInBev and SABMiller as a combined group believe to be able to create one of the best performing consumer 

goods companies in the world. This is achieved through extensive attention to the skills embedded within the 

employees and management, combined with the general code of conduct. The top management of SABMiller is 

expected to play a central role in the new combined firm. This is due to their extensive knowledge about the 

African beer markets. (Proposal to Build the First Truly Global Beer Company, 2015) (Our People, u.d.) (Video 

on SABMiller's Employee Values. Time: 6:45, u.d.) 

15.5 Value creation through synergies  

As we have touched upon earlier the acquired firm’s shareholders are often the ones better off during takeover. 

Synergies are often overestimated and are often harder than though to realise. ABInBev they have a rich tradition 

for realising synergies. We have touched upon these synergies earlier. The point is that synergies are not 

something that automatically comes naturally after a merger, they require hard work and are more often than not 

overestimated. (Miles, Borchert, & Ramathan, 2014)  

15.6 CSR stainable fit between ABInBev and SABMiller 

Large corporations influence stakeholders on multiple levels as well as making a great impact on the societies 

they operate within, this is no exemption with SABMiller and ABInBev. Their stakeholders include suppliers, 

customers, and local communities, etc. who are subject to how the corporations do business.  

Companies, which have a relatively significant impact on global scenery needs to be aware of their actions 

affecting various sectors as well as end customers. Breweries are no exemption to this matter, both due to the 

fact that they receive production goods from all over the world, but their products are consumed by a large 

percentage of the global population. Adding to these vital factors, are that the end product, beer, includes alcohol 

which has a significant impact on society. (How good a sustainability fit are AB InBev and SABMiller? - 

Sustainability Spotlight, 2015)  

On the other hand, they contribute to the local community in which both SABMiller and ABInBev operate in. 

Their production and business help improve prosperity create lucrative possibilities for other industries and 

companies to settle down in the communities. The breweries do not only affect the jobs related directly to beer 

production, but they contribute to the complete supply chain through engagement in all stages related to beer 

production. This includes involvement in agricultural projects as well as water projects in order to decrease water 

usage, increase the reusability percentage of water as well as the quality of water used in production which needs 

to be purified. (SABMiller Position Paper - Water, Make more beer but use less water, March, 2009) Being able 

to supply the community with large scale business activity are something which in a general provides growth to 
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the community. However, some disadvantages might rise in the wake of the establishment of large corporation 

such as increase pollution and clash of classes, etc. (The Advantages and Disadvantages of Large Scale 

Production, u.d.) (Passport, January, 2016) 

Particularly in South Africa where SABMiller’s roots date back to, the concern for future social responsibility is a 

fundamental aspect of the merger. In order to make the best transition towards the combined company, the 

South African Government have involved themselves in the process. This is both towards the enterprise which 

is to be formed, but also towards the population of South Africa. The acquisition will be the largest in the history 

of South Africa, which of course will have a great impact on the country and the way other companies conduct 

business within.  

The South African government analysed the impact on growth, jobs and alongside other industry, influenced by 

the combined company. This engagement from the government's point of view led ABInBev to come up with 

extensive promises and commitments to help promote CSR politics in the South Africa. These responsibilities 

were some of the most comprehensive promises made through a merger and acquisition case. The way of 

conducting business proves that ABInBev is aware of the problems which might influence their reputation in the 

local society, and therefore they pro-actively responds to these potential critical issues before they appear. (Press 

Release: Proposed acquisition of SABMiller by ABInBev, 2016) SABMiller’s primary investment focus are in 

African communities; ABInBev is investing in Latin and Central American countries such as Mexico, Brazil, etc. 

However, ABInBev’s focus is more driven towards the environmental impacts in the areas, particularly in respect 

to water scarcity.  

These CSR strategies are different in their goal and priority areas, but in the combined group the SABMiller 

approach could easily yield value in the Latin American markets whereas the water usage focus could prove to be 

valuable to the African societies as well. This will help the combined company to share and implement CSR 

strategies in other emerging markets quicker and provide enhanced life quality for the communities.  

15.7 Cost cutting synergies  

We have discussed how ABInBev has a strong history of cutting costs in their acquisitions. This has made the 

company very profitable over time. As we know, SABMiller has been running the company doing very different 

strategies than ABInBev. To do business in Africa SABMiller has been very dependent on local presence, 

something ABInBev is famous for neglecting through constant cost cutting and centralisation. 

When it comes to SABMiller they might have to rethink some of their strategies, as their success hinges on the 

local presence in Africa. This could result in an upper limit on profitability as well as the value derived through 

synergies. In the following, we will go over how we look at the values of both of the companies’ combined, and 

what we believe these potentially could be worth. We have seen from the stand-alone valuation in the previous 

section that the premium is substantial.  
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Through cost managing, ABInBev is able to derive the most synergy values of out of SABMiller, due to their 

high expertise in the field and the fact that SABMiller has had difficulties achieving the same margins as 

ABInBev. As Damodaran points out in his views on synergies. Those synergies which are easiest usable are those 

of defensive synergies i.e. cost cutting. However, there is always the possibility of management overestimation of 

synergies leading to the risk that the synergies never pay off the desired value. (Damodaran, Acquisitions are 

great for target companies but not always for acquiring company stockholders...) (Damodaran, The value of 

synergy, October, 2005) 

15.8 Restructured value SABMiller “Value of Control.”  

As we discussed earlier in this paper the restructured value of a company occurs if we change the capital output 

and the capital allocation financing activities and ratios. We have looked at the financing activities of SABMiller 

and looked at several different ratios of the company in which would increase the market value of the enterprise. 

We have made three scenarios for the restructured value of the company. We have changed the capital structure 

as to get a lower WACC and also increased the profit margin. The restructured value of the company ranges 

from very different values. We have chosen to adjust the capital structure and the profit margin increase of the 

company. What we see from the restructured value is that the growth in value ranges between 571 million dollars 

and 9 billion dollars. These are based on a profit margin ranging from 0.25% to 1.75%. and a Debt/Enterprise 

value ratio ranging from 22.5% until 37.5%.  

 

We believe the estimates we have made in this valuation is on the positive node, even though we have tried to 

keep the expectations moderate. However, what we can see is that in our basis case with restructuring the 

company can recoup 4.716 billion dollars. But this is based on the stand-alone valuation of SABMiller of 74 

billion dollars we made earlier in the thesis. This is the value that we believe in a positive state can come out as 

the value of control of the two companies. We have here estimated a value of control for the company of 4.7 

billion dollars. This is as we can see in the revenue growth analysis above set on the basis of a revenue growth of 

D/EV WACC

Profit Margin 0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75%

37,5 % 7,87% 5.497            6.106          6.714              7.323          7.931          8.540          9.149          

35,0 % 7,91% 4.633            5.234          5.834              6.435          7.036          7.637          8.238          

32,5 % 7,96% 3.786            4.380          4.973              5.566          6.160          6.753          7.347          

30,0 % 8,00% 2.958            3.544          4.130              4.716              5.302          5.888          6.478          

27,5 % 8,05% 2.146            2.725          3.303              3.882          4.461          5.040          5.619          

25,0 % 8,09% 1.351            1.922          2.494              3.066          3.638          4.209          4.781          

22,5 % 8,14% 571               1.136          1.701              2.266          2.831          3.396          3.960          

Bear Basis Bull

Bull

Basis

Bear
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1% as we see as a fair estimate and a slight change in the capital structure. 

 

15.9 Combined company value  

We have found the total company value excluding synergies to be 299.614 billion dollars. This is based on the 

two stand-alone valuations for the company.  

 

15.10 Combined company value with synergies  

The valuation below yields a total value of the two companies at 317 billion dollars. We get this value by having a 

small increase in the profit margins, and a small revenue increase.  

Terminal Period

SABMiller Restructured Value (USD million) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                    2                     3                     4                     5                     5                                    

Net Revenue 16.534           17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854                           

Incremental Net Revenue -                 -                  -                 -                 -                 -                                 

Total Net Revenue 17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854                           

Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

NOPAT 4.206             4.858              5.310              5.547              5.799              5.905                             

Profit Margin 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 2,00% 2,50% 2,00% 1,50% 1,00%

Total Profit Margin 24,57% 27,44% 28,81% 28,81% 28,82% 28,32%

Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

FCFF 1.433             3.473              3.565              3.613              3.786              97.070                           

PV 1.327             2.978              2.830              2.655              2.576              66.058                           

Enterprise Value 78.424           

Short-Term Medium-Term

Terminal period

Combined Firm (USD million) (Synergies Excluded) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                2                 3                 4                 5                 5                                    

Net Revenue 63.597           65.341       67.320        70.046        72.936        75.890        78.376                           

Incremental Net Revenue -             -              -              -              -              -                                

Total Net Revenue 65.341       67.320        70.046        72.936        75.890        78.376                           

Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

NOPAT 16.882       17.900        18.877        19.659        20.458        21.026                           

Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 4.316         4.447          4.627          4.818          5.013          5.178                             

Change in Operating Working Capital 2.898-         960-             1.341-          1.409-          1.433-          1.206-                             

CAPEX 14.884       12.169        13.053        13.330        13.586        11.858                           

Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

FCFF 9.211         11.137        11.792        12.555        13.319        364.369                         

PV 8.565         9.629          9.480          9.386          9.259          253.294                         

Enterprise Value 299.614         

Short-Term Medium-Term
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Through this valuation, we assume that the company will be able to attain serious synergies within the enterprise. 

We believe this estimate is fair, and on a reasonable line between the conservative and the optimistic. We have 

on purpose not done a valuation with very conservative numbers. Arguably we don’t see an incremental growth 

rate in the terminal period for SABMiller. However, we do believe the incremental profit margin of SABMiller 

will be increased by a small amount. Note, though that the values we are using here are not the most 

conservative values we could have used which there are several reasons for this. One is that we do not come 

under critics that the company has substantial synergies that not has been accounted for. What we are trying to 

show is that even with a significant large synergy add-on the final valuation will not come close to the high 

valuation and price paid for SABMiller. We believe that even with the realizes synergies the company is still 25 

billion dollars short of what can be taken back in the foreseeable future. This is on odds of that the market 

believes to be true. We do simply not see the another 25 billion dollars of worth in this merger. As Matt 

Campbell of Bloomberg puts it “when you are a hammer, everything looks like a nail.” ABInBev might have paid 

too much this time. 

 

Terminal period

Combined Firm (USD million) (Synergies Included) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                  2                 3                4                 5                 5                                    

Net Revenue 63.597           65.341         67.320        70.114       73.357        76.985        80.272                           

Incremental Net Revenue -               65               337            631             734             -                                

Total Net Revenue 65.341         67.385        70.451       73.988        77.719        80.272                           

Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,10% 0,50% 0,90% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 2,74% 3,13% 4,55% 5,03% 5,05% 3,28%

NOPAT 16.882         18.052        19.479       20.682        21.884        22.498                           

Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,20% 0,70% 1,00% 1,20% 1,20%

Total Profit Margin 25,84% 26,79% 27,65% 27,95% 28,16% 28,03%

Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,02%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 6,00% 5,00% 2,00% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 43,78% 42,53% 38,13% 35,90% 26,02%

FCFF 9.211           10.149        11.194       12.795        14.028        390.788                         

PV 8.565           8.775          9.000         9.566          9.752          271.653                         

Enterprise Value 317.310         

Short-Term Medium-Term

Estimated Enterprise Values Weight

SABMiller (Restructured) 78.746                                                     26%

AB InBev (Status Quo) 224.844                                                   74%

Combined (No Synergies) 303.590                                                   100%

SABMiller (Status Quo) 74.030 25%

AB InBev (Status Quo) 224.844 75%

Combined (No Synergies) 298.874 100%

Status Quo Value of Equity Value of Control Synergy Value Regulatory Sales

62.411                                 4.716                              13.720                1.141-                                         

62.411                                 18.436                1.141-                                         

The SABMiller  Acquisition

Acquisition Price Deal Value for AB InBev AB InBev's Profit Consequense for Shareholders

104.200                               79.053                            25.147-                                Value Destroying
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16.0 Sensitivity analysis 

A valuation through a DCF model is no better than its assumptions. We have through this paper tried to 

minimize the risk of miscalculations and misconceptions reaffirming the underlying analysis. The analysis is 

nevertheless a product of subjective assumptions, and it is, therefore, critical that an investor has proper 

knowledge of what we are laying as foundations for the estimated market value. We will, therefore, conduct a 

sensitivity analysis so we can see what the changes in the parameters will have on the estimated company value. 

We believe that revenue growth, reinvestment rate, WACC and profit margin are the primary drivers for what we 

think are the most important drivers of the value of the merger. In the first table, we will see what the different 

values for WACC and revenue growth mean for this merger. We have identified three factors we believe the key 

drivers for this deal, and what it might be worth. That is profit margin, revenue growth, and reinvestment rate. In  

the tables beneath we go over the different scenarios for the various value drivers for the company. We will first 

look at the profit margin, then go over to look at the net revenue growth, and the reinvestment rate.  

16.1 Profit margin 

 

The profit margin for the companies is something there will always be a focus on. As we have discussed there 

might be major opportunities for ABInBev to cut costs. However, in this case, we have pointed out that 

SABMiller is a relatively lean company, and there will most likely be room for cost cutting in Latin America. 

Africa, on the other hand, is a part where there is limited opportunity to increase the profit margin substantially, 

partially because of the low price strategy SABMiller is running combined with the high price sensitivity. The 

profit margin we see here is also what we can call the “value of control” this is what we believe will take place if 

the existing management and change the capital structure. (Damodaran, Acquisitions are great for target 

companies but not always for acquiring company stockholders...) (Damodaran, The value of synergy, October, 

2005) 

16.2 Net revenue growth 

 

D/EV WACC

Profit Margin 0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75%

37,5 % 7,64% 5.497          6.106          6.714          7.323          7.931          8.540          9.149          

35,0 % 7,68% 4.633          5.234          5.834          6.435          7.036          7.637          8.238          

32,5 % 7,72% 3.786          4.380          4.973          5.566          6.160          6.753          7.347          

30,0 % 8,09% 2.958          3.544          4.130          4.686              5.302          5.888          6.478          

27,5 % 7,80% 2.146          2.725          3.303          3.882          4.461          5.040          5.619          

25,0 % 7,83% 1.351          1.922          2.494          3.066          3.638          4.209          4.781          

22,5 % 7,87% 571             1.136          1.701          2.266          2.831          3.396          3.960          
Pessemistic

Pessimistic Realistic Optimistic

Optimistic

Realistic

WACC

Net Revenue Growth 2,88% 3,13% 3,38% 3,63% 3,88% 4,13% 4,38%

7,34% 68.916        71.401        74.200        77.376        81.011        85.213        90.124        

7,59% 64.499        66.615        68.982        71.649        74.674        78.137        82.139        

7,84% 60.538        62.347        64.360        66.612        69.148        72.026        75.320        

8,09% 59.966        58.520        60.239        62.119            64.289        66.698        69.431        

8,34% 53.730        55.068        56.542        58.172        59.984        62.012        64.296        

8,59% 50.785        51.941        53.208        54.603        56.146        57.861        59.781        

8,84% 48.095        49.096        50.188        51.385        52.702        54.160        55.781        

Pessimistic Realistic Optimistic

Optimistic

Realistic

Pessemistic
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We believe the profit margin we have computed here with this growth is  realistic. However, what we can see is 

that the WACC only have to deviate with 0.05 % in order to change the value of with nearly one billion dollars. 

The significant response and change also in the WACC stems from the much higher required return on capital 

than debt. The higher the debt levels, the lower the WACC will be. We can also see above that the price is very 

sensitive to the changes in the WACC than in changes to the relative growth rate. So this leaves room for 

subjective interpretations in what WACC the company will actually have in the years to come. We believe our 

estimates for economic development and total development in net revenue is well founded, and also believe that 

these estimates are not too aggressive. 

16.3 Reinvestment rate 

 

The reinvestment rate we see as realistic is the ½ 

16.4 Deal value 

 

As we see from this sensitivity analysis, we believe we have put in a significant room for synergies in the 

company. Still, there is only the very optimistic analysis’s we see a potential upside for the shareholders of 

ABInBev. We have in our analysis synergy values of 18 billion dollars, and still, do not see a point where this 

starts to make financial sense for the shareholders. One could say that we are long gone in our estimates, but it is 

hard to find a successful story of synergy levels on this scale. We simply believe that ABInBev has paid a 

premium that goes over what is in the shareholder’s best interest. It's only in the most optimistic cases we see 

value created, and we believe that should be a concern for the shareholders. 

We have also made sensitivity analyses on the profits from associated and other value drivers. We do not, 

however, see these as incremental for the future growth of the company  

Profit Margin

Reinvestment Rate 1,50% 1,00% 0,50% 0,00% -0,50% -1,00% -1,50%

1,80% 13.909        15.785        17.660        19.535             21.411        23.286        25.161        

1,60% 12.010        13.872        15.735        17.597             19.459        21.321        23.184        

1,40% 10.111        11.960        13.809        15.658             17.508        19.357        21.206        

1,20% 8.212          10.048        11.884        13.389                   15.556        17.932        19.228        

1,00% 6.313          8.136          9.559          11.781             13.604        15.427        17.250        

0,80% 4.413          6.223          8.033          9.843               11.653        13.463        15.272        

0,60% 2.514          4.311          6.108          7.904               9.701          11.498        13.295        

Optimistic

Realistic

Optimistic

Pessemistic

Pessimistic Realistic

Deal Value 

87.181              92.151        97.433        103.093      109.212      115.898      123.293      

80.001              84.580        89.410        94.540        100.028      105.954      112.420      

73.294              77.546        82.001        86.695        91.675        96.995        102.732      

69.995              70.971        75.112        79.053        84.006        89.377        93.996        

61.048              64.788        68.263        72.694        76.908        81.338        86.024        

55.408              58.945        62.594        66.371        70.296        74.392        78.693        

50.039              53.402        56.856        60.414        64.093        67.913        71.895        

Pessimistic Realistic Optimistic

Optimistic

Realistic

Pessemistic
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17.0 Discussion 

The strategy of the company of growth through mergers and acquisitions are one of the most efficient to 

increase market shares and sales volume. However, this approach leads to a series of new problems for the 

companies involved in the merger. In a developed market, there are regulatory problems that cost money. 

Whereas this affects the external changes which are to be made, the cultural differences between two companies 

are part of the internal problems which may arise in the wake of a massive merger. SABMiller has traditionally 

been a company with a high focus on CSR. We have not seen that from ABInBev, which might pose a problem. 

As seen in the PESTEL analysis, the water consumption to produce beer are extremely high, both with respect 

to the actual production, but also the irrigation of the locally sourced crops required to produce beer. Similar 

tendencies are seen in Latin America, with water scarcity in agricultural areas. Their CSR policy from Africa can 

be used in other markets, where the CSR policy is less visual, and by that eliminating costs related to developing 

new CSR policies.  

Through this large merger, both breweries are also facing CSR problems. The costs associated with getting all of 

the brewing facilities aligned on their production methods can result in costly affairs. According to World 

Research Institute the water stress level in countries such as South Africa, Argentina, Paraguay and the United 

States, are in the medium to high-stress levels. This means that both companies engage in operations within areas 

where water pressure issues are present. Meaning that they are unable to outsource production of specific crops 

to other “home market” countries, by then lowering their overall company water usage. As mentioned above, the 

costly affair to get all facilities aligned could result in unforeseen costs. As well, their raw material production 

could influence their water usage, in order to cope with new demands for their combined product portfolio. 

Though this is unlikely to have the largest impact, due to the relatively high correlation between crops required 

to produce the different types of beer. (Shale Resources and Water Risks, u.d.) 

Selling of products from the portfolio is also needed as part of the antitrust laws, which ABInBev are facing in 

some markets, for instance in the United States and Europe. These antitrust laws have forced ABInBev to be 

selling out brands such as Miller. This will result in ABInBev and Millers Coors to be competitors on United 

States beer market.  

SABMiller is well established in the African market, their knowledge of what drives the markets, both the 

commonly known but also the unspoken knowledge are of high value to any companies who’d like to engage in 

activities in Africa. Africa has high entry barriers, and ABInBev knows this.  

Latin America and Africa, we believe is the key for this merger. The market in Columbia, for example, is not a 

market that can be entered. SABMiller is with the Santa Domingo family in a monopoly position.  

ABInBev’s roots date back to several markets including the North- and South American market as well as 

activities within Western Europe. Their knowledge within these markets has come through a series of mergers 

fuelled by the general culture within ABInBev.  
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Combining the skills and experience of these four large markets will make the company able to operate with 

multiple strategies across the various markets, as well as deriving additional growth within some struggling 

markets. Launching new products in already well-established markets will provide a broader particular product 

diversity. The combined brewery will be able to implement the required strategy to the markets in which they 

would fit the most.  

We believe the clash of company culture might be the biggest problems in this merger. Whereas the culture in 

ABInBev is focused heavily on expanding and growth factors, the culture in SABMiller is more focused on a 

better environment and the employees. Carlos Brito is  incredibly focused on only having high achieving 

personnel. Of course, SABMiller couldn’t be the second largest brewery in the world without a similar mindset, 

but the way Carlos pushes his way of work down through the company culture could prove to be a struggle to 

incorporate within SABMiller. According to (Damodaran, The value of control: Implications for control premia, 

minority discounts and voting share differentials, June, 2005) the change in management could lead to increased 

growth. In most cases when a management change will happen, the market has anticipated this resulting in a 

negative influence on the stock prices, but in the ABInBev SABMiller case, the new management with CEO 

Carlos Brito in front they market has anticipated an influential figure actually valuing the stock even stronger at a 

higher price. As the article states, companies with a bad management should receive a stock price increase 

whereas the opposite imposes a negative stock price. (Damodaran, The value of synergy, October, 2005) The 

decentralisation of ABInBev is also something they will need to address. They will simply have significant 

problems pursuing this strategy in Africa. Here local presence is key.  

18.0 Conclusion 

ABInBev and SABMiller are the two biggest breweries in the world. Merging these two through and acquisition 

of SABMiller This requires a serious amount of resources. These resources include; a large amount of equity; 

time from employees, management, external analysts as well as government instances; local societies who are to 

live with the combined firm as well as the consumers of beer.  

Both companies date back through centuries, marking them as some of the oldest breweries in the world. 

Through this long history of operating breweries and serving beer for the public, mergers and acquisitions have 

been one of their key reasons for reaching new markets. A deal of this magnitude is one of the few largest 

acquisitions of the history, ranking at number 5. This acquisition is so vast that it will influence multiple areas, as 

we have seen through our thesis. One of the most touched areas which are also the one which we believe the 

most value will be derived from, are the African beer market which will now be under control by ABInBev 

through SABMiller. However, in Africa, there are multiple issues which are to be addressed in order to create a 

mega-brewery that will function just as well as either SABMiller or ABInBev did in their standalone scenario. We 

believe, as seen above that Africa is one of the primary drivers behind this transaction.  

Alongside Africa there are a series of other global issues, such as water scarcity in the major market including 
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Africa, Latin- and North America, lack of purchase power in the Africa population, changing beer demands and 

a health trend which disrupts most of the food and beverage industry, addressing these issues correctly are key to 

a successful merge. SABMiller alongside WWF is deeply involved in addressing the water issues in Africa, 

however, at the cost of profits for SABMiller. ABInBev is well-known for reducing operating expenses to drive 

profits upward as well as only engaging in problems which come to their own benefit by increasing company 

value. This clash of CSR policies is something which could potentially hinder a smooth merge, leaving bumps 

along the track in the combined company. 3G Capital does just not represent SABMiller’s values.  

Since ABInBev and SABMiller mainly operate in different markets, the clash between market split in their key 

markets is not something which should develop large-scale problems, except in North America. In North 

America the two breweries had a market share exceeding 50%, resulting in antitrust engagements. This led to 

carve-outs of multiple brands from their combined portfolio, including the highly profitable brand MillerCoors.  

Together with the operations in different markets the breweries also operate on various quality spectra. Both 

breweries of course possess multiple low to high-end products, but the fact that SABMiller’s home market is in 

South Africa and closely located markets, their products are finely tuned to these customer demands. Africans to 

not buy foreign beer and have a different profitability and price sensitivity than other markets. 

Trends in the beer markets in most Europe and North America are in the stage of changing. This change 

includes a higher demand for high-end products, based on locally sourced raw materials as well as individual 

flavours for the specific purposes, a more refined product.  

Africa we believe might be the key, and also the main reason for this merger. We believe they take a risky bet, 

but then again one could ask what choice do they have. If Africa takes off, they will by far be the biggest player 

in the market and capture most of the growth occurring here. This in combination with entrance to new 

countries with high entry barriers in Latin America, we believe is the most valuable in this merger. Columbia, as 

mentioned, is a market with potential for cost cutting, due to their state of monopoly. 

One could not but to ask if ABInBev has taken a bigger bite than they can chew. They really need the growth in 

Africa to justify to investors that this will pay off in the long run. As an individual investor, I would ask myself 

twice if I see value in the coming years from this. There is, of course, the possibility that ABInBev will start 

increasing prices in markets with a big market share. With this power comes responsibility, and we have no 

doubt Carlos Brito will do what he can to exploit it.  

By acquiring SABMiller, ABInBev eliminates their closest rival in the global competitive landscape, shooting 

themselves in a league containing only 1 player, ABInBev. Through this, they are the undisputed global market 

leader, with a company possessing so much more market share than other breweries as well as the predicted new 

golden egg – Africa. This is also part of what ABInBev pays for through this deal.  

This thesis is subjective, and the authors seem to disagree with much of the market. Our estimates could always 

be strongly underestimated, but we believe we have put ourselves on the offensive side when it comes to 

synergies.  
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1.0 Reformulation of financial statements 

1.1 Analytical income statements 

Presented below we have the financial income statements for ABInBev, SABMiller and its peers. 

1.1.1 SABMiller 

 

Tax Adjustment (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Effective Tax Rate 30,2% 28,5% 28,2% 27,5% 27,0% 26,0% 26,0%

Reported Tax 801             848             1.069          1.126          1.201          1.173          1.273          

Tax Shield 213             160             148             136             197             172             165             

Tax on Operations 1.014          1.008          1.217          1.262          1.398          1.345          1.438          

Income Statement (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Operations

Sales Revenue 18.703        18.020        19.408        21.760        23.213        22.311        22.130        

Excise Duties 3.820          3.825          4.263          5.047          5.755          5.607          5.596          

Net Revenue 14.883        14.195        15.145        16.713        17.458        16.704        16.534        

Cost of Inventories Recognised as an Expense 5.203          4.565          4.640          5.049          5.043          4.711          4.552          

Gross Profit 9.680          9.630          10.505        11.664        12.415        11.993        11.982        

Employee Benefits Costs 1.940          1.985          2.240          2.502          2.693          2.491          2.483          

Other Income 277             279             388             513             362             381             343             

Other Expenses 3.927          4.096          4.430          4.881          4.561          4.341          4.297          

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 4.090          3.828          4.223          4.794          5.523          5.542          5.545          

Profit on Disposal of Available for Sale Investments -              2                 -              -              -              -              1                 

Profit on Dispsal of Businesses 526             -              -              1.242          79               72               45               

Profit on Disposal of Investment in Associate -              -              159             103             -              -              403             

Profit on Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment 10-               39-               5                 15               13-               17               18               

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 4.606          3.791          4.387          6.154          5.589          5.631          6.012          

Share of Post-Tax Results of Associates and Joint Ventures 516             873             1.024          1.152          1.244          1.226          1.083          

EBITDA 5.122          4.664          5.411          7.306          6.833          6.857          7.095          

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 829             881             904             909             867             854             821             

Amortisation of Intangible Assests 204             203             220             273             450             427             410             

Impairment Losses 425             88               136             25               73               90               399             

Operating Profit (EBIT) 3.664          3.492          4.151          6.099          5.443          5.486          5.465          

Tax on Operations 1.014          1.008          1.217          1.262          1.398          1.345          1.438          

NOPAT 2.650          2.484          2.934          4.837          4.045          4.141          4.027          

Financials

Interest Payable and Similar Charges 1.301          879             883             1.093          1.417          1.055          1.047          

Interest Receivable and Similar Income 595             316             358             531             682             410             410             

Financial Costs Before Special Items 706             563             525             562             735             645             637             

Gain on Dilution of Investment in Associate -              -              -              -              4                 18-               2                 

Gain on Remeasurement of Existing Interest in Joint Venture on Acquisition -              -              -              66               -              -              -              

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 706             563             525             496             731             663             635             

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 213             160             148             136             197             172             165             

Net Finance Cost After Tax 493             403             377             360             534             491             470             

Net Profit 2.157          2.081          2.557          4.477          3.511          3.650          3.557          

Reported Net Profit 2157 2081 2557 4477 3511 3650 3557

Analytical Net Profit – Reported Net Profit -              -              -              -              -              -              -              
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1.1.1.1 Common size SABMiller 

 

Common Size SABMiller

Sales Revenue 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Excise Duties 20% 21% 22% 23% 25% 25% 25%

Net Revenue 80% 79% 78% 77% 75% 75% 75%

Cost of Inventories Recognised as an Expense 28% 25% 24% 23% 22% 21% 21%

Gross Profit 52% 53% 54% 54% 53% 54% 54%

Employee Benefits Costs 10% 11% 12% 11% 12% 11% 11%

Other Income 1% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Other Expenses 21% 23% 23% 22% 20% 19% 19%

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 22% 21% 22% 22% 24% 25% 25%

Profit on Disposal of Available for Sale Investments 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Profit on Dispsal of Businesses 3% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0%

Profit on Disposal of Investment in Associate 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2%

Profit on Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 25% 21% 23% 28% 24% 25% 27%

Share of Post-Tax Results of Associates and Joint Ventures 3% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

EBITDA 27% 26% 28% 34% 29% 31% 32%

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 4% 5% 5% 4% 4% 4% 4%

Amortisation of Intangible Assests 1% 1% 1% 1% 2% 2% 2%

Impairment Losses 2% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 2%

Operating Profit (EBIT) 20% 19% 21% 28% 23% 25% 25%

Tax on Operations 5% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6%

NOPAT 14% 14% 15% 22% 17% 19% 18%

Financials

Interest Payable and Similar Charges 7% 5% 5% 5% 6% 5% 5%

Interest Receivable and Similar Income 3% 2% 2% 2% 3% 2% 2%

Financial Costs Before Special Items 4% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Gain on Dilution of Investment in Associate 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Gain on Remeasurement of Existing Interest in Joint Venture on Acquisition 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 4% 3% 3% 2% 3% 3% 3%

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Net Finance Cost After Tax 3% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 2%

Net Profit 12% 12% 13% 21% 15% 16% 16%
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1.1.1.2 Index SABMiller 

  

Sales Revenue 100% 96% 104% 116% 124% 119% 118%

Excise Duties 100% 100% 112% 132% 151% 147% 146%

Net Revenue 100% 95% 102% 112% 117% 112% 111%

Cost of Inventories Recognised as an Expense 100% 88% 89% 97% 97% 91% 87%

Gross Profit 100% 99% 109% 120% 128% 124% 124%

Employee Benefits Costs 100% 102% 115% 129% 139% 128% 128%

Other Income 100% 101% 140% 185% 131% 138% 124%

Other Expenses 100% 104% 113% 124% 116% 111% 109%

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 100% 94% 103% 117% 135% 136% 136%

Profit on Disposal of Available for Sale Investments

Profit on Dispsal of Businesses 100% 0% 0% 236% 15% 14% 9%

Profit on Disposal of Investment in Associate

Profit on Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment 100% 390% -50% -150% 130% -170% -180%

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 100% 82% 95% 134% 121% 122% 131%

Share of Post-Tax Results of Associates and Joint Ventures 100% 169% 198% 223% 241% 238% 210%

EBITDA 100% 91% 106% 143% 133% 134% 139%

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 100% 106% 109% 110% 105% 103% 99%

Amortisation of Intangible Assests 100% 100% 108% 134% 221% 209% 201%

Impairment Losses 100% 21% 32% 6% 17% 21% 94%

Operating Profit (EBIT) 100% 95% 113% 166% 149% 150% 149%

Tax on Operations 100% 99% 120% 124% 138% 133% 142%

NOPAT 100% 94% 111% 183% 153% 156% 152%

Financials

Interest Payable and Similar Charges 100% 68% 68% 84% 109% 81% 80%

Interest Receivable and Similar Income 100% 53% 60% 89% 115% 69% 69%

Financial Costs Before Special Items 100% 80% 74% 80% 104% 91% 90%

Gain on Dilution of Investment in Associate

Gain on Remeasurement of Existing Interest in Joint Venture on Acquisition

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 100% 80% 74% 70% 104% 94% 90%

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 100% 75% 69% 64% 93% 81% 77%

Net Finance Cost After Tax 100% 82% 76% 73% 108% 100% 95%

Net Profit 100% 96% 119% 208% 163% 169% 165%

INDEX SABMiller
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1.1.2 ABInBev 

 

Pro Forma Income Statement (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Effective Tax Rate 17,8% 25,0% 26,8% 20,2% 16,3% 11,1% 18,1%

Reported Tax 674             1.786          2.921          1.856          1.717          1.549          2.499          

Tax Shield 292             1.122          1.001          634             360             -467            239             

Tax on operations 966,454 2907,5 3922,496 2489,674 2076,578 1082,046 2737,739

Income Statement (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Operations

Net Revenue 23.507        36.758        36.297        39.046        39.758        43.195        47.063        

Cost of Sales 9.112          15.186        14.197        14.647        14.437        15.461        16.486        

Gross Profit 14.395        21.572        22.100        24.399        25.321        27.734        30.577        

Distribution Expenses 2.601          2.560          2.786          3.201          3.788          3.943          4.430          

Sales and Marketing Expenses 3.155          4.673          4.375          4.743          4.865          5.511          6.555          

Administrative Expenses 1.275          1.978          1.678          1.797          1.949          2.261          2.441          

Other Operating Income/Expenses 447             676             609             699             684             1.169          1.391          

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 7.811          13.037        13.870        15.357        15.403        17.188        18.542        

Restructuring 458             124             169             318             36               118             158             

Business and Assets Disposal 38-               1.541          16-               78               58               30               157             

Acquisition Costs Business Combinations -              -              -              5                 54               82               77               

Disputes 20-               -              -              -              -              -              -              

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 7.295          14.454        13.685        15.112        15.371        17.018        18.464        

Share of Result of Associates 60 513             521             623             624             294             9                 

EBITDA 7.355          14.967        14.206        15.735        15.995        17.312        18.473        

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 1.746          2.546          2.538          2.494          2.463          2.641          2.967          

Amortization and Impairment of Intangible Assets 159             272             250             289             284             344             388             

Impairment of Goodwill 7                 -              -              -              -              -              -              

Operating Profit (EBIT) 5.443          12.149        11.418        12.952        13.248        14.327        15.120        

Tax on Operations 966             2.908          2.921          2.490          2.077          1.549          2.738          

NOPAT 4.477          9.242          8.497          10.462        11.171        12.778        12.382        

Financials

Finance Costs 1.701          4.291          3.336          3.035          2.532          3.047          2.797          

Finance Income 288             501             525             438             344             561             969             

Financial Costs Before Special Items 1.413          3.790          2.811          2.597          2.188          2.486          1.828          

Non-Recurring Finance Cost 187             629             925             540             18               283-             509-             

Fair Value Adjustments 43-               67-               -              -              -              6.410          -              

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 1.643          4.486          3.736          3.137          2.206          4.207-          1.319          

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 292             1.122          1.001          634             360             -467            239             

Net Finance Cost After Tax 1.351          3.365          2.735          2.503          1.846          3.740-          1.080          

Net Profit 3.126          5.877          5.762          7.959          9.325          16.518        11.302        

Reported Net Profit 3126 5877 5762 7959 9325 16518 11302
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1.1.2.1 Common size ABInBev 

 

Net Revenue 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Cost of Sales 39% 41% 39% 38% 36% 36% 35%

Gross Profit 61% 59% 61% 62% 64% 64% 65%

Distribution Expenses 11% 7% 8% 8% 10% 9% 9%

Sales and Marketing Expenses 13% 13% 12% 12% 12% 13% 14%

Administrative Expenses 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Other Operating Income/Expenses 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 3%

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 33% 35% 38% 39% 39% 40% 39%

Restructuring 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

Business and Assets Disposal 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Acquisition Costs Business Combinations 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Disputes 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 31% 39% 38% 39% 39% 39% 39%

Share of Result of Associates 0% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1% 0%

EBITDA 31% 41% 39% 40% 40% 40% 39%

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 7% 7% 7% 6% 6% 6% 6%

Amortization and Impairment of Intangible Assets 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Impairment of Goodwill 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Operating Profit (EBIT) 23% 33% 31% 33% 33% 33% 32%

Tax on Operations 4% 8% 8% 6% 5% 4% 6%

NOPAT 19% 25% 23% 27% 28% 30% 26%

Financials

Finance Costs 7% 12% 9% 8% 6% 7% 6%

Finance Income 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

Financial Costs Before Special Items 6% 10% 8% 7% 6% 6% 4%

Non-Recurring Finance Cost 1% 2% 3% 1% 0% -1% -1%

Fair Value Adjustments 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 15% 0%

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 7% 12% 10% 8% 6% -10% 3%

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 1% 3% 3% 2% 1% -1% 1%

Net Finance Cost After Tax 6% 9% 8% 6% 5% -9% 2%

Net Profit 13% 16% 16% 20% 23% 38% 24%

Common Size AB InBev
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1.1.2.2 Index ABInBev 

 

1.1.3 Carlsberg 

 

Net Revenue 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Cost of Sales 39% 41% 39% 38% 36% 36% 35%

Gross Profit 61% 59% 61% 62% 64% 64% 65%

Distribution Expenses 11% 7% 8% 8% 10% 9% 9%

Sales and Marketing Expenses 13% 13% 12% 12% 12% 13% 14%

Administrative Expenses 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5% 5%

Other Operating Income/Expenses 2% 2% 2% 2% 2% 3% 3%

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 33% 35% 38% 39% 39% 40% 39%

Restructuring 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

Business and Assets Disposal 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Acquisition Costs Business Combinations 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Disputes 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 31% 39% 38% 39% 39% 39% 39%

Share of Result of Associates 0% 1% 1% 2% 2% 1% 0%

EBITDA 31% 41% 39% 40% 40% 40% 39%

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 7% 7% 7% 6% 6% 6% 6%

Amortization and Impairment of Intangible Assets 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1%

Impairment of Goodwill 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

Operating Profit (EBIT) 23% 33% 31% 33% 33% 33% 32%

Tax on Operations 4% 8% 8% 6% 5% 4% 6%

NOPAT 19% 25% 23% 27% 28% 30% 26%

Financials

Finance Costs 7% 12% 9% 8% 6% 7% 6%

Finance Income 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 2%

Financial Costs Before Special Items 6% 10% 8% 7% 6% 6% 4%

Non-Recurring Finance Cost 1% 2% 3% 1% 0% -1% -1%

Fair Value Adjustments 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 15% 0%

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 7% 12% 10% 8% 6% -10% 3%

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 1% 3% 3% 2% 1% -1% 1%

Net Finance Cost After Tax 6% 9% 8% 6% 5% -9% 2%

Net Profit 13% 16% 16% 20% 23% 38% 24%

Common Size AB InBev

 DKK Million 2014 2015 2013 2012 2011

 Revenue  kr.                                          91.012,00  kr.                   91.569,00  kr.     93.732,00  kr.     92.367,00  kr.     81.295,00 

 Excise duties on beer and soft drinks etc.  kr.                                        -25.658,00  kr.                  -27.063,00  kr.   -27.180,00  kr.    -25.899,00  kr.    -21.241,00 

 Net Revenue 65.354,00kr.                                           64.506,00kr.                     kr.     66.552,00  kr.     66.468,00  kr.     60.054,00 

 Cost of Sales  kr.                                        -30.341,00  kr.                  -29.835,00  kr.   -30.759,00  kr.    -31.016,00  kr.    -26.311,00 

 Gross profit  kr.                                          35.013,00  kr.                   34.671,00  kr.     35.793,00  kr.     35.452,00  kr.     33.743,00 

 Sales and Distribition Expenses  kr.                                        -19.158,00  kr.                  -18.695,00  kr.   -18.717,00  kr.    -18.912,00  kr.    -17.158,00 

Administrative Expenses -4.909,00kr.                                           -4.633,00kr.                     -4.502,00kr.       -4.185,00kr.       -4.040,00kr.       

Other Operating Activities, net 235,00kr.                                                 369,00kr.                          17,00kr.              145,00kr.            227,00kr.            

Share of profit after tax of associates and joint ventures 364,00kr.                                                 408,00kr.                          116,00kr.            108,00kr.            148,00kr.            

Tax on profit From Associates 106,58kr.                                                 119,43kr.                          34,16kr.              31,83kr.               43,51kr.               

Operating Profit Before Special Items 11.651,58kr.                                           12.239,43kr.                    12.741,16kr.      12.639,83kr.      12.963,51kr.      

Special Items, net -8.659,00kr.                                           -1.353,00kr.                     -466,00kr.          85,00kr.               -249,00kr.           

EBITDA 2.992,58kr.                                             10.886,43kr.                    12.275,16kr.      12.724,83kr.      12.714,51kr.      

 Depreciation & Amortization -3.088,00kr.                                           -2.890,00kr.                     -2.863,00kr.       -2.815,00kr.       -2.671,00kr.       

 EBIT -95,42kr.                                                 7.996,43kr.                       9.412,16kr.        9.909,83kr.         10.043,51kr.      

Corporation Tax -849,00kr.                                               -1.748,00kr.                     -1.894,00kr.       -1.861,00kr.       -1.885,00kr.       

Tax on profit From Associates -106,58kr.                                               -119,43kr.                         -34,16kr.             -31,83kr.             -43,51kr.             

Tax Shield-Net Financial Expenses -447,05kr.                                               -347,77kr.                         -447,64kr.          -517,42kr.           -629,26kr.           

NOPAT -1.498,05kr.                                           5.781,23kr.                       7.036,36kr.        7.499,58kr.         7.485,74kr.         

Financial Income 490,00kr.                                                 806,00kr.                          721,00kr.            900,00kr.            1.085,00kr.         

Financial Expenses -2.021,00kr.                                           -1.997,00kr.                     -2.254,00kr.       -2.672,00kr.       -3.240,00kr.       

Financial Expenses before tax -1.531,00kr.                                           -1.191,00kr.                     -1.533,00kr.       -1.772,00kr.       -2.155,00kr.       

Tax On Financial Expenses 447,05kr.                                                 347,77kr.                          447,64kr.            517,42kr.            629,26kr.            

Net Financial Expenses After Tax -1.083,95kr.                                           -843,23kr.                         -1.085,36kr.       -1.254,58kr.       -1.525,74kr.       

Group profit After Tax -2.582,00kr.                                           4.938,00kr.                       5.951,00kr.        6.245,00kr.         5.960,00kr.         
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1.1.4 Heineken 

 

2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

 Revenue 20.511,00€           19.257,00€         19.203,00€         18.383,00€         17.123,00€         

Raw Materials, Consumables and services -12.931,00€          -12.053,00€       -12.186,00€       -11.849,00€       -10.966,00€       

Personell Expenses -3.322,00€            -3.080,00€          -3.108,00€          -3.031,00€          -2.838,00€          

Gross Profit 4.258,00€              4.124,00€           3.909,00€           3.503,00€           3.319,00€           

 Other Income 100,00€                 -247,00€             -165,00€             2.502,00€           1.056,00€           

Share of profit from associaties and joint ventures (net income tax) 185,00€                 193,00€               154,00€               213,00€               240,00€               

Tax on profit from associates and joint ventures 48,47€                    50,57€                 38,50€                 53,25€                 60,00€                 

Operating profit Before Special Items 4.591,47€              4.120,57€           3.936,50€           6.271,25€           4.675,00€           

Exeptional Items Aquisition 311,00kr.              340,00kr.            391,00kr.            -992,00kr.          -992,00kr.          

Exceptional Items Included In Finance Costs -18,00kr.               -1,00kr.               -11,00kr.             -206,00kr.          -14,00€                

Exceptional items Includen in Income Tax Expense -124,00kr.             -52,00kr.             -151,00kr.          -55,00kr.             -74,00€                

Exceptional Intems Included in non-controlling interests -13,00kr.               -45,00kr.             -8,00kr.               

Net Exceptional items 156,00€                 242,00€               221,00€               -1.253,00€          -1.080,00€          

EBITDA 4.747,47€              4.362,57€           4.157,50€           5.018,25€           3.595,00€           

Amortization, depreciation and impairments -1.594,00€            -1.437,00€          -1.581,00€          -1.316,00€          -1.168,00€          

EBIT 3.153,47€              2.925,57€           2.576,50€           3.702,25€           2.427,00€           

Tax Expense -573,00€                -680,00€             -369,00€             -460,00€             -391,00€             

Tax on profit from associates and joint ventures -48,47€                  -50,57€                -38,50€                -53,25€                -60,00€                

Tax Shield Net Financial expenses -102,44€                -127,59€             -145,50€             -28,75€                -104,00€             

NOPAT 2.429,56€              2.067,41€           2.023,50€           3.160,25€           1.872,00€           

Interest income 60,00€                    48,00€                 47,00€                 62,00€                 70,00€                 

Interest expenses -412,00€                -457,00€             -579,00€             -551,00€             -494,00€             

Other net finance income/expenses -39,00€                  -78,00€                -50,00€                374,00€               8,00€                    

Net Financial Expenses before Tax -391,00€                -487,00€             -582,00€             -115,00€             -416,00€             

Tax on Financial Expenses 102,44€                 127,59€               145,50€               28,75€                 104,00€               

Net Financial Expenses After Tax -288,56€                -359,41€             -436,50€             -86,25€                -312,00€             

Group Profit After Tax 2.141,00€              1.708,00€           1.587,00€           3.074,00€           1.560,00€           

Analytical Income Statement Heineken
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1.2 Analytical balance sheets 

1.2.1 SABMiller 

 

 Analytical Balance Sheet SABMiller  (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Goodwill 8.734          11.584        11.952        20.128        19.862        18.497        14.746        

Intangible Assets 3.729          4.354          4.361          9.901          9.635          8.532          6.878          

Property, Plant and Equipment 7.404          8.915          9.330          9.299          9.059          9.065          7.961          

Investments in Joint Ventures 5.495          5.822          5.813          5.520          5.547          5.581          5.428          

Investments in Associates 1.787          2.213          2.719          4.946          5.416          5.787          4.459          

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 125             117             140             136             144             139             126             

Deferred Tax Assets 161             164             184             117             71               115             163             

Total Non-Current Assets 27.435        33.169        34.499        50.047        49.734        47.716        39.761        

Current Assets

Inventories 1.242          1.295          1.256          1.255          1.175          1.168          1.030          

Current Trade and Other Receivables 1.576          1.665          1.687          2.156          2.067          1.821          1.711          

Current Tax Assets 168             135             152             482             159             174             190             

Total Current Assets 2.986          3.095          3.095          3.893          3.401          3.163          2.931          

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 186             145             98               112             132             25               18               

Current Trade and Other Payables 2.396          3.227          3.484          4.054          4.004          3.847          3.728          

Non-Current Deferred Tax Liabilities 2.029          2.374          2.578          3.917          3.507          3.246          2.275          

Current Tax Liabilities 463             616             658             910             1.460          1.106          1.184          

Non-Current Provisions 373             453             460             586             538             433             338             

Current Provisions 299             355             410             717             558             450             358             

Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 5.746          7.170          7.688          10.296        10.199        9.107          7.901          

Operating Working Capital 2.760-          4.075-          4.593-          6.403-          6.798-          5.944-          4.970-          

Invested Capital (Net Operating Assets) 24.675        29.094        29.906        43.644        42.936        41.772        34.791        

Financials

Equity

Share Capital 159             165             166             166             167             167             168             

Share Premium 6.198          6.312          6.384          6.480          6.581          6.648          6.752          

Merger Relief Reserve 3.395          4.586          4.586          4.586          4.586          4.321          3.963          

Other Reserves 873-             1.322          1.881          1.978          1.328          702-             5.457-          

Retained Earnings 6.496          7.525          8.991          11.863        13.710        15.885        17.746        

Minority Interests in Equity 738             689             751             940             1.088          1.163          1.183          

Total Equity 16.113        20.599        22.759        26.013        27.460        27.482        24.355        

Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 107             147             85               69               52               37               10               

Non-Current Borrowings 7.470          7.809          7.115          18.164        16.079        12.528        10.583        

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 35               174             50               40               34               78               101             

Current Borrowings 2.148          1.605          1.345          1.062          2.469          4.519          1.961          

Liabilities of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale -              -              66               7                 1                 -              -              

Total Interest-Bearing Debt 9.760          9.735          8.661          19.342        18.635        17.162        12.655        

Interest-Bearing Assets

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 695             409             330             732             732             628             770             

Loan Participation Deposit -              -              -              100             100             -              -              

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 54               20               16               24               111             141             463             

Cash and Cash Equivalents 409             779             1.067          745             2.171          2.081          965             

Non-Current Available for Sale Investments 29               31               35               30               22               22               21               

Current Available for Sale Investments 11               1                 -              1                 -              -              -              

Assets of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale -              -              66               79               23               -              -              

Total Interest-Bearing Assets 1.198          1.240          1.514          1.711          3.159          2.872          2.219          

Net Interest-Bearing Debt 8.562          8.495          7.147          17.631        15.476        14.290        10.436        

Net Financial Investments 24.675        29.094        29.906        43.644        42.936        41.772        34.791        

Operating Assets – Invested Capital -              -              -              -              -              -              -              
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1.2.2 ABInBev 

 

Analytical Balance Sheet AB InBev (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

Operations

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant and Equipment 19.671          16.461         15.893         16.022        16.461         20.889          20.263         

Goodwill 50.244          52.125         52.498         51.302        51.766         69.927          70.758         

Intangible Assets 23.637          23.165         23.359         23.818        24.371         29.338          29.923         

Investments in Associates 6.871            6.744           7.295           6.696          7.090           187               110              

Deferred Tax Assets 932               949              744              673             807              1.180            1.058           

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 1.315            1.941           1.700           1.339          1.228           1.252            1.769           

Total Non-Current Assets 102.670        101.385       101.489       99.850        101.723       122.773        123.881       

Current Assets

Inventories 2.868            2.354           2.409           2.466          2.500           2.950            2.974           

Income Tax Receivables 580               590              366              312             195              332               359              

Current Trade and Other Receivables 4.126            4.099           4.638           4.121          4.023           5.362            6.449           

Total Current Assets 7.574            7.043           7.413           6.899          6.718           8.644            9.782           

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt

Income Tax Payable 405               526              478              499             543              1.105            629              

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 1.763            1.979           2.295           1.548          2.313           3.222            1.070           

Current Trade and Other Payables 10.238          11.377         12.071         13.337        14.295         16.474          18.922         

Non-Current Provisions 796               966              912              874             641              532               634              

Current Provisions 458               308              238              241             180              196               165              

Deferred Tax Liabilities 12.569          12.495         11.909         11.279        11.168         12.841          12.701         

Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 26.229          27.651         27.903         27.778        29.140         34.370          34.121         

Operating Working Capital 18.655-          20.608-         20.490-         20.879-        22.422-         25.726-          24.339-         

Invested Capital (Net operating Assets) 84.015          80.777         80.999         78.971        79.301         97.047          99.542         

Financials

Equity

Issued Capital 1.730            1.732           1.733           1.734          1.734           1.735            1.736           

Share Premium 17.477          17.515         17.535         17.557        17.574         17.608          17.620         

Reserves 3.247-            623              2.335           381             157              18                 4.558-           

Retained Earnings 6.482            10.448         13.656         17.820        21.677         31.004          35.174         

Minority Interests 1.989            2.853           3.540           3.552          4.299           4.943            4.285           

Total Equity 24.431          33.171         38.799         41.044        45.441         55.308          54.257         

Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 48.039          47.049         41.961         34.598        38.951         41.274          43.630         

Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 11.301          2.015           2.919           5.559          5.390           7.846            7.451           

Bank Overdrafts 765               28                14                8                 -               6                   41                

Employee Benefits 2.983            2.611           2.746           3.440          3.699           2.862            3.050           

Total Interest-Bearing Debt 63.088          51.703         47.640         43.605        48.040         51.988          54.172         

Interest-Bearing Assets

Non-Current Investment Securities 239               277              243              244             256              193               118              

Current Investment Securities 270               55                641              103             6.827           123               301              

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.936            3.689           4.511           5.320          7.051           9.839            8.357           

Employee Benefits 8                   10                13                10               12                10                 10                

Assets Held for Sale 51                 66                32                1                 34                84                 101              

Total Interest-Bearing Assets 3.504            4.097           5.440           5.678          14.180         10.249          8.887           

Net Interest-Bearing Debt 59.584          47.606         42.200         37.927        33.860         41.739          45.285         

Net Financial Investments 84.015          80.777         80.999         78.971        79.301         97.047          99.542         

Operating Assets – Invested Capital -                -               -               -              -               -                -               
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1.2.3 Heineken 

 

Heineken 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Property Plant & Equipment 9.552,00€              8.718,00€           8.454,00€           8.844,00€           7.860,00€           

Intangible Assets 18.183,00€           16.341,00€         15.934,00€         17.688,00€         10.835,00€         

Investments in Associates and joint ventures 1.985,00€              2.033,00€           1.883,00€           1.950,00€           1.764,00€           

Other Investments and reciavebles 856,00€                 737,00€               762,00€               1.099,00€           1.129,00€           

Advances to customers 266,00€                 254,00€               301,00€               312,00€               357,00€               

Deferred tax assets 958,00€                 661,00€               508,00€               550,00€               474,00€               

Total non-current assets 31.800,00€           28.744,00€         27.842,00€         30.443,00€         22.419,00€         

Current Assets

Inventories 1.702,00€              1.634,00€           1.512,00€           1.596,00€           1.352,00€           

Income tax reciavables 33,00€                    23,00€                 -€                      -€                      -€                      

Prepayments 343,00€                 317,00€               218,00€               232,00€               170,00€               

Other Investments 16,00€                    13,00€                 11,00€                 11,00€                 14,00€                 

Trade  and other Payables 2.873,00€              2.743,00€           2.427,00€           2.537,00€           2.260,00€           

Total Current Assets 4.967,00€              4.730,00€           4.168,00€           4.376,00€           3.796,00€           

Non-Interest Bearing Debt

Deferred tax liabilities 1.858,00€              1.503,00€           1.444,00€           1.792,00€           894,00€               

Provisions 320,00€                 398,00€               367,00€               419,00€               449,00€               

Provisions 154,00€                 165,00€               171,00€               129,00€               140,00€               

Trade and Other Payables 6.013,00€              5.533,00€           5.131,00€           5.285,00€           4.624,00€           

Tax Liabilities 3,00€                      3,00€                    112,00€               140,00€               160,00€               

Tax Liabilities 379,00€                 390,00€               317,00€               305,00€               207,00€               

Total Non-Interest Bearing Debt 8.727,00€              7.992,00€           7.542,00€           8.070,00€           6.474,00€           

Invested Capital 28.040,00€           25.482,00€         24.468,00€         26.749,00€         19.741,00€         

Equity

Share Capital 922,00€                 922,00€               461,00€               461,00€               461,00€               

Share Premium 2.701,00€              2.701,00€           1.257,00€           1.257,00€           1.257,00€           

Reserves -655,00€                -427,00€             -408,00€             197,00€               272,00€               

Retaines Earnings 10.567,00€           9.213,00€           4.310,00€           3.872,00€           2.814,00€           

Equity attriubatable to Equityholders of the Company 13.535,00€           12.409,00€         11.402,00€         11.734,00€         9.774,00€           

Non-Controlling Interests 1.535,00€              1.043,00€           954,00€               1.071,00€           318,00€               

Total Equity 15.070,00€           13.452,00€         12.356,00€         12.805,00€         10.092,00€         

Interest Bearing Debt

Loans and borrowings 10.658,00€           9.499,00€           9.853,00€           11.437,00€         8.199,00€           

Loans and Borrowings 1.397,00€              1.671,00€           2.195,00€           1.863,00€           981,00€               

Employee Benefits 1.289,00€              1.443,00€           1.202,00€           1.575,00€           1.174,00€           

Liabilities classified as assets held for sant 31,00€                    178,00€               11,00€                 39,00€                 -€                      

Bank overdraft and commercial papers 542,00€                 595,00€               178,00kr.            191,00kr.            207,00kr.            

Total Interest Bearing Debt 13.917,00€           13.386,00€         13.439,00€         15.105,00€         10.561,00€         

 Cash and Cash Equivalents 824,00€                 668,00€               1.290,00€           1.037,00€           813,00€               

 Assets Classifies as Held for sale 123,00€                 688,00€               37,00€                 124,00€               99,00€                 

Interest Bearing Assets 947,00€                 1.356,00€           1.327,00€           1.161,00€           912,00€               

Net Interest Bearing Debt 12.970,00€           12.030,00€         12.112,00€         13.944,00€         9.649,00€           

Invested Capital 28.040,00€           25.482,00€         24.468,00€         26.749,00€         19.741,00€         
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1.2.4 Carlsberg 

 

2.0 DuPont Analysis 

The relation between the ratios in the DuPont analysis can be illustrated through the DuPont pyramid. In this 

section you will also see selected value drivers for the two companies as well as their peers.  

Carlsberg

Non Current Assets 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Intangible Assets 72.920,00kr.                                           82.409,00kr.                    91.895,00kr.      91.216,00kr.      89.041,00kr.      

Property Plant  and equipment 26.678,00kr.                                           29.173,00kr.                    33.482,00kr.      31.991,00kr.      31.848,00kr.      

Investments in associates and joint ventures 4.676,00kr.                                             4.277,00kr.                       2.359,00kr.        6.241,00kr.         5.051,00kr.         

Reciavables 1.854,00kr.                                             2.130,00kr.                       2.093,00kr.        2.208,00kr.         1.650,00kr.         

Deferred tax assets 1.697,00kr.                                             1.430,00kr.                       1.175,00kr.        1.170,00kr.         1.199,00kr.         

Securities 134,00kr.            

Total Non-Current Assets 107.825,00kr.                                        119.419,00kr.                  131.004,00kr.    132.826,00kr.    128.789,00kr.    

Current Assets

Inventories 3.817,00kr.                                             4.293,00kr.                       4.762,00kr.        4.541,00kr.         4.350,00kr.         

Trade Reciavables 5.729,00kr.                                             6.851,00kr.                       7.888,00kr.        7.828,00kr.         7.855,00kr.         

Tax Reciavebles 324,00kr.                                                 196,00kr.                          203,00kr.            60,00kr.               129,00kr.            

Other reciavebles 2.532,00kr.                                             2.609,00kr.                       2.001,00kr.        2.093,00kr.         1.846,00kr.         

Prepayments 1.074,00kr.                                             949,00kr.                          1.566,00kr.        853,00kr.            867,00kr.            

Total Current Assets 13.476,00kr.                                           14.898,00kr.                    16.420,00kr.      15.375,00kr.      15.047,00kr.      

Non Interest Bearing Debt

Deferred tax liabilities 5.924,00kr.                                             7.147,00kr.                       8.837,00kr.        9.682,00kr.         9.652,00kr.         

Provisions 3.374,00kr.                                             3.010,00kr.                       1.278,00kr.        1.230,00kr.         1.001,00kr.         

Other Liabilities 1.899,00kr.                                             1.442,00kr.                       1.354,00kr.        1.201,00kr.         1.262,00kr.         

Trade Payables 12.260,00kr.                                           12.048,00kr.                    12.927,00kr.      11.862,00kr.      11.021,00kr.      

Deposits on returnable packaging 1.819,00kr.                                             2.034,00kr.                       1.630,00kr.        1.381,00kr.         1.291,00kr.         

Provisons 648,00kr.                                                 510,00kr.                          530,00kr.            619,00kr.            511,00kr.            

Corporation Tax 601,00kr.                                                 796,00kr.                          531,00kr.            537,00kr.            527,00kr.            

Other Liabilities 9.794,00kr.                                             9.323,00kr.                       9.248,00kr.        9.784,00kr.         10.490,00kr.      

Total Non-Interest Bearing Debt 36.319,00kr.                                           36.310,00kr.                    36.335,00kr.      36.296,00kr.      35.755,00kr.      

Invested Capital (Net Operating Assets) 84.982,00kr.                                           98.007,00kr.                    111.089,00kr.    111.905,00kr.    108.081,00kr.    

Equity

Share Capital 3.051,00kr.                                             3.051,00kr.                       3.051,00kr.        3.051,00kr.         3.051,00kr.         

Reserves -35.447,00kr.                                         -31.006,00kr.                   -13.755,00kr.    -6.476,00kr.       -8.740,00kr.       

Retained Earnings 75.885,00kr.                                           80.392,00kr.                    78.515,00kr.      73.686,00kr.      71.555,00kr.      

Non-controlling interests 3.742,00kr.                                             3.560,00kr.                       3.688,00kr.        3.389,00kr.         5.763,00kr.         

Total Equity 47.231,00kr.                                           55.997,00kr.                    71.499,00kr.      73.650,00kr.      71.629,00kr.      

Net Interest Bearing Debt

Borrowings 31.479,00kr.                                           38.690,00kr.                    30.686,00kr.      36.706,00kr.      34.364,00kr.      

Retirement benefit obligations and similar obligation 5.235,00kr.                                             4.626,00kr.                       3.093,00kr.        3.957,00kr.         3.263,00kr.         

Borrowings 4.549,00kr.                                             1.835,00kr.                       9.525,00kr.        3.352,00kr.         1.875,00kr.         

Liabilities associated With Assets Held for sale 88,00kr.                                                   -kr.                   -kr.                   828,00kr.            

Total Net Interest Bearing Debt 41.351,00kr.                                           45.151,00kr.                    43.304,00kr.      44.015,00kr.      40.330,00kr.      

Interest Bearing Assets

Assets Held For Sale 469,00kr.                                                 723,00kr.                          -kr.                   -kr.                   570,00kr.            

Cash and Cash Equivalents 3.131,00kr.                                             2.418,00kr.                       3.714,00kr.        5.760,00kr.         3.145,00kr.         

Total Interest Bearing Assets 3.600,00kr.                                             3.141,00kr.                       3.714,00kr.        5.760,00kr.         3.715,00kr.         

Net Interest Bearing Debt 37.751,00kr.                                           42.010,00kr.                    39.590,00kr.      38.255,00kr.      36.615,00kr.      

Invested Capital 84.982,00kr.                                           98.007,00kr.                    111.089,00kr.    111.905,00kr.    108.244,00kr.    
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Figure 1 Petersen & Plenborg. 2012, (Own Contribution) 

 

2.1 SABMiller 

 

2.2 ABInBev 

 

3.0 Profitability analysis (Peers) 

3.1 ROIC peers 

 

3.2 EBIT margin 

 

Du Pont SABMiller 2008 2009 2010 Average

Decomposition of ROIC

Profit Margin (NOPAT) 17,80% 17,50% 19,37% 28,94% 23,17% 24,79% 24,36% 22,27%

Turnover Rate of Invested Capital 0,603161094 0,487901285 0,506420116 0,382939236 0,40660518 0,39988509 0,475237849 46,60%

Turnover Rate Invested Capital (Days) 596,8554727 737,854174 710,8722351 940,0969305 885,3797686 900,2586207 757,5154228 789,833

Profit Margin EBIT 25% 25% 27% 36% 31% 33% 33% 30,03%

Decomposition of ROE

ROIC EBIT 15% 12% 14% 14% 13% 13% 16% 10,15%

ROIC NOPAT 10,74% 8,54% 9,81% 11,08% 9,42% 9,91% 11,57%

Net Borrowing Cost (NBC) 5,76% 4,74% 5,27% 2,04% 3,45% 3,43% 4,50% 4,17%

Financial Gearing (FGEAR) (Book Value) 53,14% 41,24% 31,40% 67,78% 56,36% 52,00% 42,85% 49,25%

SPREAD 4,98% 3,80% 4,54% 9,04% 5,97% 6,48% 7,07% 5,98%

ROE 13,39% 10,10% 11,24% 17,21% 12,79% 13,28% 14,60% 13,23%

Du Pont  AB InBev 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average

Decomposition of ROIC

Profit Margin (NOPAT) 19% 25% 23% 27% 28% 30% 26% 25%

Turnover Rate of Invested Capital 28% 46% 45% 49% 50% 45% 47% 44%

Turnover Rate Invested Capital (Days) 1286,7 791,1 803,4 728,1 718,1 808,8 761,4 842,5

Profit Margin EBIT 23% 33% 31% 33% 33% 33% 32% 31%

Decomposition of ROE

ROIC EBIT 6% 15% 14% 16% 17% 15% 15% 14%

ROIC NOPAT 5% 11% 10% 13% 14% 13% 12% 11%

Net Borrowing Cost (NBC) 2% 7% 6% 7% 5% -9% 2% 3%

Financial Gearing (FGEAR) (Book Value) 244% 144% 109% 92% 75% 75% 83% 117%

SPREAD 4% 8% 8% 10% 11% 24% 13% 11%

ROE 12,8% 17,7% 14,9% 19,4% 20,5% 29,9% 25,9% 20,15%

ROIC After Tax  (NOPAT) 2014 2013 2012 2011

AbIn Bev 13% 19% 14% 13%

SABMILLER 9% 9% 11% 9%

Heineken 8% 8% 12% 9%

Carlsberg 6% 6% 7% 7%

EBIT MARGIN 2014 2013 2012 2011

AbIn Bev 33% 33% 33% 32%

SABMILLER 28% 23% 25% 25%

Carlsberg 9% 10% 11% 12%

Heineken 15% 13% 20% 14%
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3.3 EBITDA margin 

 

3.4 Turnover rate 

 

3.5 Return on Equity  

 

3.6 Relationship between ROIC, ROE and Cost of Equity 

 

 

3.7 Reinvestment rate 
The reinvestment rate is the proportion of the after-tax operating income that is invested in net capital 

expenditures and non-cash working capital. The quality of these investments are measured as the return of 

the capital invested. (Damdaran, The Fundamentals of Growth, 2012) 

We can say that the reinvestment rate is determining how much the company is putting back into the 

company to generate future growth. In the brewing industry these are important numbers as this is an asset 

heavy industry. The most natural measure for the reinvestment rate to look at would be the weighted average. 

A project can last over several years and this can affect the reinvestment rate. 

𝑅𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 − 𝐷𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∆𝑁𝑜𝑛 − 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑊𝐶

𝐸𝐵𝐼𝑇 ∗ (1 − 𝑇𝑎𝑥 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒)
 

EBITDA Margin 2014 2013 2012 2011

AbIn Bev 40% 40% 40% 39%

SABMILLER 34% 29% 31% 32%

Heineken 23% 22% 27% 21%

Carlsberg 12% 13% 14% 16%

Turnover Rate

AbIn Bev 48% 44% 50% 49%

SABMILLER 40% 41% 38% 51%

Heineken 76% 78% 69% 87%

Carlsberg 66% 60% 59% 56%

 Return on Equity 2014 2013 2012 2011

AB 23% 33% 24% 25%

SABMILLER 14% 14% 18% 12%

Heineken 15% 16% 25% 19%

Carlsberg 10% 10% 10% 10%

Relationship between ROIC, ROE  and  Cost of Eqiuty 2014 2013 2012 2011

ROE 23% 33% 24% 25%

Cost of Equty 10% 9% 9% 11%

ROIC After Tax 13% 19% 14% 13%

ROIC Before Tax 15% 21% 17% 16%
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Capex are capital expenditures that the company has over time. This means that the company will have 

expenditures that actually means capital expenditures for the companies in the future. For these two giants it 

mostly means the building of factories for production capacities and maintain factories. SABMiller has 

historically had quiet high CAPEX ratio along with ABInBev. This is an asset heavy industry. In 2014 

ABInBev had a CAPEX expense in excess of four billion dollars. In our valuation we will take the capital 

expenditures and budget them normally without any significant jumps.  

 

 

Reinvestment Rate 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Average

AB InBev N/A -33,69% -3,50% 3,99% -8,03% -16,79% 21,97% -6,01%

Carlsberg N/A -103,06% -27,10% 34,89% 2,16% 40,83% 2,98% -8,22%

Heineken N/A -51,84% -51,82% -10,07% -25,62% 33,47% 49,01% -9,48%

SABMiller N/A -35,07% -11,15% -27,97% -5,76% 25,55% 32,66% -3,62%

Peer Group Average N/A -55,91% -23,39% 0,21% -9,31% 20,77% 26,65% -6,83%

AB InBev
Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 2.546          2.538          2.494          2.463          2.641          2.967          2.608          

Change in Operating Working Capital 1.953-          118             389-             1.543-          3.304-          1.387          947-             

CAPEX 1.386          2.123          3.300          3.100          3.800          4.300          3.002          

Reinvestment Rate -33,69% -3,50% 3,99% -8,03% -16,79% 21,97% -6,01%

SABMiller

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 881             904             909             867             854             821             873             

Impairment Losses 203             220             273             450             427             410             331             

Change in Operating Working Capital 1.315-          518-             1.810-          395-             854             974             368-             

CAPEX 1.528          1.315          1.639          1.479          1.485          1.572          1.503          

Reinvestment Rate -35,07% -11,15% -27,97% -5,76% 25,55% 32,66% -3,62%

Carlsberg
Depreciation and Impairment Losses (PP&E) 3.628          4.153          3.911          4.693          3.931          4.732          4.175          

Change in Operating Working Capital 5.716-          1.356-          1.983          243-             1.036          809-             851-             

CAPEX 2.800          3.450          4.446          5.100          5.800          5.714          4.552          

Reinvestment Rate -103,06% -27,10% 34,89% 2,16% 40,83% 2,98% -8,22%

Heineken
Depreciation, Amortisation and Impairment Losses (PP&E) 931             907             936             1.061          1.089          1.088          1.002          

Change in Operating Working Capital 494-             960-             53-               994-             366             588             258-             

CAPEX 700             850             800             1.200          1.400          1.500          1.075          

Reinvestment Rate -51,84% -51,82% -10,07% -25,62% 33,47% 49,01% -9,73%
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4.0 Risk premiums 

Here we will present the risk premiums we have computed for SABMiller and for ABInBev. We have tried to 

be as specific as possible for the companies, but some numbers we did not have access to. We have used the 

publicly available numbers and from there computed the expected exposure in the different industries. 

4.1 Risk premium SABMiller 

4.1.1 Exposure SABMiller 

4.1.1.1 Africa 

 

4.1.1.2 Asia Pacific 

 

 

Region ERP Revenue SABMiller exposure

Africa 9074

South Africa 8,11% 4352,0 47,96%

Botswana 6,94% 363,2 4,00%

Ethiopia 10,99% 363,2 4,00%

Ghana 13,21% 363,2 4,00%

Kenya 10,99% 363,2 4,00%

Malawi 16,92% 363,2 4,00%

Mozambique 12,10% 363,2 4,00%

Namibia 8,44% 363,2 4,00%

Nigeria 9,99% 363,2 4,00%

South Sudan 20,90% 363,2 4,00%

Tanzania 12,71% 363,2 4,00%

Uganda 10,99% 363,2 4,00%

Zambia 12,10% 363,2 4,00%

Zimbabwe 17,17% 363,2 4,00%

Total 9074 100,00%

Region ERP Revenue SABMiller exposure

Asia Pacific 5339

Australia 6,00% 2493 46,69%

China 6,67% 2203 41,26%

India 8,44% 128,6 2,41%

Vietnam 10,99% 128,6 2,41%

New Zealand 6,00% 128,6 2,41%

South Korea 6,55% 128,6 2,41%

UAE 6,55% 128,6 2,41%

5339 100,00%
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4.1.1.3 Botswana, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia 

 

4.1.1.4 North America 

 

4.1.1.5 Latin America 

 

Botswana, Mozambique, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia

Country Revenue EPR Exposure

SA 4352 8,11% 47,96%

BOT 416,8333333 6,94% 4,59%

MOZ 416,8333333 12,10% 4,59%

NIGE 416,8333333 9,99% 4,59%

Tanza 416,8333333 12,71% 4,59%

Uganda 416,8333333 10,99% 4,59%

Zambia 416,8333333 12,10% 4,59%

Total 6,87%

Region ERP Revenue SABMiller exposure

North America 5344

USA 6,00% 5201 97,32%

Mexico 7,33% 71,5 1,34%

Canada 6,00% 71,5 1,34%

Total 5344 100,00%

Region ERP Revenue SABMiller exposure

Latin America 7812

Panama 8,11% 471,5555556 6,04%

Peru 7,33% 471,5555556 6,04%

Ecuador 13,21% 471,5555556 6,04%

Honduras 13,21% 471,5555556 6,04%

El Salvador 9,99% 471,5555556 6,04%

Argentina 14,31% 471,5555556 6,04%

Chile 6,67% 471,5555556 6,04%

Dominican Republic 10,99% 471,5555556 6,04%

Paraguay 8,77% 471,5555556 6,04%

Colombia 8,11% 3568 45,67%

7812 100,00%
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4.1.1.6 Europe 

 

 

4.2 Risk premium ABInBev 

4.2.1 Exposure ABInBev 

4.2.2 Volume by region 

 

4.2.2.1 Europe 

 

Region ERP Revenue SABMiller exposure

Europe 5861

UK 6,03% 424 7,23%

Albania 10,99% 235,125 4,01%

Austrua 6,00% 235,125 4,01%

Belgium 6,67% 235,125 4,01%

Czech Republic 6,78% 235,125 4,01%

France 7,60% 235,125 4,01%

Germany 6,00% 235,125 4,01%

Hungary 8,77% 235,125 4,01%

Ireland 7,77% 235,125 4,01%

Italy 8,11% 235,125 4,01%

Netherlands 6,00% 235,125 4,01%

Poland 6,94% 235,125 4,01%

Romania 8,44% 235,125 4,01%

Slovakia 6,94% 235,125 4,01%

Spain 9,00% 235,125 4,01%

Sweden 6,00% 235,125 4,01%

Switzerland 6,00% 235,125 4,01%

Russia 8,77% 335 5,72%

Moldova 13,21% 335 5,72%

Georgia 9,99% 335 5,72%

Ukraine 17,08% 335 5,72%

Turkey 8,44% 335 5,72%

Total 5861 100,00%

US 111691

Canada 9459

MX Mexico 38800

LAN Brazil 117509

LAS Argentina 23727

Belgium 4929

Germany 7945

UK 8636

China 71412

South korea 10775

Total 404883

98,40%Percent of total volume

Volume by region

NA

EU

AP

Europe ERP Weight

Western Europe average 8,00% 1

Easter Europe 8,71%
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4.2.2.2 Asia Pacific 

 

4.2.2.3 Mexico 

 

4.2.2.4 North America 

 

4.2.2.5 Total Exposure  

 

5.0 M&A activity in the global beer market 

5.1 Snow Beer M&A history 

The M&A history of China Resources Snowflake (CR Snow):  

CR Snow started out as a jointly founded company in 1993. It was Founded by the Chinese company called 

China Resources Enterprises (CRE). It took however, only one year to merge their operations with a well-

established brewery South African Breweries Group (known today as SABMiller). This merge helped CR 

Snow to increased gain traction alongside the knowledge from a large industry actor.  

Through the next decade CRE made a couple of acquisitions which was non-directly related to the brewing 

industry diluting the direct revenue from beer sales in China. However, in 2006 CR Snow managed to be the 

most sold beer in China, creating a focus on this brand which was a young brand compared to other actors’ 

brands. In 2006, CR Snow became most single beer brand worldwide volume wise. This made the CRE 

management realize a lot of money could be made in this booming beer market. The management of CRE 

therefore initiated a back to core business strategy and started to sell of all non-beer related companies. In 

Asia Pacific ERP

China 6,67% 1

Korea 6,55%

Mexico ERP Weight

Mexico 7,33% 1

North America ERP Weight

United States 6,00% 0,5

Canada 6,00% 0,5

Region MRP AB InBev Revenues % of Revenue Weighted ERP

North America (USA) 6,00% 16093 34,19% 2,05%

Mexico 7,33% 4619 9,81% 0,72%

Latin America North (Brazil) 8,44% 11269 23,94% 2,02%

Latin America South (Argentina) 14,31% 2961 6,29% 0,90%

Europe 8,00% 4865 10,34% 0,83%

Asia Pacific (China) 6,67% 5040 10,71% 0,71%

Global Export and Holding Comapnies6,00% 2216 4,71% 0,28%

Total 47063 100,00% 7,52%
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2015, CR Snow became a company only focused on the Brewing industry, which led them to change the 

name from China Resources Snow to China Resources Beer Company Limited. (CR Beer website, u.d.) 

Since the company’s history doesn’t date back this much, their acquisitions and merges have been quite vast,  

which is natural in order to reach such a large market share in such short time. 

In 2004, CR Snow did the first acquisition directly within the brewing industry, acquiring 90% of two 

breweries from Anhui Longjin Group. The same year CR Snow initiated the acquisition of The Funyang City 

Snowland Brewery which was concluded in 2005. CR Snow increased their acquisition activities from 2006 to 

2015, where they acquired another 24 brewing companies (Market Line, CR Snow Page 5-7, 2014). This was 

complimented by a series of acquisitions by CRE which was not strictly within brewing industry. However, 

these alternative business was divested in 2015 (see above). The strategy in for CR Snow are obvious. In 

order to be part of the world’s largest breweries, within a short time span, they had engage in a large number 

of acquisitions. CRE and SABMiller was able to provide enough capital for CR Snow to grow this fast. It’s a 

really aggressive strategy, only possible to do in an unconsolidated market with no large structure and difficult 

market entry barriers.  

 

6.0 Beta balues 

 

 

We have made regression analyses for both SABMiller and ABInBev. Due to the extent of the numbers of 

the input date and space required for this we have only applied the numbers we find relevant.  

Time 6 Years Time 6 Years 10 years

Beta 0,8966129 Beta 0,958411065 1,0868059

AbInBev S&P 500 SABMILLER FTSE 100
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7.0 WACC 

7.1 ABInBev applied WACC 

7.1.2 WACC based on market values 

 

7.1.3 Credit ratings explanation 

 

2016 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011

Tax Rate 20,5% 22,0% 19,3% 26,0% 26,0% 26,0%

Capital Structure

Market Value Net Interest Bearing Debt 91.900.279.281,77kr.                      44.840.279.281,77kr.    40.989.379.281,77kr.        33.001.129.281,77kr.                       27.087.575.000,00kr.                                  18.623.150.000,00kr.    

Market Capitalisation 195.481.834.061,80kr.                    201.030.269.500,00kr.   174.880.252.043,44kr.      160.920.710.129,36kr.                     128.369.888.891,92kr.                                 86.040.955.346,00kr.    

Enterprise Value 287.382.113.343,57kr.                    245.870.548.781,77kr.   215.869.631.325,21kr.      193.921.839.411,13kr.                     155.457.463.891,92kr.                                 104.664.105.346,00kr.   

D/EV 32% 18% 19% 17% 17% 18%

E/EV 68% 82% 81% 83% 83% 82%

NIBD/E 47% 22% 23% 21% 21% 22%

Credit Spread

Debt Cost of Capital 3,84% 3,96% 4,19% 4,65% 5,05% 6,33%

After Tax Cost Of Debt 3,05% 3,09% 3,38% 3,44% 3,74% 4,68%

Contribution to weighted average 1,0% 0,6% 0,6% 0,6% 0,7% 0,8%

Equity Cost of Capital

Risk Premium 8,40% 8,40% 7,52% 8,40% 8,40% 8,40%

Adjusted Beta 0,85 0,88 0,87 0,85 0,84 0,86

Risk-free Rate 2% 2,00% 2,40% 1,85% 1,97% 3,36%

Cost of Equty 9,1% 9,4% 8,9% 9,0% 9,0% 10,6%

Contribution to weighted average 6,2% 7,7% 7,2% 7,5% 7,5% 8,7%

WACC Yearly 7,172% 8,242% 7,883% 8,045% 8,105% 9,534%

WACC AB-In-Bev Based on Market Values

Investment Grade Ratings Maximum Safety Very High Quality Upper Medium Quality Lower Medium Grade

Standard & Poor's Rating Service AAA AA A BBB

Moody's Investors Service Aaa Aa A Baa

Speculative Grade Ratings Speculative Highly Speculative Substantial Risk Extremely Speculative Extreamly Close to Default

Standard & Poor's Rating Service BB B CCC CC C

Moody's Investors Service Ba B Caa Ca C

Credit Spread

Bond Name ABIBB 2 1/2

Currency USD

Face Value 100                            

Time of Issue 11-07-2012

Maturity Date 15-07-2022

Callable No

Number of Trades (14.09.2015) Highly Volatile

Coupon Rate 2,50%

Price (14.09.2015) 96,679

YTM (14.09.2015) 3,04%

AB InBev

D/EV 25%

E/EV 75%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 7,52%

Beta 0,8900

Adjusted Beta 0,8700

Re 9,09%

Credit Spread 0,64%

Tax Rate 19,3%

After-Tax Rd 2,45%

WACC 7,431%
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7.2 WACC SABMiller 
 

 

 

 

8.0 Forecasting 

8.1 Forecasting ABInBev 

 

8.1.1 Mexico 

 

SABMiller's Credit Ratings 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2014

Standard & Poor's Rating Service BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ BBB+ A- A-

Moody's Investors Service Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1 Baa1

Tax Rate 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Historic Average

Effective Tax Rate 30,2% 28,5% 28,2% 27,5% 27,0% 26,0% 26,0% 27,6%

Capital Structure 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 Historic Average

NIBD (D) 8.562           8.495          7.147          17.631        15.476        14.290        10.436        11.720                

Market Capitalization (E) 34.855         24.529        48.817        58.905        67.094        88.060        83.554        57.973                

Enterprise Value (E+D) 43.417         33.024        55.964        76.536        82.570        102.350      93.990        69.693                

NIBD / Enterprise Value 20% 26% 13% 23% 19% 14% 11% 17%

Market Cap / Enterprise Value 80% 74% 87% 77% 81% 86% 89% 83%

Terminal Period

AB InBev Revenue Growth Rate E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Mexico 2,5 % 2,9 % 5,4 % 4,7 % 4,6 % 2,5 %

Latin America North 4,0 % 5,4 % 5,7 % 5,3 % 5,0 % 4,0 %

Latin America South 5,3 % 7,7 % 7,0 % 5,7 % 5,5 % 2,5 %

North America -2,4 % -2,5 % 0,3 % 0,9 % 1,6 % 2,0 %

Europe -2,0 % -1,5 % 1,5 % 3,5 % 2,1 % 1,5 %

Asia Pacific 8,4 % 6,5 % 5,6 % 5,1 % 4,7 % 4,5 %

Global Export and Holding 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 %

Weighted Revenue Growth Rate 2,46% 2,89% 4,03% 4,01% 3,88% 3,15%

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Mexico E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth 1,5 % 1,9 % 2,4 % 2,7 % 3,1 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 1,0 % 1,0 % 3,0 % 2,0 % 1,5 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 2,5 % 2,9 % 5,4 % 4,7 % 4,6 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Credit Spread

Bond Name SABLN 3 3/4

Currency USD

Face Value 100              

Time of Issue 17-01-2012

Maturity Date 15-01-2022

Callable No

Number of Trades (14.09.2015) 5000*2

Coupon Rate 3,75%

Price (14.09.2015) 103,257

YTM (14.09.2015) 3,18%

SABMiller

D/EV 25%

E/EV 75%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 8,47%

Beta 0,9000

Adjusted Beta 0,9333

Re 10,02%

Credit Spread 0,78%

Tax Rate 27,6%

After-Tax Rd 2,30%

WACC 8,09%
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8.1.2 Latin America North 

 

8.1.3 Latin America South 

 

8.1.4 North America 

 

8.1.5 Europe 

 

8.1.6 Asia Pacific 

 

Growth Rate – Latin America North E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth 1,0 % 1,4 % 1,7 % 1,8 % 2,0 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 3,0 % 4,0 % 4,0 % 3,5 % 3,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 4,0 % 5,4 % 5,7 % 5,3 % 5,0 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Latin America South E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics growh 1,3 % 1,7 % 2,0 % 2,2 % 2,5 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 4,0 % 6,0 % 5,0 % 3,5 % 3,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 5,3 % 7,7 % 7,0 % 5,7 % 5,5 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – North America E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth Rate -0,4 % -0,5 % -0,2 % -0,1 % -0,4 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth -2,0 % -2,0 % 0,5 % 1,0 % 2,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth -2,4 % -2,5 % 0,3 % 0,9 % 1,6 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Europe E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Growth Focus Economics -1,0 % 1,0 % 0,5 % 0,5 % 0,6 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth -1,0 % -2,5 % 1,0 % 3,0 % 1,5 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth -2,0 % -1,5 % 1,5 % 3,5 % 2,1 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Asia Pasific E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Growth Focus Economics 2,4 % 2,5 % 2,6 % 2,6 % 2,7 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 6,0 % 4,0 % 3,0 % 2,5 % 2,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 8,4 % 6,5 % 5,6 % 5,1 % 4,7 %

Short-Term Medium-Term
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8.1.7 Terminal year forecast 

 

 

8.1.8 Forecasted exposure & volumes 

 

 

8.2 Forecasting SABMiller 

 

Terminal Year Forecast 2014-2030 2031-2060 Average Volume Weights Total US Inflation Target Nominal Regional Growth Rate AB InBev Terminal Growth

Mexico 0,5 % 2,0 % 1,3 % 38.800         1,25% 2% 3,25% 3,00% 0,25%

Latin America North

Brazil 2,6 % 2,0 % 2,3 % 117.509       93,69%

Non-OECD 3,0 % 2,5 % 2,8 % 7.909           6,31%

Total 125.418       100% 2,33% 2% 4,33% 2,50% 1,83%

Latin America South

Argentina 2,5 % 2,0 % 2,3 % 23.727         64,43%

Non-OECD 3,0 % 2,9 % 3,0 % 13.099         35,57%

Total 36.826         100% 2,50% 2% 4,50% 2,50% 2,00%

North America

USA 2,4 % 1,7 % 2,1 % 111.691       92,19%

Non-OECD 2,1 % 1,9 % 2,0 % 9.459           7,81%

Total 121.150       100% 2,05% 2% 4,05% 2,00% 2,05%

Europe 1,7 % 1,5 % 1,6 % 44.278         1,60% 2% 3,60% 2,00% 1,60%

Asia Pacific

China 5% 2,7 % 3,0 % 71.754         87%

South Korea 2,9 % 1,6 % 2,3 % 10.775         13%

Total 82.529         100% 2,90% 2% 4,90% 2,00% 2,90%

Global Export and Holding 2,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 9.800           2,00% 2% 4,00% 2,00% 2,00%

Terminal Period

SABMiller Revenue Growth Rate E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Latin America 2,7 % 3,7 % 4,0 % 5,2 % 4,5 % 3,5 %

North America -2,4 % -1,0 % 2,3 % 2,4 % 2,1 % 2,0 %

Europe 1,0 % -1,4 % 1,4 % -0,5 % 2,1 % 2,0 %

Africa and Middle East 8,0 % 6,9 % 6,0 % 7,4 % 7,0 % 5,0 %

Asia Pacific 6,0 % 6,1 % 5,1 % 4,6 % 4,2 % 4,0 %

Weighted Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Short-Term Medium-Term

Forecasted Exposure AB InBev 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Mexico 39.770                 40.923        43.133        45.160         47.238        

Latin America North 130.435               137.478      145.314      153.016       160.667      

Latin America South 38.778                 41.764        44.687        47.234         49.832        

North America 118.242               115.286      115.632      116.673       118.540      

Europe 43.392                 42.742        43.383        44.901         45.844        

Asia Pacific 89.461                 95.276        100.612      105.743       110.713      

Global Export and Holding 9.996                   10.196        10.400        10.608         10.820        

Total 470.075               483.665      503.161      523.336       543.654      

Forecasted Exposure AB InBev 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Mexico 8,5% 8,5% 8,6% 8,6% 8,7%

Latin America North 27,7% 28,4% 28,9% 29,2% 29,6%

Latin America South 8,2% 8,6% 8,9% 9,0% 9,2%

North America 25,2% 23,8% 23,0% 22,3% 21,8%

Europe 9,2% 8,8% 8,6% 8,6% 8,4%

Asia Pacific 19,0% 19,7% 20,0% 20,2% 20,4%

Global Export and Holding 2,1% 2,1% 2,1% 2,0% 2,0%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Region AB InBev Volume Weights

Mexico 38.800                 8,46%

Latin America North 125.418               27,34%

Latin America South 36.826                 8,03%

North America 121.150               26,41%

Europe 44.278                 9,65%

Asia Pacific 82.529                 17,99%

Global Export and Holding 9.800                   2,14%

Total 458.801               100%
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8.2.1 Latin America 

 

8.2.2 North America 

 

8.2.3 Europe 

 

 

8.2.4 Africa and the Middle East 

 

8.2.5 Asia Pacific 

 

Growth Rate – Latin America E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth forecast -1,3 % 1,7 % 2,0 % 2,2 % 2,5 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 4,0 % 2,0 % 2,0 % 3,0 % 2,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 2,7 % 3,7 % 4,0 % 5,2 % 4,5 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – North America E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economcs growth forecast -0,4 % -0,5 % -0,2 % -0,1 % -0,4 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth -2,0 % -0,5 % 2,5 % 2,5 % 2,5 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth -2,4 % -1,0 % 2,3 % 2,4 % 2,1 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Europe E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth forecast -1,0 % 0,1 % 0,4 % 0,5 % 0,6 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 2,0 % -1,5 % 1,0 % -1,0 % 1,5 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 1,0 % -1,4 % 1,4 % -0,5 % 2,1 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Africa and the Middle East E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth forecast 3,0 % 2,9 % 4,0 % 3,4 % 4,0 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 5,0 % 4,0 % 2,0 % 4,0 % 3,0 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 8,0 % 6,9 % 6,0 % 7,4 % 7,0 %

Short-Term Medium-Term

Growth Rate – Asia Pasific E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019

Focus Economics Growth+IMF 2,5 % 2,6 % 2,6 % 2,6 % 2,7 %

Incremental Firm Generated Revenue Growth 3,5 % 3,5 % 2,5 % 2,0 % 1,5 %

Forecasted Regional Revenue Growth 6,0 % 6,1 % 5,1 % 4,6 % 4,2 %

Short-Term Medium-Term
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8.2.6 Terminal year value  

 

8.2.7 SABMiller revenue weights 

 

8.2.8 Forecasted exposure  

 

 

Terminal Year Forecast 2014-2030 2031-2060 Average Revenue Weights Total US Inflation Target Nominal Regional Growth Rate

Latin-America

Argentina 3,4 % 2,3 % 2,9 % 472                    6%

Non-OCED 4,8 % 2,9 % 3,9 % 7.340                 94%

Total 7.812                 100% 3,79% 2% 5,79%

North America

USA 2,4 % 1,7 % 2,1 % 5.201                 97%

Canada 2,1 % 1,9 % 2,0 % 143                    3%

Total 5.344                 100% 2,05% 2% 4,05%

Europe 1,7 % 1,5 % 1,6 % 5.861                 1,6 % 2% 3,60%

Africa

South Africa 4,5 % 2,6 % 3,6 % 4.352                 48%

Non-OCED 4,8 % 2,9 % 3,9 % 4.722                 52%

Total 9.074                 100% 3,71% 2% 5,71%

Asia Pacific

China 5% 2,4 % 3,7 % 2.203                 42%

South Korea 2,9 % 1,6 % 2,3 % 129                    2%

Indonesia 5,5 % 3,7 % 4,6 % 129                    2%

India 5,8 % 4,3 % 5,1 % 129                    2%

Australia 3,2 % 2,4 % 2,8 % 2.493                 48%

New Zealand 2,6 % 2,2 % 2,4 % 129                    2%

Total 4,2 % 2,8 % 3,5 % 5.210                 100% 3,26% 2% 5,26%

Forecasted Exposure 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Latin-America 8.023                        8.320          8.653          9.102                 9.512          

North America 5.216                        5.164          5.282          5.409                 5.523          

Europe 5.920                        5.837          5.918          5.889                 6.013          

Africa and Middle East 9.800                        10.476        11.105        11.926               12.761        

Asia Pacific 5.659                        6.005          6.311          6.601                 6.878          

Total 34.618                      35.801        37.269        38.928               40.687        

Forecasted Exposure SABMiller 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Latin-America 23,18% 23,24% 23,22% 23,38% 23,38%

North America 15,07% 14,42% 14,17% 13,90% 13,57%

Europe 17,10% 16,30% 15,88% 15,13% 14,78%

Africa and Middle East 28,31% 29,26% 29,80% 30,64% 31,36%

Asia Pacific 16,35% 16,77% 16,93% 16,96% 16,91%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Region SABMiller Revenues Weights

Latin-America 7.812                        23,37%

North America 5.344                        15,99%

Europe 5.861                        17,53%

Africa and Middle East 9.074                        27,14%

Asia Pacific 5.339                        15,97%

Total 33.430                      100%
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9.0 Pro forma statements ABInBev 

9.1 ABInBev forecasting assumptions 

 

9.2 ABInBev pro forma income statement 

 

Terminal Period

Forecasting Assumptions 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Financial Value Drivers
Growth Drivers

Net Revenue 23.507        36.758        36.297        39.046        39.758        43.195               47.063        48.219        49.614        51.613        53.683        55.767        57.522                           

Net Revenue Growth Rate 56,37% -1,25% 7,57% 1,82% 8,64% 8,95% 2,46% 2,89% 4,03% 4,01% 3,88% 3,15%

Share of Result of Associates (% of Net Revenue) 0,26% 1,40% 1,44% 1,60% 1,57% 0,68% 0,02% 0,99% 0,99% 0,99% 0,99% 0,99% 0,99%

Other Operating Income/Expenses (% of Net Revenue) 1,90% 1,84% 1,68% 1,79% 1,72% 2,71% 2,96% 2,08% 2,08% 2,08% 2,08% 2,08% 2,08%

Cost Drivers 

Cost of Sales (% of Net Revenue) 38,76% 41,31% 39,11% 37,51% 36,31% 35,79% 35,03% 37,51% 37,51% 37,51% 37,51% 37,51% 37,51%

Distribution Expenses (% of Net Revenue) 11,06% 6,96% 7,68% 8,20% 9,25% 9,13% 9,41% 8,44% 8,44% 8,44% 8,44% 8,44% 8,44%

Sales and Marketing Expenses (% of Net Revenue) 13,42% 12,71% 12,05% 12,15% 12,24% 12,76% 13,93% 12,64% 12,64% 12,64% 12,64% 12,64% 12,64%

Administrative Expenses (% of Net Revenue) 5,42% 5,38% 4,62% 4,60% 4,90% 5,23% 5,19% 4,99% 4,99% 4,99% 4,99% 4,99% 4,99%

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment (% of Non-Current Assets) 1,70% 2,51% 2,50% 2,50% 2,42% 2,15% 2,40% 2,41% 2,41% 2,41% 2,41% 2,41% 2,41%

Amortization and Impairment of Intangible Assets (% of Non-Current Assets) 0,15% 0,27% 0,25% 0,29% 0,28% 0,28% 0,31% 0,28% 0,28% 0,28% 0,28% 0,28% 0,28%

Impairment of Goodwill (% of Non-Current Assets) 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Net Finance Cost Before Tax (% of NIBD) 2,76% 9,42% 8,85% 8,27% 6,52% 5,28% 2,91% 6,88% 6,88% 6,88% 6,88% 6,88% 6,88%

Special Items (% of Non-Current Assets)

Restructuring 0,45% 0,12% 0,17% 0,32% 0,04% 0,10% 0,13% 0,14% 0,14% 0,14% 0,14% 0,14% 0,14%

Business and Assets Disposal -0,04% 1,52% -0,02% 0,08% 0,06% 0,02% 0,13% 0,30% 0,30% 0,30% 0,30% 0,30% 0,30%

Acquisition Costs Business Combinations 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,01% 0,05% 0,07% 0,06% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03%

Disputes -0,02% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Investment Drivers
Non-Current Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Property, Plant and Equipment 83,68% 44,78% 43,79% 41,03% 41,40% 48,36% 43,06% 43,74% 43,74% 43,74% 43,74% 43,74% 43,74%

Goodwill 213,74% 141,81% 144,63% 131,39% 130,20% 161,89% 150,35% 143,38% 143,38% 143,38% 143,38% 143,38% 143,38%

Intangible Assets 100,55% 63,02% 64,36% 61,00% 61,30% 67,92% 63,58% 63,53% 63,53% 63,53% 63,53% 63,53% 63,53%

Investments in Associates 29,23% 18,35% 20,10% 17,15% 17,83% 0,43% 0,23% 12,35% 12,35% 12,35% 12,35% 12,35% 12,35%

Deferred Tax Assets 3,96% 2,58% 2,05% 1,72% 2,03% 2,73% 2,25% 2,23% 2,23% 2,23% 2,23% 2,23% 2,23%

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 5,59% 5,28% 4,68% 3,43% 3,09% 2,90% 3,76% 3,86% 3,86% 3,86% 3,86% 3,86% 3,86%

Current Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Inventories 12,20% 6,40% 6,64% 6,32% 6,29% 6,83% 6,32% 6,47% 6,47% 6,47% 6,47% 6,47% 6,47%

Income Tax Receivables 2,47% 1,61% 1,01% 0,80% 0,49% 0,77% 0,76% 0,91% 0,91% 0,91% 0,91% 0,91% 0,91%

Current Trade and Other Receivables 17,55% 11,15% 12,78% 10,55% 10,12% 12,41% 13,70% 11,79% 11,79% 11,79% 11,79% 11,79% 11,79%

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt (% of Net Revenue)

Income Tax Payable 1,72% 1,43% 1,32% 1,28% 1,37% 2,56% 1,34% 1,55% 1,55% 1,55% 1,55% 1,55% 1,55%

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 7,50% 5,38% 6,32% 3,96% 5,82% 7,46% 2,27% 5,20% 5,20% 5,20% 5,20% 5,20% 5,20%

Current Trade and Other Payables 43,55% 30,95% 33,26% 34,16% 35,96% 38,14% 40,21% 35,44% 35,44% 35,44% 35,44% 35,44% 35,44%

Non-Current Provisions 3,39% 2,63% 2,51% 2,24% 1,61% 1,23% 1,35% 1,93% 1,93% 1,93% 1,93% 1,93% 1,93%

Current Provisions 1,95% 0,84% 0,66% 0,62% 0,45% 0,45% 0,35% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56%

Deferred Tax Liabilities 53,47% 33,99% 32,81% 28,89% 28,09% 29,73% 26,99% 30,08% 30,08% 30,08% 30,08% 30,08% 30,08%

Financial Drivers
Interest-Bearing Debt (% of Net Revenue)

Non-Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 204,36% 128,00% 115,60% 88,61% 97,97% 95,55% 92,71% 103,07% 103,07% 103,07% 103,07% 103,07% 103,07%

Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 48,08% 5,48% 8,04% 14,24% 13,56% 18,16% 15,83% 12,55% 12,55% 12,55% 12,55% 12,55% 12,55%

Bank Overdrafts 3,25% 0,08% 0,04% 0,02% 0,00% 0,01% 0,09% 0,04% 0,04% 0,04% 0,04% 0,04% 0,04%

Employee Benefits 12,69% 7,10% 7,57% 8,81% 9,30% 6,63% 6,48% 7,65% 7,65% 7,65% 7,65% 7,65% 7,65%

Interest-Bearing Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Non-Current Investment Securities 1,02% 0,75% 0,67% 0,62% 0,64% 0,45% 0,25% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56% 0,56%

Current Investment Securities 1,15% 0,15% 1,77% 0,26% 17,17% 0,28% 0,64% 3,38% 3,38% 3,38% 3,38% 3,38% 3,38%

Cash and Cash Equivalents 12,49% 10,04% 12,43% 13,62% 17,73% 22,78% 17,76% 15,73% 15,73% 15,73% 15,73% 15,73% 15,73%

Employee Benefits 0,03% 0,03% 0,04% 0,03% 0,03% 0,02% 0,02% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03% 0,03%

Assets Held for Sale 0,22% 0,18% 0,09% 0,00% 0,09% 0,19% 0,21% 0,13% 0,13% 0,13% 0,13% 0,13% 0,13%

Historic Period Short-Term Medium-Term

Terminal Period

Pro Forma Income Statement (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Operations

Net Revenue 23.507        36.758        36.297        39.046        39.758        43.195               47.063        48.219        49.614        51.613        53.683        55.767        57.522                           

Cost of Sales 9.112          15.186        14.197        14.647        14.437        15.461               16.486        18.088        18.611        19.361        20.138        20.920        21.578                           

Gross Profit 14.395        21.572        22.100        24.399        25.321        27.734               30.577        30.131        31.002        32.252        33.545        34.847        35.944                           

Distribution Expenses 2.601          2.560          2.786          3.201          3.679          3.943                 4.430          4.069          4.187          4.356          4.530          4.706          4.854                             

Sales and Marketing Expenses 3.155          4.673          4.375          4.743          4.865          5.511                 6.555          6.095          6.271          6.524          6.785          7.049          7.270                             

Administrative Expenses 1.275          1.978          1.678          1.797          1.949          2.261                 2.441          2.405          2.475          2.575          2.678          2.782          2.869                             

Other Operating Income/Expenses 447             676             609             699             684             1.169                 1.391          1.005          1.034          1.076          1.119          1.162          1.199                             

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 7.811          13.037        13.870        15.357        15.512        17.188               18.542        18.567        19.104        19.874        20.671        21.473        22.149                           

Restructuring 458             124             169             318             36               118                    158             187             193             201             209             217             223                                

Business and Assets Disposal 38-               1.541          16-               78               58               30                      157             387             398             414             431             448             462                                

Acquisition Costs Business Combinations -              -              -              5                 54               82                      77               40               42               43               45               47               48                                  

Disputes 20-               -              -              -              -              -                     -              -              -              -              -              -              -                                 

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 7.295          14.454        13.685        15.112        15.480        17.018               18.464        18.727        19.268        20.045        20.848        21.658        22.339                           

Share of Result of Associates 60 513             521             623             624             294                    9                 479             493             513             533             554             571                                

EBITDA 7.355          14.967        14.206        15.735        16.104        17.312               18.473        19.205        19.761        20.557        21.381        22.212        22.911                           

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 1.746          2.546          2.538          2.494          2.463          2.641                 2.967          3.131          3.221          3.351          3.485          3.621          3.735                             

Amortization and Impairment of Intangible Assets 159             272             250             289             284             344                    388             363             373             388             404             419             433                                

Impairment of Goodwill 7                 -              -              -              -              -                     -              -              -              -              -              -              -                                 

Operating Profit (EBIT) 5.443          12.149        11.418        12.952        13.357        14.327               15.120        15.712        16.166        16.818        17.492        18.172        18.743                           

Tax on Operations 966             2.908          2.921          2.490          2.077          1.549                  2.738          3.037          3.125          3.251          3.381          3.512          3.623                             

NOPAT 4.477          9.242          8.497          10.462        11.280        12.778               12.382        12.675        13.042        13.567        14.111        14.659        15.121                           

Financials

Finance Costs 1.701          4.291          3.336          3.035          2.532          3.047                 2.797          

Finance Income 288             501             525             438             344             561                    969             

Financial Costs Before Special Items 1.413          3.790          2.811          2.597          2.188          2.486                 1.828          

Non-Recurring Finance Cost 187             629             925             540             18               283-                    509-             

Fair Value Adjustments 43-               67-               -              -              -              6.410                 -              

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 1.643          4.486          3.736          3.137          2.206          4.207-                 1.319          3.431          3.530          3.672          3.820          3.968          4.093                             

Effective Tax Rate 17,8% 25,0% 26,8% 20,2% 16,3% 11,1% 18,1% 19,3% 19,3% 19,3% 19,3% 19,3% 19,3%

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 292             1.122          1.001          634             360             -467                   239             663             682             710             738             767             791                                 

Net Finance Cost After Tax 1.351          3.365          2.735          2.503          1.846          3.740-                 1.080          2.768          2.848          2.963          3.081          3.201          3.302                             

Net Profit 3.126          5.877          5.762          7.959          9.434          16.518               11.302        9.907          10.194        10.605        11.030        11.458        11.819                           

Historic Period Short-Term Medium-Term
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9.3 ABInBev pro forma balance sheet 

 

 

9.4 ABInBev cash flow statement 

 

 

Terminal period

Pro Forma Balance Sheet (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Operations

Non-Current Assets

Property, Plant and Equipment 19.671        16.461        15.893        16.022        16.461        20.889               20.263        21.090        21.699        22.574        23.479        24.391        25.158                           

Goodwill 50.244        52.125        52.498        51.302        51.766        69.927               70.758        69.136        71.135        74.002        76.969        79.957        82.474                           

Intangible Assets 23.637        23.165        23.359        23.818        24.371        29.338               29.923        30.633        31.519        32.790        34.104        35.428        36.543                           

Investments in Associates 6.871          6.744          7.295          6.696          7.090          187                    110             5.955          6.127          6.374          6.629          6.887          7.103                             

Deferred Tax Assets 932             949             744             673             807             1.180                 1.058          1.074          1.105          1.150          1.196          1.242          1.281                             

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 1.315          1.941          1.700          1.339          1.228          1.252                 1.769          1.860          1.913          1.990          2.070          2.151          2.218                             

Total Non-Current Assets 102.670      101.385      101.489      99.850        101.723      122.773             123.881      129.747      133.498      138.879      144.448      150.056      154.779                         

Current Assets

Inventories 2.868          2.354          2.409          2.466          2.500          2.950                 2.974          3.118          3.208          3.337          3.471          3.606          3.719                             

Income Tax Receivables 580             590             366             312             195             332                    359             437             449             467             486             505             521                                

Current Trade and Other Receivables 4.126          4.099          4.638          4.121          4.023          5.362                 6.449          5.683          5.848          6.083          6.327          6.573          6.780                             

Total Current Assets 7.574          7.043          7.413          6.899          6.718          8.644                 9.782          9.238          9.505          9.888          10.284        10.684        11.020                           

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt

Income Tax Payable 405             526             478             499             543             1.105                 629             746             768             799             831             863             890                                

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 1.763          1.979          2.295          1.548          2.313          3.222                 1.070          2.509          2.582          2.686          2.793          2.902          2.993                             

Current Trade and Other Payables 10.238        11.377        12.071        13.337        14.295        16.474               18.922        17.091        17.585        18.294        19.027        19.766        20.388                           

Non-Current Provisions 796             966             912             874             641             532                    634             930             957             995             1.035          1.075          1.109                             

Current Provisions 458             308             238             241             180             196                    165             271             278             290             301             313             323                                

Deferred Tax Liabilities 12.569        12.495        11.909        11.279        11.168        12.841               12.701        14.506        14.925        15.527        16.149        16.776        17.304                           

Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 26.229        27.651        27.903        27.778        29.140        34.370               34.121        36.052        37.095        38.590        40.137        41.696        43.008                           

Operating Working Capital 18.655-        20.608-        20.490-        20.879-        22.422-        25.726-               24.339-        26.815-        27.590-        28.702-        29.853-        31.012-        31.988-                           

Net Operating Assets 84.015        80.777        80.999        78.971        79.301        97.047               99.542        102.932      105.908      110.177      114.595      119.044      122.791                         

Financials

Equity

Issued Capital 1.730          1.732          1.733          1.734          1.734          1.735                 1.736          

Share Premium 17.477        17.515        17.535        17.557        17.574        17.608               17.620        

Reserves 3.247-          623             2.335          381             157             18                      4.558-          

Retained Earnings 6.482          10.448        13.656        17.820        21.677        31.004               35.174        

Minority Interests 1.989          2.853          3.540          3.552          4.299          4.943                 4.285          

Equity Primo 54.257        53.031        54.565        56.764        59.040        61.332                           

Net Profit 9.907          10.194        10.605        11.030        11.458        11.819                           

Dividends 11.133-        8.661-          8.405-          8.754-          9.166-          9.889-                             

Equity Ultimo 24.431        33.171        38.799        41.044        45.441        55.308               54.257        53.031        54.565        56.764        59.040        61.332        63.262                           

Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 48.039        47.049        41.961        34.598        38.951        41.274               43.630        49.701        51.138        53.199        55.333        57.481        59.290                           

Current Interest-Bearing Loans and Borrowings 11.301        2.015          2.919          5.559          5.390          7.846                 7.451          6.053          6.228          6.479          6.738          7.000          7.220                             

Bank Overdrafts 765             28               14               8                 -              6                        41               19               20               20               21               22               23                                  

Employee Benefits 2.983          2.611          2.746          3.440          3.699          2.862                 3.050          3.688          3.795          3.947          4.106          4.265          4.399                             

Total Interest-Bearing Debt 63.088        51.703        47.640        43.605        48.040        51.988               54.172        59.461        61.180        63.646        66.198        68.768        70.932                           

Interest-Bearing Assets

Non-Current Investment Securities 239             277             243             244             256             193                    118             272             280             292             303             315             325                                

Current Investment Securities 270             55               641             103             6.827          123                    301             1.629          1.677          1.744          1.814          1.884          1.944                             

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2.936          3.689          4.511          5.320          7.051          9.839                 8.357          7.583          7.802          8.117          8.442          8.770          9.046                             

Employee Benefits 8                 10               13               10               12               10                      10               13               13               14               15               15               16                                  

Assets Held for Sale 51               66               32               1                 34               84                      101             61               63               66               68               71               73                                  

Total Interest-Bearing Assets 3.504          4.097          5.440          5.678          14.180        10.249               8.887          9.560          9.836          10.232        10.643        11.056        11.404                           

Net Interest-Bearing Debt 59.584        47.606        42.200        37.927        33.860        41.739               45.285        49.901        51.344        53.413        55.555        57.712        59.528                           

Net Financial Investments 84.015        80.777        80.999        78.971        79.301        97.047               99.542        102.932      105.908      110.177      114.595      119.044      122.791                         

Operating Assets – Invested Capital -              -              -              -              -              -                     -              -              -              -              -              -              -                                 

Medium-TermHistoric Period Short-Term

Terminal period

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement (USD million) E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Total Non-Current Assets Primo 123.881      129.747      133.498      138.879      144.448      150.056                         

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 3.131          3.221          3.351          3.485          3.621          3.735                             

Total Non-Current Assets Ultimo 129.747      133.498      138.879      144.448      150.056      154.779                         

CAPEX 8.997          6.972          8.732          9.054          9.229          8.457                             

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement

NOPAT 12.675        13.042        13.567        14.111        14.659        15.121                           

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 3.131          3.221          3.351          3.485          3.621          3.735                             

Change in Operating Working Capital -2.476         -775            -1.112         -1.151         -1.159         -976                               

CAPEX 8.997          6.972          8.732          9.054          9.229          8.457                             

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 9.285          10.066        9.298          9.694          10.210        11.374                           

Change in Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 4.616          1.443          2.070          2.142          2.157          1.816                             

Net Finance Cost After Tax 2.768          2.848          2.963          3.081          3.201          3.302                             

Free cash flow to equity (FCFE) 11.133        8.661          8.405          8.754          9.166          9.889                             

Dividends 11.133-        8.661-          8.405-          8.754-          9.166-          9.889-                             

Cash surplus -              -              -              -              -              -                                 

Short-Term Medium-Term
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10.0 Pro forma statements SABMiller 

10.1 Forecasting assumptions 

 

10.2 SABMiller pro forma income statement 

 

Terminal Period

Forecasting Assumptions 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Financial Value Drivers
Growth Drivers

Sales Revenue 18.703        18.020        19.408        21.760        23.213        22.311                           22.130        

Excise Duties 3.820          3.825          4.263          5.047          5.755          5.607                             5.596          

Net Revenue 14.883        14.195        15.145        16.713        17.458        16.704                           16.534        17.121        17.707        18.433        19.253        20.123        20.854               

Net Revenue Growth Rate -4,62% 6,69% 10,35% 4,46% -4,32% -1,02% 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Share of Post-Tax Results of Associates and Joint Ventures 516             873             1.024          1.152          1.244          1.226                             1.083          1.198          1.328          1.475          1.540          1.610          1.668                 

As % of Net Revenue 3,47% 6,15% 6,76% 6,89% 7,13% 7,34% 6,55% 7,00% 7,50% 8,00% 8,00% 8,00% 8,00%

Other Income (% of Net Revenue) 1,86% 1,97% 2,56% 3,07% 2,07% 2,28% 2,07% 2,27% 2,27% 2,27% 2,27% 2,27% 2,27%

Cost Drivers 

Cost of Inventories Recognised as an Expense (% of Net Revenue) 34,96% 32,16% 30,64% 30,21% 28,89% 28,20% 27,53% 26,80% 26,10% 25,40% 24,70% 24,00% 24,00%

Employee Benefits Costs (% of Net Revenue) 13,04% 13,98% 14,79% 14,97% 15,43% 14,91% 15,02% 14,59% 14,59% 14,59% 14,59% 14,59% 14,59%

Other Expenses (% of Net Revenue) 26,39% 28,86% 29,25% 29,20% 26,13% 25,99% 25,99% 27,40% 27,40% 27,40% 27,40% 27,40% 27,40%

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment (% of Non-Current Assets) 3,02% 2,66% 2,62% 1,82% 1,74% 1,79% 2,06% 2,24% 2,24% 2,24% 2,24% 2,24% 2,24%

Amortisation of Intangible Assests (% of Non-Current Assets) 0,74% 0,61% 0,64% 0,55% 0,90% 0,89% 1,03% 0,77% 0,77% 0,77% 0,77% 0,77% 0,77%

Impairment Losses (% of Non-Current Assets) 1,55% 0,27% 0,39% 0,05% 0,15% 0,19% 1,00% 0,51% 0,51% 0,51% 0,51% 0,51% 0,51%

Net Finance Cost Before Tax (% of NIBD) 8,25% 6,63% 7,35% 2,81% 4,72% 4,64% 6,08% 5,78% 5,78% 5,78% 5,78% 5,78% 5,78%

Special Items (% of Non-Current Assets)

Profit on Disposal of Available for Sale Investments 0,00% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Profit on Dispsal of Businesses 1,92% 0,00% 0,00% 2,48% 0,16% 0,15% 0,11% 0,69% 0,69% 0,69% 0,69% 0,69% 0,69%

Profit on Disposal of Investment in Associate 0,00% 0,00% 0,46% 0,21% 0,00% 0,00% 1,01% 0,24% 0,24% 0,24% 0,24% 0,24% 0,24%

Profit on Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment -0,04% -0,12% 0,01% 0,03% -0,03% 0,04% 0,05% -0,01% -0,01% -0,01% -0,01% -0,01% -0,01%

Investment Drivers
Non-Current Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Goodwill 58,68% 81,61% 78,92% 120,43% 113,77% 110,73% 89,19% 93,33% 93,33% 93,33% 93,33% 93,33% 93,33%

Intangible Assets 25,06% 30,67% 28,79% 59,24% 55,19% 51,08% 41,60% 41,66% 41,66% 41,66% 41,66% 41,66% 41,66%

Property, Plant and Equipment 49,75% 62,80% 61,60% 55,64% 51,89% 54,27% 48,15% 54,87% 54,87% 54,87% 54,87% 54,87% 54,87%

Investments in Joint Ventures 36,92% 41,01% 38,38% 33,03% 31,77% 33,41% 32,83% 35,34% 35,34% 35,34% 35,34% 35,34% 35,34%

Investments in Associates 12,01% 15,59% 17,95% 29,59% 31,02% 34,64% 26,97% 23,97% 23,97% 23,97% 23,97% 23,97% 23,97%

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 0,84% 0,82% 0,92% 0,81% 0,82% 0,83% 0,76% 0,83% 0,83% 0,83% 0,83% 0,83% 0,83%

Deferred Tax Assets 1,08% 1,16% 1,21% 0,70% 0,41% 0,69% 0,99% 0,89% 0,89% 0,89% 0,89% 0,89% 0,89%

Current Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Inventories 8,35% 9,12% 8,29% 7,51% 6,73% 6,99% 6,23% 7,60% 7,60% 7,60% 7,60% 7,60% 7,60%

Current Trade and Other Receivables 10,59% 11,73% 11,14% 12,90% 11,84% 10,90% 10,35% 11,35% 11,35% 11,35% 11,35% 11,35% 11,35%

Current Tax Assets 1,13% 0,95% 1,00% 2,88% 0,91% 1,04% 1,15% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30% 1,30%

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt (% of Net Revenue)

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 1,25% 1,02% 0,65% 0,67% 0,76% 0,15% 0,11% 0,66% 0,66% 0,66% 0,66% 0,66% 0,66%

Current Trade and Other Payables 16,10% 22,73% 23,00% 24,26% 22,94% 23,03% 22,55% 22,09% 22,09% 22,09% 22,09% 22,09% 22,09%

Non-Current Deferred Tax Liabilities 13,63% 16,72% 17,02% 23,44% 20,09% 19,43% 13,76% 17,73% 17,73% 17,73% 17,73% 17,73% 17,73%

Current Tax Liabilities 3,11% 4,34% 4,34% 5,44% 8,36% 6,62% 7,16% 5,63% 5,63% 5,63% 5,63% 5,63% 5,63%

Non-Current Provisions 2,51% 3,19% 3,04% 3,51% 3,08% 2,59% 2,04% 2,85% 2,85% 2,85% 2,85% 2,85% 2,85%

Current Provisions 2,01% 2,50% 2,71% 4,29% 3,20% 2,69% 2,17% 2,79% 2,79% 2,79% 2,79% 2,79% 2,79%

Financial Drivers
Interest-Bearing Debt (% of Net Revenue)

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 0,72% 1,04% 0,56% 0,41% 0,30% 0,22% 0,06% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47%

Non-Current Borrowings 50,19% 55,01% 46,98% 108,68% 92,10% 75,00% 64,01% 70,28% 70,28% 70,28% 70,28% 70,28% 70,28%

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 0,24% 1,23% 0,33% 0,24% 0,19% 0,47% 0,61% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47% 0,47%

Current Borrowings 14,43% 11,31% 8,88% 6,35% 14,14% 27,05% 11,86% 13,43% 13,43% 13,43% 13,43% 13,43% 13,43%

Liabilities of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale 0,00% 0,00% 0,44% 0,04% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,07% 0,07% 0,07% 0,07% 0,07% 0,07%

Interest-Bearing Assets (% of Net Revenue)

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 4,67% 2,88% 2,18% 4,38% 4,19% 3,76% 4,66% 3,82% 3,82% 3,82% 3,82% 3,82% 3,82%

Loan Participation Deposit 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,60% 0,57% 0,00% 0,00% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17%

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 0,36% 0,14% 0,11% 0,14% 0,64% 0,84% 2,80% 0,72% 0,72% 0,72% 0,72% 0,72% 0,72%

Cash and Cash Equivalents 2,75% 5,49% 7,05% 4,46% 12,44% 12,46% 5,84% 7,21% 7,21% 7,21% 7,21% 7,21% 7,21%

Non-Current Available for Sale Investments 0,19% 0,22% 0,23% 0,18% 0,13% 0,13% 0,13% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17% 0,17%

Current Available for Sale Investments 0,07% 0,01% 0,00% 0,01% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01% 0,01%

Assets of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale 0,00% 0,00% 0,44% 0,47% 0,13% 0,00% 0,00% 0,15% 0,15% 0,15% 0,15% 0,15% 0,15%

Medium-TermHistoric Period Short-Term

Terminal Period

Pro Forma Income Statement (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Operations

Sales Revenue 18.703        18.020        19.408        21.760        23.213        22.311                           22.130        

Excise Duties 3.820          3.825          4.263          5.047          5.755          5.607                             5.596          

Net Revenue 14.883        14.195        15.145        16.713        17.458        16.704                           16.534        17.121        17.707        18.433        19.253        20.123        20.854               

Cost of Inventories Recognised as an Expense 5.203          4.565          4.640          5.049          5.043          4.711                             4.552          4.589          4.621          4.682          4.756          4.830          5.005                 

Gross Profit 9.680          9.630          10.505        11.664        12.415        11.993                           11.982        12.533        13.085        13.751        14.498        15.294        15.849               

Employee Benefits Costs 1.940          1.985          2.240          2.502          2.693          2.491                             2.483          2.498          2.584          2.689          2.809          2.936          3.043                 

Other Income 277             279             388             513             362             381                                343             389             402             418             437             457             473                    

Other Expenses 3.927          4.096          4.430          4.881          4.561          4.341                             4.297          4.691          4.852          5.051          5.275          5.514          5.714                 

Operating Profit Before Special Items and Income from Associates 4.090          3.828          4.223          4.794          5.523          5.542                             5.545          5.732          6.052          6.429          6.850          7.300          7.565                 

Profit on Disposal of Available for Sale Investments -             2                 -             -             -             -                                1                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1                 1                        

Profit on Dispsal of Businesses 526             -             -             1.242          79               72                                  45               296             306             319             333             348             360                    

Profit on Disposal of Investment in Associate -             -             159             103             -             -                                403             103             107             111             116             121             126                    

Profit on Disposal of Property, Plant and Equipment 10-               39-               5                 15               13-               17                                  18               3-                 3-                 4-                 4-                 4-                 4-                        

Operating Profit Before Income from Associates 4.606          3.791          4.387          6.154          5.589          5.631                             6.012          6.128          6.462          6.856          7.296          7.766          8.048                 

Share of Post-Tax Results of Associates and Joint Ventures 516             873             1.024          1.152          1.244          1.226                             1.083          1.198          1.328          1.475          1.540          1.610          1.668                 

EBITDA 5.122          4.664          5.411          7.306          6.833          6.857                             7.095          7.327          7.790          8.330          8.836          9.376          9.716                 

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 829             881             904             909             867             854                                821             964             997             1.038          1.084          1.133          1.174                 

Amortisation of Intangible Assests 204             203             220             273             450             427                                410             330             341             355             371             387             401                    

Impairment Losses 425             88               136             25               73               90                                  399             221             228             238             248             259             269                    

Operating Profit (EBIT) 3.664          3.492          4.151          6.099          5.443          5.486                             5.465          5.812          6.223          6.700          7.133          7.596          7.872                 

Tax on Operations 1.014          1.008          1.217          1.262          1.398          1.345                             1.438          1.606          1.719          1.851          1.971          2.099          2.175                 

NOPAT 2.650          2.484          2.934          4.837          4.045          4.141                             4.027          4.206          4.504          4.849          5.162          5.497          5.697                 

Financials

Interest Payable and Similar Charges 1.301          879             883             1.093          1.417          1.055                             1.047          

Interest Receivable and Similar Income 595             316             358             531             682             410                                410             

Financial Costs Before Special Items 706             563             525             562             735             645                                637             

Gain on Dilution of Investment in Associate -             -             -             -             4                 18-                                  2                 

Gain on Remeasurement of Existing Interest in Joint Venture on Acquisition -             -             -             66               -             -                                -             

Net Finance Cost Before Tax 706             563             525             496             731             663                                635             718             742             773             807             843             874                    

Effective Tax Rate 30,2% 28,5% 28,2% 27,5% 27,0% 26,0% 26,0% 27,6 % 27,6 % 27,6 % 27,6 % 27,6 % 27,6 %

Tax on Financials (Tax Shield) 213             160             148             136             197             172                                165             198             205             213             223             233             241                    

Net Finance Cost After Tax 493             403             377             360             534             491                                470             519             537             559             584             610             633                    

Net Profit 2.157          2.081          2.557          4.477          3.511          3.650                             3.557          3.687          3.967          4.290          4.578          4.887          5.064                 

Short-Term Medium-TermHistoric Period
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10.3 SABMiller pro forma balance sheet 

 

10.4 SABMiller cash flow statement 

 

 

Terminal period

Pro Forma Balance Sheet (USD million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Assets

Non-Current Assets

Goodwill 8.734          11.584        11.952        20.128        19.862        18.497                           14.746        15.980        16.526        17.204        17.970        18.782        19.463                           

Intangible Assets 3.729          4.354          4.361          9.901          9.635          8.532                             6.878          7.133          7.377          7.679          8.021          8.384          8.688                             

Property, Plant and Equipment 7.404          8.915          9.330          9.299          9.059          9.065                             7.961          9.395          9.716          10.114        10.565        11.042        11.443                           

Investments in Joint Ventures 5.495          5.822          5.813          5.520          5.547          5.581                             5.428          6.050          6.257          6.514          6.804          7.111          7.369                             

Investments in Associates 1.787          2.213          2.719          4.946          5.416          5.787                             4.459          4.104          4.244          4.418          4.615          4.823          4.998                             

Non-Current Trade and Other Receivables 125             117             140             136             144             139                                126             142             147             153             160             167             173                                

Deferred Tax Assets 161             164             184             117             71               115                                163             152             158             164             171             179             186                                

Total Non-Current Assets 27.435        33.169        34.499        50.047        49.734        47.716                           39.761        42.956        44.425        46.246        48.305        50.488        52.321                           

Current Assets

Inventories 1.242          1.295          1.256          1.255          1.175          1.168                             1.030          1.302          1.346          1.401          1.464          1.530          1.586                             

Current Trade and Other Receivables 1.576          1.665          1.687          2.156          2.067          1.821                             1.711          1.943          2.010          2.092          2.185          2.284          2.367                             

Current Tax Assets 168             135             152             482             159             174                                190             222             229             239             249             261             270                                

Total Current Assets 2.986          3.095          3.095          3.893          3.401          3.163                             2.931          3.467          3.585          3.732          3.898          4.075          4.223                             

Non-Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Trade and Other Payables 186             145             98               112             132             25                                  18               113             116             121             127             132             137                                

Current Trade and Other Payables 2.396          3.227          3.484          4.054          4.004          3.847                             3.728          3.782          3.911          4.071          4.252          4.445          4.606                             

Non-Current Deferred Tax Liabilities 2.029          2.374          2.578          3.917          3.507          3.246                             2.275          3.035          3.139          3.268          3.413          3.567          3.697                             

Current Tax Liabilities 463             616             658             910             1.460          1.106                             1.184          963             996             1.037          1.083          1.132          1.173                             

Non-Current Provisions 373             453             460             586             538             433                                338             488             505             526             549             574             595                                

Current Provisions 299             355             410             717             558             450                                358             478             495             515             538             562             583                                

Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 5.746          7.170          7.688          10.296        10.199        9.107                             7.901          8.859          9.162          9.538          9.963          10.413        10.791                           

Operating Working Capital 2.760-          4.075-          4.593-          6.403-          6.798-          5.944-                             4.970-          5.393-          5.577-          5.806-          6.064-          6.338-          6.568-                             

Net Operating Assets 24.675        29.094        29.906        43.644        42.936        41.772                           34.791        37.564        38.848        40.441        42.241        44.150        45.752                           

Financials

Equity

Share Capital 159             165             166             166             167             167                                168             

Share Premium 6.198          6.312          6.384          6.480          6.581          6.648                             6.752          

Merger Relief Reserve 3.395          4.586          4.586          4.586          4.586          4.321                             3.963          

Other Reserves 873-             1.322          1.881          1.978          1.328          702-                                5.457-          

Retained Earnings 6.496          7.525          8.991          11.863        13.710        15.885                           17.746        

Minority Interests in Equity 738             689             751             940             1.088          1.163                             1.183          

Equity Primo 24.355        25.154        26.014        27.081        28.286        29.564                           

Net Profit 3.687          3.967          4.290          4.578          4.887          5.064                             

Dividends 2.888-          3.107-          3.223-          3.372-          3.609-          3.991-                             

Equity Ultimo 16.113        20.599        22.759        26.013        27.460        27.482                           24.355        25.154        26.014        27.081        28.286        29.564        30.637                           

Interest-Bearing Debt

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 107             147             85               69               52               37                                  10               81               84               87               91               95               99                                  

Non-Current Borrowings 7.470          7.809          7.115          18.164        16.079        12.528                           10.583        12.033        12.445        12.955        13.532        14.143        14.656                           

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 35               174             50               40               34               78                                  101             81               84               87               91               95               98                                  

Current Borrowings 2.148          1.605          1.345          1.062          2.469          4.519                             1.961          2.300          2.379          2.476          2.586          2.703          2.801                             

Liabilities of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale -             -             66               7                 1                 -                                -             12               12               13               13               14               14                                  

Total Interest-Bearing Debt 9.760          9.735          8.661          19.342        18.635        17.162                           12.655        14.507        15.002        15.618        16.313        17.050        17.669                           

Interest-Bearing Assets

Non-Current Derivative Financial Instruments 695             409             330             732             732             628                                770             654             676             704             735             768             796                                

Loan Participation Deposit -             -             -             100             100             -                                -             29               30               31               32               34               35                                  

Current Derivative Financial Instruments 54               20               16               24               111             141                                463             123             127             133             138             145             150                                

Cash and Cash Equivalents 409             779             1.067          745             2.171          2.081                             965             1.234          1.277          1.329          1.388          1.451          1.504                             

Non-Current Available for Sale Investments 29               31               35               30               22               22                                  21               30               31               32               33               35               36                                  

Current Available for Sale Investments 11               1                 -             1                 -             -                                -             2                 2                 2                 2                 2                 3                                    

Assets of Disposal Group Classified as Held for Sale -             -             66               79               23               -                                -             25               26               27               29               30               31                                  

Total Interest-Bearing Assets 1.198          1.240          1.514          1.711          3.159          2.872                             2.219          2.097          2.169          2.257          2.358          2.464          2.554                             

Net Interest-Bearing Debt 8.562          8.495          7.147          17.631        15.476        14.290                           10.436        12.410        12.834        13.360        13.955        14.586        15.115                           

Net Financial Investments 24.675        29.094        29.906        43.644        42.936        41.772                           34.791        37.564        38.848        40.441        42.241        44.150        45.752                           

Operating Assets – Invested Capital -             -             -             -             -             -                                -             -             -             -             -             -              -                                 

Short-Term Medium-TermHistoric Period

Terminal period

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement (USD million) E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Total Non-Current Assets Primo 39.761        42.956        44.425        46.246        48.305        50.488                           

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 964             997             1.038          1.084          1.133          1.174                             

Impairment Losses 221             228             238             248             259             269                                

Total Non-Current Assets Ultimo 42.956        44.425        46.246        48.305        50.488        52.321                           

CAPEX 4.380          2.694          3.097          3.391          3.575          3.276                             

Pro Forma Cash Flow Statement

NOPAT 4.206          4.504          4.849          5.162          5.497          5.697                             

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 964             997             1.038          1.084          1.133          1.174                             

Impairment Losses 221             228             238             248             259             269                                

Change in Operating Working Capital -423            -184            -229            -258            -274            -230                               

CAPEX 4.380          2.694          3.097          3.391          3.575          3.276                             

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 1.433          3.220          3.256          3.362          3.589          4.094                             

Change in Total Non-Interest-Bearing Debt 1.974          424             526             595             631             529                                

Net Finance Cost After Tax 519             537             559             584             610             633                                

Free Cash Flow to Equity (FCFE) 2.888          3.107          3.223          3.372          3.609          3.991                             

Dividends 2.888-          3.107-          3.223-          3.372-          3.609-          3.991-                             

Cash Surplus -             -             -             -             -             -                                

Medium-TermShort-Term
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11.0 Valuation stand alone 

In this section you see the stand alone valuations for the two companies. As we have done earlier in the 

thesis, we have here the extra information in regards to these two stand-alone valuations.  

11.1 Valuation ABInBev 

 

11.1.1 DCF Model 

The DCF model is the most popular of the valuation models we have. The formula for the model as we use 

is Enterprise value 𝐸𝑉 =  ∑𝑛
𝑇=0

𝐹𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑡

(1+𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶)𝑡
 

FCFF = Free cash flow of the firm in time period t. 

WACC = Weighted average cost of capital. 

According to this model the only free cash flows to the firm, and the WACC affects the value of the 

company. This implies at pointed out in the thesis, that a low WACC and high cash flow will give higher 

enterprise value.   

 

11.1.2 EVA Model 

According to the EVA model the value of the company is determined by the initial invested capital. (book 

value of equity plus net interest bearing debt.) plus the value of all future EVAS. It shows the companies 

Terminal Period

Discounted Cash Flow Model (USD million) AB InBev E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 9.285           10.066        9.298         9.694         10.210       11.374                            

WACC 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43%

Present Value of FCFF 8.643           8.722          7.499         7.278         7.135         

Growth in Terminal Period 3,15%

Terminal Value 265.547                          

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 39.276             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 185.568           

Enterprise Value 224.844           

NIBD 45.285             

Minority Interests in Equity 4.285               

Market Value of Equity 175.274           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 174.093           

Estimated Value - Market Cap 1.182               

Short-Term Medium-Term

AB InBev

D/EV 25%

E/EV 75%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 7,52%

Unlevered Beta 0,7014           

Levered Beta 0,8900

Re 9,09%

Credit Spread 0,64%

Tax Rate 19,3%

After-Tax Rd 2,45%

WACC 7,43%
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value creation during a given time-period. (Petersen & Plenborg, 2012) The formula for EVA is the 

following:  

𝐸𝑉𝐴𝑡 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐴𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑 (𝑁𝑂𝑃𝐴𝑇𝑡 − 𝑊𝐴𝐶𝐶 ∗ 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡−1 

 

11.2 Valuation SABMiller 

 

11.2.1 DCF Model 

 

Terminal Period

Economic Value Added Model (USD million) AB InBev E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

NOPAT 12.675         13.042        13.567       14.111       14.659       15.121                            

Net Operating Assets Primo 99.542         102.932      105.908     110.177     114.595     119.044                          

WACC 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43% 7,43%

Cost of Capital 7.396           7.648          7.870         8.187         8.515         8.846                              

EVA 5.279           5.393          5.698         5.925         6.144         6.275                              

Present value of EVA 4.914           4.673          4.595         4.448         4.294         

Growth in Terminal Period 3,15%

Terminal Value 146.503                          

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 22.924             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 102.379           

Net Operating Assets Primo 99.542             

Enterprise Value 224.844           

NIBD 45.285             

Minority Interests in Equity 4.285               

Market Value of Equity 175.274           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 174.093           

Estimated Value - Market Cap 1.182               

Short-Term Medium-Term

SABMiller

D/EV 25%

E/EV 75%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 8,47%

Beta 0,9000

Adjusted Beta 0,9333

Re 10,02%

Credit Spread 0,78%

Tax Rate 27,6%

After-Tax Rd 2,30%

WACC 8,09%

Terminal Period

Discounted Cash Flow Model (USD million) SABMiller E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 0 1 2 3 4 5 5

Free Cash Flow to the Firm (FCFF) 1.433          3.220          3.256               3.362          3.589          4.094                              

WACC 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09%

Present Value of FCFF 1.326          2.756          2.578               2.463          2.432          

Growth in Terminal Period 3,63%

Terminal Value 91.757                            

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 11.555           

Net Present Value of Terminal value 62.183           

Enterprise Value 73.738           

NIBD 10.436           

Minority Interests in Equity 1.183             

Market Value of Equity 62.119           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 75.737          

Purchase Price (13.10.2015) 104.200        

Estimated Value - Market Cap -13.618         

Estimated Value - Purchase Price -42.081         

Short-Term Medium-Term
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11.2.2 EVA Model 

 

11.2.3 Scenario analysis SABMiller 

11.2.3.1 Net revenue growth 

As we can see from the sensitivity analysis below, the value we have obtained for SABMiller is highly 

dependent on the WACC. If the companies  

 

 

 

11.2.3.2 Profits from associates  

 

 

Terminal Period

Economic Value Added Model (USD million) SABMiller E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 5

NOPAT 4.206          4.504          4.849               5.162          5.497          5.697                              

Net Operating Assets Primo 34.791        37.564        38.848             40.441        42.241        44.150                            

WACC 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09% 8,09%

Cost of Capital 2.815          3.040          3.144               3.272          3.418          3.573                              

EVA 1.391          1.464          1.705               1.890          2.079          2.124                              

Present value of EVA 1.287          1.253          1.350               1.384          1.409          

Growth in Terminal Period 3,63%

Terminal Value 47.607                            

Net Present Value of Forecast Period 6.684             

Net Present Value of Terminal value 32.263           

Net Operating Assets Primo 34.791           

Enterprise Value 73.738           

NIBD 10.436           

Minority Interests in Equity 1.183             

Market Value of Equity 62.119           

Market Capitalization (14.09.2015) 75.737          

Purchase Price (13.10.2015) 104.200        

Estimated Value - Market Cap -13.618         

Estimated Value - Purchase Price -42.081         

Short-Term Medium-Term

WACC

Growth 2,88% 3,13% 3,38% 3,63% 3,88% 4,13% 4,38%

7,34% 68.916        71.401        74.200        77.376        81.011              85.213        90.124        

7,59% 64.499        66.615        68.982        71.649        74.674              78.137        82.139        

7,84% 60.538        62.347        64.360        66.612        69.148              72.026        75.320        

8,09% 59.966        58.520        60.239        62.119            64.289              66.698        69.431        

8,34% 53.730        55.068        56.542        58.172        59.984              62.012        64.296        

8,59% 50.785        51.941        53.208        54.603        56.146              57.861        59.781        

8,84% 48.095        49.096        50.188        51.385        52.702              54.160        55.781        

Bull

Basis

Bear

Bear Basis Bull

Profits from WACC

Associates 7,25% 7,50% 7,75% 8,00% 8,25% 8,50% 8,75%

7,34% 75.235        75.949        76.662        77.376        78.090              78.809        79.517        

7,59% 69.666        70.327        70988 71.649        72.309              72.970        73.631        

7,84% 64.769        65.383        65.998        66.612        67.226              67.841        68.455        

8,09% 60.430        61.004        61.577        62.119            62.724              63.297        63.870        

8,34% 56.562        57.098        57.635        58.172        58.708              59.245        59.782        

8,59% 53.092        53.595        54.099        54.603        55.107              55.610        56.114        

8,84% 49.962        50.437        50.911        51.385        51.859              52.333        52.807        

Bull

Basis

Bear

Bear Basis Bull
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12.0 Restructured value and combined company 

In this section we are showing the valuations for the restructured company, as well as the corresponding new 

restructured value.  

12.1 Status que versus restructured value 

 

 

 

Profit Margin 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020 Average

SABMiller 24,36% 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32% 26,02%

AB InBev 26,31% 26,29% 26,29% 26,29% 26,29% 26,29% 26,29% 26,29%

D/EV 25%

E/EV 75%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 8,47%

Beta 0,9000           

Re 10,02%

Credit Spread 0,78%

Tax Rate 27,63%

After-Tax Rd 2,30%

WACC 8,09%

Terminal Period

SABMiller Status Quo Value (USD million) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                    2                     3                     4                     5                     5                        

Net Revenue 16.534           17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854               

Incremental Net Revenue -                 -                  -                 -                 -                 -                     

Total Net Revenue 17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854               

Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

NOPAT 4.206             4.504              4.849              5.162              5.497              5.697                 

Profit Margin 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Profit Margin 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32%

Depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 964                997                 1.038              1.084              1.133              1.174                 

Impairment Losses 221                228                 238                 248                 259                 269                    

Change in Operating Working Capital 423-                184-                 229-                 258-                 274-                 230-                    

CAPEX 4.380             2.694              3.097              3.391              3.575              3.276                 

Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

FCFF 1.433             3.220              3.256              3.362              3.589              91.757               

PV 1.326             2.756              2.578              2.463              2.432              62.183               

Enterprise Value 73.738           

Short-Term Medium-Term
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12.2 Restructured value SABMiller  

 

 

 

12.3 Value of control 

 

 

Terminal Period

SABMiller Restructured Value (USD million) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                    2                     3                     4                     5                     5                        

Net Revenue 16.534           17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854               

Incremental Net Revenue -                 -                  -                 -                 -                 -                     

Total Net Revenue 17.121           17.707            18.433            19.253            20.123            20.854               

Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 3,55% 3,42% 4,10% 4,45% 4,52% 3,63%

NOPAT 4.206             4.858              5.310              5.547              5.799              5.905                 

Profit Margin 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 2,00% 2,50% 2,00% 1,50% 1,00%

Total Profit Margin 24,57% 27,44% 28,81% 28,81% 28,82% 28,32%

Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 65,92% 28,51% 32,85% 34,88% 34,72% 28,13%

FCFF 1.433             3.473              3.565              3.613              3.786              97.070               

PV 1.327             2.978              2.830              2.655              2.576              66.058               

Enterprise Value 78.424           

Short-Term Medium-Term

SABMiller Restructured E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Profit Margin 24,57% 25,44% 26,31% 26,81% 27,32% 27,32%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 2,00% 2,50% 2,00% 1,50% 1,00%

Total Profit Margin 24,57% 27,44% 28,81% 28,81% 28,82% 28,32%

D/EV WACC

Profit Margin 0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75%

37,5 % 7,87% 5.447            6.052          6.658              7.263          7.869          8.474          9.080          

35,0 % 7,91% 4.592            5.190          5.788              6.386          6.984          7.582          8.180          

32,5 % 7,96% 3.756            4.346          4.937              5.527          6.118          6.708          7.299          

30,0 % 8,00% 2.937            3.520          4.103              4.686              5.270          5.853          6.436          

27,5 % 8,05% 2.134            2.710          3.286              3.862          4.438          5.015          5.591          

25,0 % 8,09% 1.348            1.917          2.486              3.055          3.624          4.193          4.762          

22,5 % 8,14% 577               1.140          1.702              2.264          2.826          3.388          3.951          

Basis

Bear

Bear Basis Bull

Bull

Status Quo Value Restructured Value Value of Control

73.738                    78.424                      4.686                                                                                   

104.200                  66.805                      37.395                                                                                 

The SABMiller  AcquisitionD/EV 30%

E/EV 70%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 8,47%

Levered Beta 0,9000           

Unlevered Beta 0,7251           

Re-Levered Beta 0,9500           

Re 10,45%

Credit Spread 0,78%

Tax Rate 27,63%

After-Tax Rd 2,30%

WACC 8,00%
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12.4 Combined firm – no synergies 

 

 

 

12.5 Combined firm with synergies 

In the graphs below we have the combines firm value including synergies. We have also put in the 

corresponding firm values of the company.  

 

Terminal period

Combined Firm (USD million) (Synergies Excluded) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                2                 3                 4                 5                 5                                    

Net Revenue 63.597           65.341       67.320        70.046        72.936        75.890        78.376                           

Incremental Net Revenue -             -              -              -              -              -                                

Total Net Revenue 65.341       67.320        70.046        72.936        75.890        78.376                           

Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

NOPAT 16.882       17.900        18.877        19.659        20.458        21.026                           

Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Depreciation and Impairment of Property, Plant and Equipment 4.316         4.447          4.627          4.818          5.013          5.178                             

Change in Operating Working Capital 2.898-         960-             1.341-          1.409-          1.433-          1.206-                             

CAPEX 14.884       12.169        13.053        13.330        13.586        11.858                           

Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

FCFF 9.211         11.137        11.792        12.555        13.319        364.369                         

PV 8.565         9.629          9.480          9.386          9.259          253.294                         

Enterprise Value 299.614         

Short-Term Medium-Term

Combined Firm (With Synergies)

D/EV 30%

E/EV 70%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 7,76%

Weighted Unlevered Beta 0,7075           

Re-Levered Beta 0,9456           

Re 9,74%

Credit Spread 0,68%

Tax Rate 21,47%

After-Tax Rd 2,42%

WACC 7,54%

Combined Firm (Without Synergies)

D/EV 30%

E/EV 70%

Rf 2,40%

Market Risk Premium 7,76%

Weighted Unlevered Beta 0,7075           

Re-Levered Beta 0,9456           

Re 9,74%

Credit Spread 0,68%

Tax Rate 21,47%

After-Tax Rd 2,42%

WACC 7,54%
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12.5.1 Regulatory sales 

 

12.6 Total value acquisition 

Below we have computed what we believe the acquisition is worth for ABInBev, and we do not see value 

created for the shareholders in the short term. 

Terminal period

Combined Firm (USD million) (Synergies Included) 2014 E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Time Coefficient 1                  2                 3                4                 5                 5                                    

Net Revenue 63.597           65.341         67.320        70.114       73.357        76.985        80.264                           

Incremental Net Revenue -               65               337            631             734             -                                

Total Net Revenue 65.341         67.385        70.451       73.988        77.719        80.264                           

Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

Incremental Growth Rate 0,00% 0,10% 0,50% 0,90% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 2,74% 3,13% 4,55% 5,03% 5,05% 3,28%

NOPAT 16.882         18.052        19.479       20.682        21.884        22.496                           

Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,20% 0,70% 1,00% 1,20% 1,20%

Total Profit Margin 25,84% 26,79% 27,65% 27,95% 28,16% 28,03%

Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 6,00% 5,00% 2,00% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 43,78% 42,53% 38,13% 35,90% 26,04%

FCFF 9.211           10.149        11.194       12.795        14.028        389.839                         

PV 8.565           8.775          9.000         9.566          9.752          271.000                         

Enterprise Value 316.657         

Short-Term Medium-Term

Combined Firm E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Growth Rate 2,74% 3,03% 4,05% 4,13% 4,05% 3,28%

Additional Growth Rate 0,00% 0,10% 0,50% 0,90% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Growth Rate 2,74% 3,13% 4,55% 5,03% 5,05% 3,28%

Combined Firm E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Profit Margin 25,84% 26,59% 26,95% 26,95% 26,96% 26,83%

Incremental Profit Margin 0,00% 0,20% 0,70% 1,00% 1,20% 1,20%

Total Profit Margin 25,84% 26,79% 27,65% 27,95% 28,16% 28,03%

Combined Firm E2015 E2016 E2017 E2018 E2019 E2020

Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 37,78% 37,53% 36,13% 34,90% 26,04%

Incremental Reinvestment Rate 0,00% 6,00% 5,00% 2,00% 1,00% 0,00%

Total Reinvestment Rate 45,44% 43,78% 42,53% 38,13% 35,90% 26,04%

Buyer Market Value Acquisition Price Gain on Sale

Molson Coors 12.000           12.000                -               

CR Beer 3.810             1.600                  2.210-           

Asahi 1.832             2.900                  1.068           

1.141-           
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12.7 Sensitivity analysis total value 

 

12.7.1 Profit margin 

 

12.7.2 Net revenue growth 

 

12.7.3 Reinvestment Rate  

 

D/EV WACC

Profit Margin 0,25% 0,50% 0,75% 1,00% 1,25% 1,50% 1,75%

37,5 % 7,64% 5.497          6.106          6.714          7.323          7.931          8.540          9.149          

35,0 % 7,68% 4.633          5.234          5.834          6.435          7.036          7.637          8.238          

32,5 % 7,72% 3.786          4.380          4.973          5.566          6.160          6.753          7.347          

30,0 % 8,09% 2.958          3.544          4.130          4.686              5.302          5.888          6.478          

27,5 % 7,80% 2.146          2.725          3.303          3.882          4.461          5.040          5.619          

25,0 % 7,83% 1.351          1.922          2.494          3.066          3.638          4.209          4.781          

22,5 % 7,87% 571             1.136          1.701          2.266          2.831          3.396          3.960          

Optimistic

Realistic

Realistic OptimisticPessimistic

Pessemistic

WACC

Net Revenue Growth 2,88% 3,13% 3,38% 3,63% 3,88% 4,13% 4,38%

7,34% 68.916        71.401        74.200        77.376        81.011        85.213        90.124        

7,59% 64.499        66.615        68.982        71.649        74.674        78.137        82.139        

7,84% 60.538        62.347        64.360        66.612        69.148        72.026        75.320        

8,09% 59.966        58.520        60.239        62.119            64.289        66.698        69.431        

8,34% 53.730        55.068        56.542        58.172        59.984        62.012        64.296        

8,59% 50.785        51.941        53.208        54.603        56.146        57.861        59.781        

8,84% 48.095        49.096        50.188        51.385        52.702        54.160        55.781        
Pessemistic

Optimistic

Realistic

Pessimistic Realistic Optimistic

Profit Margin

Reinvestment Rate 1,50% 1,00% 0,50% 0,00% -0,50% -1,00% -1,50%

1,80% 13.909        15.785        17.660        19.535             21.411        23.286        25.161        

1,60% 12.010        13.872        15.735        17.597             19.459        21.321        23.184        

1,40% 10.111        11.960        13.809        15.658             17.508        19.357        21.206        

1,20% 8.212          10.048        11.884        13.389                   15.556        17.932        19.228        

1,00% 6.313          8.136          9.559          11.781             13.604        15.427        17.250        

0,80% 4.413          6.223          8.033          9.843               11.653        13.463        15.272        

0,60% 2.514          4.311          6.108          7.904               9.701          11.498        13.295        

Optimistic

Realistic

Optimistic

Pessemistic

Pessimistic Realistic

Acquisition Price Deal Value for AB InBev AB InBev's Profit Consequense for Shareholders

104.200                               79.053                            25.147-                                Value Destroying

104.200                               79.053                            25.147-                                Value destroying

The SABMiller  Acquisition

Status Quo Value of Equity Value of Control Synergy Value Regulatory Sales

62.119                                 4.686                              13.389                                1.141-                                                                 

62.119                                 18.075                                1.141-                                                                 

The SABMiller  Acquisition
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12.7.4 Deal value  

 

 

As we touched upon in the thesis, in our view the deal seems overly expensive. We discussed the future of a 

possible Africa that could boost their sales substantially as well as making this deal highly profitable. We do 

however believe there is a lot of risk attributed to this. There might be a period in a few years’ time where an 

investment in ABInBev stock could be more profitable.  

13.0 Ownership structure  

13.1 Ownership structure SABMiller – major shareholders 

 

Figure 2 Euromonitor (Own Contribution) 

 

Deal Value 

87.181              92.151        97.433        103.093      109.212      115.898      123.293      

80.001              84.580        89.410        94.540        100.028      105.954      112.420      

73.294              77.546        82.001        86.695        91.675        96.995        102.732      

69.995              70.971        75.112        79.053        84.006        89.377        93.996        

61.048              64.788        68.263        72.694        76.908        81.338        86.024        

55.408              58.945        62.594        66.371        70.296        74.392        78.693        

50.039              53.402        56.856        60.414        64.093        67.913        71.895        

Optimistic

Realistic

Pessemistic

OptimisticPessimistic Realistic

26.54

13.89

3.89 3.02 2.96 2.00 1.74 1.66 1.55 1.48
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As we can see from the graph above the Altria Group (Philip Morris) and Bevco (Santa Domingo Family) are 

the main shareholders if the company. The other major shareholders are institutional investors.  

13.2 Shareholder structure ABInBev 

 

 

Figure 3 AB- Inbev.com 

As we can see from the shareholder structure of ABInBev it is quiet complex. The founders of 3G Capital 

own together with the Belgium families after the majority stock in the company.  


